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year before the high-stake
A
State Assembly elections,
Gujarat Chief Minister Vijay
Rupani resigned on Saturday to
make way for a new face. The
surprise decision is seen as the
acknowledgment of the fact
that Rupani’s political management had left the State unit
in disarray, the BJP was facing
new challenges from the Aam
Aadmi Party, a well-entrenched
spirited Congress, and the
demand of influential “patidar”
community to have a dominant
share in the State power.
Rupani, hailing from the
numerical smaller Jain community, submitted his resignation to Governor Acharya
Devvrat in the afternoon and
later said that he had “willingly” stepped down from the post
after a decision in this regard
was taken by the party in the
“larger interest of Gujarat”.
Rupani was sworn-in as
State Chief Minister in
December 2017.
BJP’s legislature party
meeting is to take place on
Sunday morning when a new
name for the Chief Minister
could be announced, according
to party sources.
The probable names for the
Chief Minister from the "patidar" community include Union

Health Minister Mansukh
Mandaviya, who was sworn in
as the Union Health Minister
in July, Deputy State Chief
Minister Nitin Patel, BJP Rajya
Sabha member Parshottam,
former State Home Minister
Gordhan Zadafia, BJP administrator in Dadar Nagar Haveli
Praful Khoda Patel, and State
Minister RC Faldu. Patels,
largely, dominate the
Saurashtra region of Gujarat.
Besides these names, a
non-patidar State BJP president
and Lok Sabha member CR
Patil, under whom BJP scored
well in local elections, is also a
potential candidate.
Mandaviya, who landed in
Ahmedabad soon after
Rupani’s resignation and interacted with State leaders, maintained “he is not in the race”.
However, it is understood
that the BJP leadership in Delhi
first decided on Rupani’s successor before directing him to
put in his papers. “The media
can do as much kite flying as it
wants. The name must have
been finalised,” said a senior
leader.
Rupani was found short of
expectations during the peak of
the Covid-19 second wave. His
grip of the bureaucracy was
also questionable as also his
ability to check infighting in the
State unit.
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he Taliban cancelled the
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“It has been a five-year journey for the development of
Gujarat... under guidance of PM
Modi. Now, to further develop
the State, with new energy and
power, I have decided to resign
as Chief Minister,” said Rupani.
“It is well known that the
BJP, as a party, keeps changing
as per requirements... it is a speciality of our party that every
worker delivers to the fullest,
and I too will continue to
work for the party with the
same energy,” he said.
With 27 years ant-incumbency staring in the face of the
BJP, the party leadership has
decided to do course correction
well in time for the Assembly

polls. The Congress wrested
around 19 seats from the BJP
in the last Assembly polls. The
AAP is also making determined forays in the State by
winning 27 seats in Surat
municipal Corporation polls.
Under the situation, the
BJP leadership has decided to
hand over the command of the
Prime Minister’s home State to
a more “dynamic” leader who
could carve-out a fresh strategy to win Assembly polls in
December next year.
“Many Ministers will make
exit and new faces will find
place in the Cabinet under a
new CM,” sources said.
Just before Rupani’s resig-

nation, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Saturday
morning virtually inaugurated
“Patidar” promoted Girl’s hostel in Ahmadabad as an indication that the Patels will be
given more weight in the State.
The BJP has been in CM
changing spree as before
Rupani, it has organised exit of
Karnataka CM BS Yediyurappa
and shifted two CMs in
Uttarakhand — Tirath Singh
Rawat and Trivendra Singh
Rawat — to ensure that antiincumbency doesn’t rise until
the next Assembly polls.
Uttarakhand is due for elections early next year while
Karnataka in 2023.

Government that was earlier
scheduled for Saturday, the
20th anniversary of 9/11, after
the group was pressurised by its
allies against the plan.
The 9/11 terror attacks
had killed nearly 3,000 people
in the US.
A member of Afghanistan
Government’s cultural commission, Inamullah Samangani
on Twitter said, “The inauguration ceremony of the new
Afghan Government was cancelled a few days ago. In order
not to confuse people further,
the leadership of the Islamic
Emirate announced the part of
the Cabinet, and it has already
started to work.”
The Taliban had invited
Russia, Iran, China, Qatar and
Pakistan to the inaugural ceremony. However, Moscow
reportedly informed Qatar, the
go-between for Western

CP[XQP]UXVWcTabTbR^acf^\T]\PaRWX]bd__^ac^UcWTCP[XQP]6^eTa]\T]c^dcbXST
:PQd[D]XeTabXch0UVWP]XbcP]^]BPcdaSPh
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nations and the new Kabul government, that it would not
participate in the inauguration
event if it’s held on the anniversary of 9/11.
The Taliban flag waved
over the Afghan Presidential
Palace the same day the US and
the world marked the 20th
anniversary of the September
11 attacks.
The milestone anniversary
on Saturday takes place just
weeks after the chaotic US
withdrawal from Afghanistan
and the return to power of the
Taliban, the faction that sheltered the Muslim militant
group founded by Osama bin
Laden that carried out the
attacks.

The Taliban flag was raised
on Friday and could be seen
waving over the Presidential
Palace in Kabul on Saturday.
The militant group also painted their white backdrop flag on
the wall of the US Embassy
building.
Americans solemnly
marked the 20th anniversary of
9/11 on Saturday, remembering
the dead, invoking the heroes
and taking stock of the aftermath just weeks after the
bloody end of the Afghanistan
war that was launched in
response to the terror attacks.
The US is now concerned
that al-Qaida, the terror network behind 9/11, may regroup
in Afghanistan.
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and Australia on
Iforndia
Saturday stressed the need
fighting terrorism without
compromise and said the situation in Afghanistan is a matter of “central concern” for
both the countries. They also
called for a free-open and
inclusive Indo-Pacific region.
These were the main focus
of the first 2+2 dialogue
between the foreign and
Defence Ministers of India and
Australia here.
S Jaishankar and Rajnath
Singh also held talks on the
strategic and security architecture between the two countries
with their respective counterparts Marise Payne and Peter
Dutton. The leaders also
reviewed their ongoing fight
against the corona pandemic.
Sharing the outcome of
the talks with the media after
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the talks, Rajnath said the partnership between India and
Australia was based on shared
vision of free, open, inclusive
and prosperous Indo-Pacific
region.
He said during the talks, a
rules-based order was emphasised upon.
This came in the backdrop
of China asserting itself in the

Indo-Pacific region and repeatedly opposing the Quad combine including India, Australia,
Japan and the US. The Quad
nations recently held Malabar
series of naval exercise in the
Western Pacific. Last year,
Malabar exercise of the Quad
nations was held off the Indian
coast.
Continued on Page 4

Government and Teerth
Purohits on the issue of Char
Dham
Devasthanam
Management board and start of
Char Dham Yatra, the Teerth
Purohits have suspended their
agitation till October 30 after
meeting Chief Minister
Pushkar Singh Dhami on
Saturday.
A delegation of the Teerth
Purohits,
stakeholder
Mahapanchayat Samiti met
Dhami at his residence on
Saturday morning. Talking to
the delegation, the CM said
that the Char Dhams are the
centre of the faith and the
Government is working in the
direction of strengthening the
infrastructure facilities in the
temples. He assured them that
the Government was trying to
start the Char Dham Yatra.
Dhami categorically said
that the traditional rights of the
stakeholders would not be
allowed to be affected. He said

80B^UUXRTabT]c^]
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fter
the
Har yana
A
Government on Saturday
ordered a judicial probe into
that the high-level committee
would submit its report to the
Government after listening to
the Teerth Purohits. Dhami
said that two Purohits, each
from all the four Dhams, would
be included in the committee.
He said that the State
Government would take an
appropriate decision after the
committee submits its report.
Later talking to the media,
convener
of
the
Mahapanchayat Suresh Semwal
said that the CM has assured
them that eight members of the

Teerth Purohits would be
included in the high-powered
committee
and
the
Government would take a decision based on the report of this
committee. Semwal said that
the Mahapanchayat has decided to suspend its agitation till
October 30. Semwal thanked
the CM for taking up their matter seriously.
Mahapanchayat Samiti
member Umesh Sati said that
interaction with the CM took
place in a positive environment.
Continued on Page 4

last month’s clash between
farmers and police and sent the
IAS officer who is at the centre of a row over his remark
“break the heads of farmers” on
leave, farmers called off their
five-day long sit-in outside the
Karnal district headquarters.
Haryana Additional Chief
Secretary Devender Singh said
the probe will be conducted by
a retired judge and will be completed within a month. SDM
Ayush Sinha will remain on
leave during the time, he said.
A joint Press conference by
Haryana Government officials
and farmer leader Gurnam

Singh Chaduni was held in
Karnal after both sides reached
an agreement, leading to the
ending of the stand-off. There
was an indication of a possible
ending of the impasse between
the farmers and the Karnal
administration on Friday
evening itself as after a
marathon meeting both sides
had said that it was held in a
cordial atmosphere.
About 10 protesters were
hurt in the clash with police in
Karnal on August 28 when they
tried to march towards the
venue of a BJP meeting. Sinha,
a 2018-batch IAS officer, was
caught on video allegedly
telling policemen to “break
the heads” of farmers if they
cross the line.
Following the incident,
farmers had been demanding
the suspension of Sinha. On
September 2, he was transferred out of Karnal and posted as Additional Secretary of
the Citizen Resources
Information Department.
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highly unusual rainfall in
A
Delhi on Saturday, the
highest in 46 years and almost
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double the precipitation
recorded last year, threw traffic movement and daily life of
Delhiites in complete disarray.
Several roads across the
national Capital remained
waterlogged, railway tracks
submerged and Indira Gandhi
International (IGI) Airport
flooded with knee-deep water.
A bus with 40 passengers
got trapped at a flooded underpass of Palam flyover, towards
airport road on Saturday morning to be later rescued by the
fire department. Another 18
passengers got trapped in a
tempo and a truck and were
rescued from the waterlogged

area of outer Delhi’s Mundka.
Netizens posted pictures
and videos of waterlogged
streets on social media. In a
video on Twitter purportedly
showing waterlogging in
Madhu Vihar, some DTC cluster buses could be seen standing in the water and other commuters manoeuvring their
vehicles through the inundated road.
Due to heavy rainfall, an
old building in Delhi’s Narela
area, which was declared a
dangerous structure by civic
authorities, also collapsed.
However, no one was injured in
the incident.
As many as 262 waterlogging complaints were received
by the Public Works
Department (PWD) and civic
agencies till evening.

Some of the key areas that
witnessed heavy waterlogging
included Ring Road near
WHO building, ITO, NH-48
(Airport road), Moti Bagh, RK
Puram, Madhu Vihar, Hari
Nagar, Rohtak Road, Badarpur,
Som Vihar, Ring Road near IP
Station, Vikas Marg, Sangam
Vihar, Mehrauli-Badarpur
Road, Pul Prahladpur
Underpass, Mahipalpur,
Munirka, Rajpur Khurd,
Nangloi and Kirari.
Waterlogging also resulted
in heavy traffic jams at busy
road stretches, including ITO,
Ring Road, Mukarba Chowk,
Azadpur, Pul Prahladpur and
Rohtak Road. The authorities
had to shut traffic movement
on the Pul Prahladpur underpass due to waterlogging.
Nearly 10 instances of trees
falling were reported in the city.
According to IMD, the city
recorded 117.9 mm rainfall
from 5:30 am to 2:30 pm.
Continued on Page 4
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‘I was excited to play a different role’
2770E8?0=34HfW^Xb_[PhX]V6^SSTbb;PZbW\XX]B01CEbBWdQW;PPQWcP[Zbc^BD?A8H0A0<4B7
PQ^dcWTaTg_TaXT]RT^UcPZX]Vd_P]Tfa^[TP]ScWTRWP[[T]VTbfWXRWRP\TP[^]V
Q What is Shubh Laabh about?
The show has a very different
concept, it is not a micro show
or a normal daily soap. People
would be able to relate to the
show so much as it is made
keeping in mind the daily hustle
of life. I am playing the role of
Goddess Lakshmi and my role
will not just be to guide the main
character Savita (Geetanjali
Tikekar) but our Indian
audience too. The show is full of
messages for people. An
example would be that through
this we will tell people that God
is not responsible for the good
and the bad in our lives, it is our
deeds. A lot of people would be
able to connect themselves with
this show, it might be for their
betterment as people would be
able to see things positively.
Q What made you say yes
to the role?
It is a very positive role to play.
There have been instances in my
life when things have actually
worked out in my favour and I
think it is only because of my
belief in God who listened to my
prayers. And I have always been
very grateful for everything in
life. So, I could relate to the show
myself. Being an actress, I have
played different characters on
TV. This was the first time I was
very excited to play something
really different. Another reason
is that I love SAB TV shows,
which I feel are very light and
have good concepts and I
haven’t done anything of that
sort till now. So, I was pretty
excited and on top of that the
producers are very humble and
positive people to work with. It
is always good to say yes to
something different.
Q How different is your role
from the previous serials?
This one is quite challenging.
Portraying a character on screen

hand my mother has always
supported me through it. She is
my pillar.

CWTaTfPb
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cWTXaQTccTa\T]c
Pb_T^_[Tf^d[S
QTPQ[Tc^bTT
cWX]Vb_^bXcXeT[h

whom you haven’t seen or met
in real life is tough because we
don’t know their true self. We
don’t know what their behaviour
is or how they walk or talk. So,
I have to go through my script
again and again, I read it several
times so that I am able to get
myself into that state where I can
feel it.
Q You are a professional singer
and have learnt Kathak. How
did acting happen?
Once I performed in a reality
show and Sonali Bendre
suggested to me that I should try
my hands at acting. But it was
quite a task to convince my dad
for the same and on the other

Q In the trailer, you are seen
wearing EarPods. Does that
mean you are a modern-day
Goddess?
It is just an element we have
added to the show because
samay ke saath parivartan
zaroori hai. You can say that we
have used it to denote that God
is listening to everything.
Nowadays, people are well
equipped with technology and
this was one way we could also
relate it to God.
Q This is the second time that
you will be acting as a Goddess
for a serial. How tough or
easy was it for you to adapt to
a role of a different Goddess?
I have played Parvati before in
Namah, which was a completely
mythological show. Both the
characters are equally difficult
and took the same efforts and
hardwork to portray on screen.
There are some characters for
which you don’t have to practice
very hard because you have
seen them in real life and have
experienced something or the
other but playing as someone
you have never seen becomes
little challenging as you have to
set your mind in such a way that
you can feel the character and
act accordingly, which takes a lot
of time and practice.
Q How different was it to shoot
in a pandemic?
Shooting in a pandemic is quite
a task as things are not running
as smoothly as they used to.
People have been reduced in the
unit due to safety protocols.
Before, shooting was much
more than just shooting. Now,
we do have fun but we don’t feel
free because somewhere back in
our minds we all fear the virus.
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h^dcWT[^^ZUTT[P]SU[Pe^a^U
6P]TbW2WPcdacWXPc
cWTR^\U^ac^Uh^daW^\TbPbXc
_aTbT]cbP]TgcaPePVP]c
RT[TQaPcX^]cWa^dVWPb_TRXP[
T_Xb^ST^U²6P]TbWDcbPefXcWITT
CE³CWXbb_TRXP[T_Xb^STfX[[PXa

^]cWT (cW^UBT_cT\QTaPc !?<
P]SXcfX[[bdaT[hRP_cXePcT^]TP]S
P[[ITTCEeXTfTabfX[[fXc]Tbb
b^\T_TaU^a\P]RTbQhCT[[hbcPab
[XZT:d\Zd\1WPVhP³bY^SXb0QWX
BWPQXa0[WdfP[XP?aPVhPBaXcX
9WPP]S?aPRWX<dVSWP
2WP_TZPaAP]QXa:aXbW]P:Pd[
:d]SP[X1WPVhP³b
0QWXbWTZ:P_da<P]Xc9^daPP]S

PRc^ab[XZT0]ZXcP;^ZWP]STfX[[
P[b^QT_TaU^a\X]V
:d\Zd\1WPVhP³bbcPab<dVSWP
2WP_TZPaP]S:aXbW]P:Pd[
_TaU^a\TSPaTca^PRc^]
1^[[hf^^Sb^]Vb[XZT7d\]T
Cd\Z^3TZWP4Z<PX]0da4ZZCd
P]S:Wd[[P\:Wd[[P?hPPa
:PaT]VT
CP[ZX]VPQ^dcWTaPRc<dVSWP

\T]cX^]TS°;PbchTPaQTRPdbT^U
cWT_P]ST\XRfTR^d[S]³c
RT[TQaPcTP[[cWTUTbcXeP[b[XZTW^f
fTdbdP[[hS^
1TX]VP<PWPaPbWcaXP]8aTP[[h
\XbbTSRT[TQaPcX]V6P]TbW
2WPcdacWX6P]TbW2WPcdacWXXb]^c
YdbcPUTbcXeP[U^a\TXc³bP]
T\^cX^]>UR^dabTfTU^[[^fTS
P[[cWTVdXST[X]Tbc^^ZP[[cWT
]TRTbbPah_aTRPdcX^]bf^aT^da
\PbZbfWX[TfTfTaT]^c
bW^^cX]VP]SbP]XcXiTSTeTahcWX]V
fTS^]³cU^aVTccWPc1dcXcfPb
Ud]P]SfTbW^fRPbTScWT
RT[TQaPcX^]bX]P?daP]P0]SPPi
fTPaX]VP[[cWTbTaTca^R[^cWTbP]S
_TaU^a\X]V^]cWTb^]VbUa^\cWT
³&b8]UPRc:aXbW]PP]S8
STSXRPcTScWXbPRcc^^daQT[^eTS
RWPa\X]V[PcTPRc^aAXbWX9XPb
fT[[P]SfT_TaU^a\TS^]\^bc^U
WXbb^]Vb±
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0_^bcTa^]:^^UP]bbcPacTSc^

X]RTcWT[Pd]RW^U2>;>AB³
1P[XZPEPSWdcWT]PhX0]P]SX
_[PhTSQhPRcaTbbBWaThP?PcT[
WPbQTT]aTRTXeX]VX\\T]bT[^eT
P]SP__aTRXPcX^]Ua^\cWT
PdSXT]RTPRa^bb8]SXPCWT
eXTfTabPaTW^^ZTS^]c^cWT
bW^fP]S[^eT
fPcRWX]VWTa
T]STPaX]VRWX[SW^^S
UX[[TSfXcWX]]^RT]RT
P]SY^h0]P]SX³b
Y^da]ThX]cWTbW^f
WPbQTT]b\^^cWP]S
[XVWcb^UPaQdcXcfX[[
bWXUcVTPab`dXRZ[hPb
cWT]Tgc_WPbT^UcWT
_[^cZXRZbX]CWT
eXTfTabfX[[fXc]Tbbb^\TWXVW
T]SSaP\PX]cWTd_R^\X]V
T_Xb^STb[TPeX]VTeTah^]T^]cWT
TSVT^UcWTXabTPcb
>Q[XeX^dbc^cWTWPabWaTP[Xch^U
WTa[XUTcWPcfX[[WXcWTab^^][Xcc[T
0]P]SXWPbQTT]bTT]T]Y^hX]V
WTabfTTcP]SX]]^RT]cRWX[SW^^S
X]cWTbW^fCWTPdSXT]RTcX[[]^f
WPbfXc]TbbTS0]P]SX³baTPRcX^]
fWT]bWTU^d]S^dcPQ^dcWTa
\PaaXPVTc^9XVPafWX[TbWTfPb
YdbcP]X]UP]cBWTfX[[]^fR^\T
UPRTc^UPRTfXcWWTaSTbcX]h
SdaX]VcWT6Pd]P RTaT\^]hfWT]
bWTfX[[WPeTc^\^eT^dcUa^\
WTa_PaT]cb³W^\T7Ta[XUTfX[[
SaPbcXRP[[hRWP]VTfWT]bWTXb
U^aRXQ[h\PSTc^bcPhPc9XVPa³b

W^dbTPbPQPWd
CP[ZX]VPQ^dccWTcfXbcBWaThP
?PcT[fW^_[PhbcWTa^[T^U0]P]SX
aTeTP[TS°0QXV\^\T]cXbV^X]V
c^R^\TX]0]P]SXb[XUTP]SXcfX[[
c^cP[[hcda]WTaf^a[Sd_bXST
S^f]CWT6Pd]P bT`dT]RTfX[[

QTPRadRXP[_[^ccfXbcU^acWT
bW^fPbTeTah^]TfX[[bTT0]P]SX
V^X]VcWa^dVW\haXPSb^U
T\^cX^]bX]cWTd_R^\X]V
T_Xb^STb±
0]bWd[CaXeTSXfW^_[PhbcWTa^[T
^U:WX\YXPSSTS°0]P]SXXbP[[bTc
c^UPRTbTeTaP[RWP[[T]VTbfXcWcWT
bc^ahcPZX]VP]X\_^acP]ccda]cWPc
fX[[QaX]VWTaX]Ua^]c^UcWTWPabW
aTP[Xch^UWTa[XUTFT³aTP[[QaPRX]V
^dabT[eTbU^acWXb]Tf_WPbT^U
²1P[XZPEPSWd³fWXRWXbbdaTc^
ZTT_cWTPdSXT]RTW^^ZTS±
FWX[TcWT6Pd]PbT`dT]RTcda]b
WTaf^a[Sd_bXSTS^f]fX[[
0]P]SXUXVWcPVPX]bccWTbhbcT\
P]ScaPSXcX^]b.>afX[[bWT
bdRRd\Qc^Xc.

bb^^]Pb?P[PbWbWPaTScWT

_^da\TbbPVTbX]c^bW^fcWTXa
[^eTP]STg_aTbbV^^SfXbWTb
B^\T^UcWTR^\\T]cbRP]QT
bTT]X]cWTVaPQbQT[^fCWT
bX]VTafW^XbP[b^P`dP[XUXTS
S^Rc^aY^X]TS:^^X]9d]TP]S
]^fWPbR[^bTc^'U^[[^fTab
^]cWT_[PcU^a\
B0;4XbcWTTXVWcP[Qd\Qh
8]SXP]8]SXTQP]S²4d_W^aXP³CWT
&caPRZb_TRcPR[TfX[[cPZTh^d^]
PaXSTPRa^bbVT]aTbb^d]Sb
bch[TbT\^cX^]bP]S[XUT
Tg_TaXT]RTbFaXccT]PcePaX^db
_^X]cb^UcX\TX]?P[PbWbRPaTTa
TPRWb^]VbcP]SbU^aPaTP[[XUT
bc^ahfXc]TbbTS^aUT[cQhWX\
P]ScWTQP]S8]Pf^a[SfWTaT
TeTahcWX]VR^\TbfXcWP_aXRT
cPVcWXbP[Qd\b_TPZbPQ^dccWT
^]TcWX]VcWPcRP]]^cQTQ^dVWc
;^eT>a8b8c.
B0;4aT[TPbTb^]cWT cW^U
BT_cT\QTaPb[X\XcTS=5CbP]S
^]f^a[SfXSTbcaTP\X]V
_[PcU^a\b^]cWT #cW^U
BT_cT\QTa
CWXbP[Qd\[Pd]RWP[b^\PaZb
cWT^UUXRXP[X]PdVdaPcX^]^UcWT
X]PdVdaP[TSXcX^]^UcWT:^^
7X]SX5TbcP&SPhTeT]c
W^]^daX]VP]SRT[TQaPcX]V7X]SX
2aTPc^abPRa^bbcWTR^d]cahP]S
_a^eXSX]VcWT\P_[PcU^a\c^
Tg_aTbbP]SUTPcdaTcWT\bT[eTb

QdX[SX]Vd_c^cWT7X]SX3XfPb
cWXb #cW^UBT_cT\QTaCWTUTbc
PX\bc^_a^eXSTcWT7X]SX
2aTPc^abP]SX]U[dT]RTab^U8]SXP
P[TeT[_[PhX]V_[PcU^a\c^
TbcPQ[XbWcWT\bT[eTbPbb^RXP[
\TSXPRaTPc^abP]SX]U[dT]RTab
P]SfX[[R^eTaPSXeTabTaP]VT^U
PRcXeXcXTbfXcW_PacXRX_PcX^]Ua^\
7X]SXRaTPc^abPRa^bbcWTR^d]cah
b_P]]X]VPRa^bb[XcTaPahRaTPcXeT
faXcX]V_^TcahSTQPcTP]S
Rd[cdaP[PRcXeXcXTb\dbXRPRcX]V
_W^c^VaP_WhQ[^VVX]V8cXb^][h
UXccX]VcWPc?P[PbWP]S4d_W^aXP
QTX]V^]T^U8]SXP³b[TVPRh8]SXT
RaTPc^abXbX]PdVdaPcX]VcWXb
UXabc^UPZX]SSXVXcP[UTbcXeP[
4d_W^aXPXbZ]^f]U^a
TgcaP^aSX]Pah\dbXRWXcb[XZT
²<PTaX³²3W^^\³cWPcfTaT
\PbbXeTWXcbX]cWT(³bBX]RT
cWT]cWTQP]SWPbQTT]^]cWT
UPe^daXcT[Xbc^U\dbXR[^eTab
PRa^bbcWTR^d]cah
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c³bbW^fcX\TfXcW1TVX]]T]

8<TSXP³b5Xabc2^]bd\TaB_TRXUXR

4]cTacPX]\T]c2WP]]T[0iPPS
P]]^d]RX]VXcb>aXVX]P[b2^]cT]c
>UUTaX]VTgR[dbXeT[hU^acWT²AdaP[
<X]SbTc³0iPPSXb8]SXP³b5Xabc
?aT\Xd\7X]SXAdaP[
4]cTacPX]\T]c2WP]]T[CWTUXabc
cf^bW^fbCXc[TS<TaX3^[X<TaT
0]VP]PP]S?PeXcaPP1WPa^bT:P
BPUPaQ^cWbW^fbWPeTQTT]
RaTPcTSPUcTaSTT_d]STabcP]SX]V
^UcWTAdaP[?Tab^]cWa^dVWhTPab
^U_TaX^SXRbh]SXRPcTSaTbTPaRW
BcPhX]VcadTc^cWTQaP]S
_a^_^bXcX^]^U²7P\PaX<XccX
7P\PaP0Pb\P]³cWTbW^f
cWT\TbWPeTQTT]b_TRXP[[h
STbXV]TSc^PccaPRcT]VPVTP]S
R^]]TRcfXcWcWXbbd_Ta\Pbb
BcPacX]V #BT_cT\QTa!! <TaX
3^[X<TaT0]VP]PfX[[PXaPc(?<
P]S?PeXcaPP1WPa^bT:PBPUPafX[[
PXaPc("?<^]0iPPSPbfT[[
^]<G?[PhTaCWT3XVXcP[
?Pac]Ta
CWTUXabc0iPPS>aXVX]P[XbcXc[TS
<TaX3^[X<TaT0]VP]PCWTcXc[T
cWPcTe^ZTbX\\TSXPcTRdaX^bXchXb
cWTUXabc7X]SXbTaXTb_a^SdRTSQh
aT]^f]TS_a^SdRTab9XcT]SaP
6d_cPP]S<PWTbWCPVSTUa^\
CT[[0CP[T<TSXPCWTbW^fXb
QPbTSX]1XcW^^afWTaTcWTT]cXaT
BX]VWUP\X[hTb_TRXP[[hWTaUPcWTa
R^]bXSTabcWTSPdVWcTaP]P__[T
^UcWTXaThT8cPbc^ah^Uc^SPh³b

adaP[UP\X[hfWXRW_^acaPhbcWT
QTPdchP]SR^\_[TgXcXTb^U
aT[PcX^]bWX_bfXcWX]cWTUP\X[h
3dTc^b^\TRXaRd\bcP]RTbcWTbT
aT[PcX^]bWX_bRWP]VTP]SXc
SaPbcXRP[[hPUUTRcb^daWTa^X]T³b
[XUT0UcTaWTa\PaaXPVTbWT
aTP[XiTbcWPccWT^[Sb^RXTcP[
]^a\bfWTaTcWThSXUUTaT]cXPcT
QTcfTT]PSPdVWcTaP]SSPdVWcTa
X][PfbcX[[TgXbcbCWTbW^f
RP_cdaTb9P]ZX³bY^da]ThUa^\
QTX]VP]X]Tg_TaXT]RTSP]S
X]]^RT]cSPdVWcTac^QTR^\X]VP]
Tg_TaXT]RTSSPdVWcTaX][PffW^
[TPa]bc^\P]PVTR^\_[Tg

bXcdPcX^]bP]SaT[PcX^]bWX_bfXcW
RWP]VX]VSh]P\XRbPUcTaWTa
\PaaXPVT0bcWP0QWPh_[PhbcWT
[TPS_a^cPV^]Xbc9P]ZXP]S
BdaT]SaP?P[AdSaPZbWX6d_cP
P]S0]ZXcAPXiPSPT]PRcZTh
RWPaPRcTabX]cWTbW^f
CWTbTR^]S0iPPS>aXVX]P[Xb
cXcX[TS?PeXcaPP1WPa^bT:PBPUPa
P]SXb_a^SdRTSQhfT[[Z]^f]
_a^SdRTabBP]c^bWBX]VW
A^RWT[[TBX]VWP]S?TPa[6aTh
Ua^\?PacW?a^SdRcX^]CWXb
UP\X[hSaP\PbTcPVPX]bccWT
QPRZSa^_^U<TTadcaTb^]PcTb
fXcWcWTadaP[\X]SbTcPbXcb

RT]cTaTSPa^d]ScWTcWT\Tb^U
T]R^daPVX]Vf^\T]
T\_^fTa\T]cQPcc[X]Vb^RXTcP[
XbbdTbP]SXbP[b^P_PbbX^]PcT
[^eTbc^ah^Ucf^SXeTabT
_Tab^]P[XcXTbCWTbW^fc^dRWTb
d_^]cWTPb_XaPcX^]bP]SW^_Tb
WPaQ^daTSQhc^SPh³badaP[h^dcW
PbP\PY^aXch^UcWT\fP]cQTccTa
Y^QbPUcTaWXVWTaTSdRPcX^]P]S
P[b^STbXaTcWTUaTTS^\c^STRXST
cWTXa[XUTRW^XRTbCWTbW^f
c^dRWTbd_^]cWTPb_XaPcX^]bP]S
W^_TbWPaQ^daTSQhc^SPh³badaP[
h^dcWPbP\PY^aXch^UcWT\fP]c
QTccTaY^QbPUcTaWXVWTaTSdRPcX^]
P]SP[b^STbXaTcWTUaTTS^\c^
STRXSTcWTXa[XUTRW^XRTbCWTbW^f
RP_cdaTbcWTY^da]Th^UPh^d]V
VXa[RP[[TS?PeXcaPPfW^XbP
SPdVWcTa^UP]d]STa_aXeX[TVTS
cPgXSaXeTaP]SPb_XaTbc^R^\_[TcT
WTaTSdRPcX^]P]SQTR^\TbT[U
aT[XP]cBWTV^Tbc^P]h[T]VcWbc^
Ud[UX[WTaV^P[bUXVWcbPVPX]bcP[[
aTbcaXRcX^]bcWPcX\_TSTWTa
Va^fcWVT]STaSXbRaX\X]PcX^]P]S
b^RXP[bcXV\Pc^TeT]cdP[[h
QTR^\TPbdRRTbbUd[T]caT_aT]Tda
fW^WT[_b^cWTaf^\T]QTR^\T
RP_PQ[Tc^cPZTRPaT^UcWTXa
UP\X[XTbP]ScWT\bT[eTbX]P[[
aTb_TRcbCWTa^[T^U?PeXcaPPXb
_[PhTSQhBWPX[h?aXhPP]ScWT
T]bT\Q[TRPbcX]R[dSTb=TT[d
EPVWT[P:d\PPaAPPY_dcP]S
BWTTiP]<^WP\\TS
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CWXbhTPa³b\^bccP[ZTSPQ^dc^]bRaTT]
R^d_[T<P]^Y1PY_PhTTP]S?aXhP\P]XfW^

_TaUTRc[hbW^fRPbTScWTPb_XaPcX^]b^U
\XSS[TR[Pbb8]SXPX]CWT5P\X[h<P]PaT
QPRZ^]bRaTT]cWXbcX\TX]PWTPacfPa\X]V
PSRP\_PXV]U^aAd_TTZCWa^dVWcWT
RP\_PXV]Ad_TTZPX\bc^²X]b_XaT³cWT
R^\\^]\P]P]Sf^\P]c^cPZT_aXSTX]
dbX]VcWTXaV^[Sc^PRRTbbRaTSXcX]PbPUT
_Tab^]P[P]ScT]bX^]UaTT\P]]TaCWa^dVW
XcbcadbcTSaT[PcX^]bWX_fXcW[T]SX]V_Pac]Tab
Ad_TTZ^UUTab^][X]TV^[S[^P]bc^Xcb
Rdbc^\TabfXcW\X]X\P[S^Rd\T]cPcX^]P]S
[^fTbcX]cTaTbcaPcT^U%(_Ta\^]cW
8]8]SXPfWTaTPRRTbbc^bTRdaTSRaTSXcXb
bcX[[bRPaRTAd_TTZP]TfPVTX]]^ePcXeT
5X]cTRWQaP]SXbSTbXV]X]V^UUTaX]VbQPRZTS
QhSXbad_cXeTcTRW]^[^VhcWPcPX\c^b^[eT
RaTSXc_PX]_^X]cbd][^RZX]VVa^fcWU^aP
QX[[X^]8]SXP]bAd_TTZ³bUXabcTeTaQaP]S
RP\_PXV]bcPaaX]V<P]^Y1PY_PhTTP]S
?aXhP\P]XbW^fRPbTbcTRW]^[^Vh[TSWPbb[T
UaTTS^^abcT_V^[S[^P]^UUTaX]VPccWT[^fTbc

X]cTaTbcaPcTbB_TPZX]V^]cWTQaP]S
R^[[PQ^aPcX^]PRc^a<P]^Y1PY_PhTTbPXS°8P\
T[PcTSc^Pbb^RXPcTfXcWAd_TTZP]SXcbR^aT
eP[dT^U\PZX]VRaTSXcPePX[PQ[TU^acWT
R^\\^]\P]8cXbf^]STaUd[c^bTTW^f
h^d]VT]caT_aT]TdabP]SR^\_P]XTbPaT

PSSaTbbX]VcWTXbbdTbcWPcPaTSTT_[h
_T]TcaPcTSX]^dab^RXTchCWa^dVWcWXbUX[\fT
WPeTcaXTSc^QaTPZcWTbcXV\PPbb^RXPcTSfXcW
V^[S[^P]bP]SR^]eThPSTT_Ta\TbbPVT^]
cWT_^cT]cXP[^UV^[S[^P]bc^\PZT_T^_[TUTT[
T\_^fTaTSSdaX]VRWP[[T]VX]VcX\Tb±
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Delhi court has discharged
eight accused from the
charge of causing arson during
the February 2020 riots, noting
there is no CCTV footage and
no complainant has identified
themselves or alleged that they
committed the offence.
Additional Sessions Judge
Vinod Yadav said the ingredients of Section 436 of the
Indian Penal Code (mischief by
fire or explosive substance),
which was added in the charge
sheet, are "not at all made out"
from the material produced by
the investigating agency.
Eight people were arrested
based on 12 complaints filed by
various shopkeepers who
alleged that their shops were
allegedly looted and vandalised
by the riotous mob during the
communal violence in northeast Delhi.
The accused were arrested
based on disclosure statements
given by them in other cases
filed against them and identification by police constables,
who were posted as beat officers in that area.
Discharging eight accused,
the judge said Section 436 IPC
cannot be invoked merely on
the basis of statements given by

A

police constables as the 12
complainants had stated nothing in this regard in their written complaints.
"A fine-tooth-comb analysis of written complaints reveals
that none of the complainants
has identified the accused persons to be part of the riotous
mob which had vandalised their
shops,” the sessions judge said
in an order dated September 10.
He further said there are no
allegations by the complainants
regarding the commission of
arson in their shops and as such
ingredients of Section 436 IPC
are not at all made out either
from complaints or statements.
Even from the photographs
filed on record, no incident of
committing mischief by fire or
explosive substance is borne
out, he said, adding that there
is no CCTV footage or video
clip of the incident on record.
Furthermore, ASJ Yadav
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he Delhi Fire Service (DFS) officials on Saturday safely rescued
40 bus passengers trapped at the
underpass of Delhi’s Palam flyover,
towards airport road due to waterlogging.
According to Atul Garg, the
Director of DFS, the call seeking
assistance was received at around
11.30 AM after which two fire tenders were pressed into service.
“A bus with passengers got trapped
at the underpass at Palam flyover due
to water logging. Two fire tenders were
rushed to the spot and all the passengers were rescued safely,” said Garg.
Heavy rains lashed the national
capital Saturday morning, leaving the
forecourt of the Delhi airport and
other parts of the city waterlogged.
According to civic agencies, several areas in the city including Moti
Bagh, RK Puram, Madhu Vihar,
Hari Nagar, Rohtak Road, Badarpur,
Som Vihar, Ring Road near IP
Station, Vikas Marg, Sangam Vihar,
Mehrauli-Badarpur Road, Pul
Prahladpur Underpass, Munirka,
Rajpur Khurd, Nangloi and Kirari
also witnessed waterlogging.
People posted pictures and
videos of waterlogged streets on
social media.
The Delhi Traffic also posted
tweets informing people about the
stretches where they are expected to
witness waterlogging.

T

said there is no connecting evidence on record in the form of
statements of independent
eyewitnesses who could have
seen the accused persons at the
time of the incident.
The judge said one complainant said the alleged crime
took place on February 25,
while the others claimed that it
happened on February 24.
"Whether these complaints of different dates could
have been clubbed by the investigating agency in one FIR is a
question which will be seen
during the course of the trial,”
the judge said.
The police submitted that
the distance between the various spots where looting and
vandalisation took place is not
much and the same unlawful
assembly was operating in the
area on February 24 and 25 and
as such, they could be said to
be part of the same transaction
and accordingly one single FIR
serves the purpose in this case.
The other sections invoked
in the charge sheet such as sections 147 (rioting), 148 (rioting,
armed with a deadly weapon),
149 (unlawful assembly), 457
(house-trespass), 380 (theft),
411 (receiving stolen property)
are "exclusively triable" by a
magistrate, the judge said.
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ddressing the 10th
National Council meeting
A
of the party on Saturday, Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) national
convener Arvind Kejriwal
asked party leaders and volunteers not to harbour any
desire for posts and tickets to
contest polls and instead
prove their worth by working
for society and the country.
Kejriwal said that
Shaheed-e-Azam Bhagat
Singh and Babasaheb Dr
Ambedkar are the ultimate
ideals of the AAP and the
party will follow the path
shown by them. He said every
AAP worker has to be ready
to sacrifice and fight like
them.
The Chief Minister added
that everyone has to work a
lot for society and country but
never aspire for any position.
The AAP is focusing on
poll-bound Punjab, Goa,
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh
and Gujarat as part of its plan
of national expansion.
Kejriwal said, “I am
delighted that we have successfully onboarded the

AAP's new National Council.
I hope and pray that the
tenure of this council is
extremely fruitful and prosperous.
On the occasion, senior
AAP leader and Delhi Deputy
Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia said that even in the
last 70 years, political parties
could not take the country to
the quantum of the potential
of the country.
Kejriwal said, “I am
delighted that we have successfully onboarded the
AAP's new National Council.
I hope and pray that the
tenure of this council is
extremely fruitful and prosperous.
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arriages can be registered in the virtual presence of parties, the Delhi
M
High Court has ruled, saying that in the
present times, citizens cannot be prevented from exercising their rights
because of a rigid interpretation of law
which calls for "personal presence".
Hearing a plea by a US-based Indian
couple seeking to register their marriage
here through video conferencing, Justice
Rekha Palli opined that not treating physical presence as a mandatory requirement
would also encourages parties to easily
get their marriages registered.
"I have no hesitation in coming to the
conclusion that the term 'personal
appearance' in Clause 4 of the
Registration Order has to be read to
include presence secured through Video
Conferencing. Any other interpretation, would not only frustrate the very
purpose of this beneficial legislation, but,
it would also undermine the use of this
important and easily accessible tool of
Video Conferencing," the judge said in
her order dated September 9.
She said the Delhi (Compulsory
Registration of Marriage) Order, 2014 is
welfare legislation, promulgated at the
instance the Supreme Court to encourage the registration of marriages.
"The insistence of physical appearance
even when their personal appearance can
be easily secured through video conferencing, will definitely make it more
cumbersome for parties to come forward
for the registration of marriages. This will
negate the very purpose of enactment of

the Registration Order and cannot be permitted," the order further reads.
The court allowed the couple to mark
their "personal appearance" before the
Registering Authority through video conferencing after submitting their application
for the registration of marriage through
their counsel/Power of Attorney Holder in
physical form alongwith copies of all supporting documents duly notarized, either
by the notary public in the United States
of America or by a notary public here.
It directed that the two witnesses
would appear physically before the
Registering Authority with their original
ID proofs on the date notified by the
Registering Authority.
The Authority will then expeditiously register the marriage and issue the
Marriage Registration Certificate within
a period of two weeks' from the date of
receipt of the application, the court added.
In the present case, the couple
claimed that their marriage was solemnised in 2001 as per Hindu rituals, but
they did not get the same registered as
they moved abroad prior to the introduction of the Delhi (Compulsory

Registration of Marriage) Order, 2014.
Considering that their application for
a green card was now not being
processed in the United States for want
of a marriage certificate, the couple
approached the local authority here for
issuance of a marriage certificate, who
maintained that physical presence of the
parties was a mandatory requirement.
The couple, represented through
senior counsel Vibha Datta Makhija,
moved the high court after their representation to the authority concerned for
virtual appearance remained unanswered.
The court observed that while the
"universe has undergone a sea change"
since the time when the Registration Order
was notified, the Registering Authority was
"refusing to recognize the reality that with
the technology as is available today, web
portals and Video Conferencing have
become almost the norm".
Acknowledging the acceptance of
video conferencing even in the judicial
system in this country, the court said that
"these aspects appear to have been simply overlooked by the Registering
Authority, who is continuing to insist on
that the parties must remain present
physically before him".
"I am of the view that, in times such
as these, when technology has proven to
be the bridge that ensured uninterrupted communication, widespread dissemination of information in public interest
and the smooth functioning of society,
the Court cannot allow a rigid interpretation of the statute to prevent citizens
from exercising their rights," the judge
said.
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awaharlal Nehru University
JJagadesh
(JNU) Vice-Chancellor M
Kumar said the coronavirus pandemic has delayed
the probe into the violence on
the campus in January last
year that left around 35 people
injured.
Asked why the committee
set up by the university to
probe the incident did not
conduct online depositions, he
said the students are already
under a lot of stress and it is not
the right time to send them
notices for online depositions.
A group of masked men
armed with sticks and rods
attacked students and teachers
and damaged property on the
JNU campus on January 5,
2020, prompting the university administration to call in the
police.
JNU Students' Union president Aishe Ghosh was among
those injured in the violence.
Days after the incident,
JNU set up a five-member
committee to probe the incident and recommend measures to ensure the safety of students.
"The committee is looking
into the matter. It has to call the
students for deposition. Is it the
right time to call them when
they are in their hometowns?
For this, we need to see the
condition. These are our stu-

dents. Considering the Covid
situation, depositions have not
been conducted. We are waiting for the situation to normalise," Kumar told PTI on
Friday.
Asked why the committee
did not conduct online depositions, the VC said, "The situation is not conducive. We are
waiting. Students are already
under a lot of stress. It is not the
right time to send them notices
for participating in an online
deposition. We don't consider
our students as criminals. They
are our own students."
In August this year, the Lok
Sabha was informed by Union
Minister of State for Home
Nityanand Rai that the Delhi
Police had not arrested anyone
in connection with the JNU
violence, even though several
people were examined.
After the violence, there
was a clamour for Kumar's
removal as the JNU VC and the

Delhi Police came under attack
for not acting when the mob
was running riot on the campus and especially, for naming
student union leaders, including Ghosh, in two FIRs for
alleged vandalism.
On the Jawaharlal Nehru
University
Teachers'
Association's (JNUTA) objection to the renewal of the contract of security agency Cyclops
for another two years by the
university's Executive Council
(EC), Kumar said the contract
had not been renewed but
extended till the process of
appointing a new agency is
completed.
"If you want to appoint a
security agency, then you have
to follow the tendering process
and the General Financial
Rules laid down by the government. During this Covid
period, many of our staff members were down (with coronavirus). You cannot suddenly
ask the security people to pack
their bags and leave and put the
security of the campus at risk,"
he said.
"The EC took a decision
that the security company will
continue," he said. The VC
stressed that the contract hasn't been renewed but only
extended till the process of
appointing a new security
agency is completed. This
process will require at least six
months, he said.
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he Delhi Prisons officials on
Saturday said that a ‘Poshan
T
Mela’ will be celebrated
throughout the month of
September for over 5,00 female
inmates lodged in jails of Tihar
and Mandoli in order to sensitise and create awareness
among them about the importance of having a nutritious diet.
According to prison officials, 399 women presently
lodged in jail no 6 of Tihar and
163 women presently lodged in
jail no 16 of Mandoli are part
of the "Poshan Mela" initiative
being celebrated by the Delhi
Prisons.
The initiative was kickstarted on Thursday at female
jail no 6 of Tihar in association
with National Commission for
Women (NCW) where inmates
were made aware about the
value of nutritious diet through
Power Point Presentation followed by speeches from members of the Commission,
including Meeta Rajivlochan,
IAS, Member Secretary NCW,
a senior jail official said.
Special diet and fruits were
also provided to the women
inmates, he said.
“At the 'Poshan Mela', different stalls were arranged for

children, lactating mothers,
pregnant women and adults.
They were explained about the
importance of taking a nutritious diet at various stages
during their pregnancy,
menopause or in case they
were anaemic,” said Sandeep
Goel, the Director General of
Delhi Prisons.
As per rules, children
below six years are permitted to
stay with their mother in the
jail and according to a data
shared by the Delhi Prisons,
presently there are 17 such children who are staying with
their mothers inside the two
jails meant for women. Besides
them, there are four pregnant
women lodged in the two jails
including one in Mandoli Jail.
Out of the 17, eight children are in Central Jail no 6 of
Tihar while the remaining nine
are presently in Central Jail no
16 in Mandoli, the data stated.
"The pregnant women and
lactating mothers are given
Special Diet in the Prison.
They remain under constant
medical supervision of the Jail
lady doctor. Proper care is
taken of the nutritional needs
of the children too. There is a
creche in each of these Jails for
children. They very much like
going there," said Goel.

he State Bharatiya Janta
Party (BJP) president,
T
Adesh Gupta, on Saturday
said the party has launched
the programme of free pilgrimage for senior citizens
and
women
in
the
Capital.
He said this pilgrimage
will continue for next three
months in which senior citizens and women will be taken
to various religious places
including
Haridwar,
Vrindavan, Khatu Shyam,
Shri Balaji and Ayodhya
among others.
“During the COVID period due to being confined
within four walls of their
homes, women went through
a lot of mental tension and
problems. It is to give them
some kind of relief that the
party has decided on this
programme,” Gupta said and
thanked
the
local
councilor Anju Aman
Kumar.
“Ten buses have been sent
from here Saturday to different religious places,” he said,
“Our idea is to send 100
buses each for different religious destinations from one
ward each.”
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dmission process in Schools
of Specialised Excellence
A
(SoE) will begin from Monday.
Results of SoE were
announced on Saturday and students can check their result on
the
SoSE
website
(http://edudel.nic.in/sose/).
The application process was
closed by August 19. Around
26,687 registrations were made
for the 4 types of SoSEs (Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics
(STEM),
Humanities, Performing and
Visual Arts and High-end 21st
Century Skills). Aptitude test for
the admission were organized
from August 27-31 across 67 test
centres. Around 14,245 students
took their tests on the given
dates.
A total of 2,794 students
have been selected through the
process and have been offered
admissions in the STEM,
Humanities and High-end 21st
Century Skills schools.
Auditions
for
the
Performing and Visual Arts
schools are going on and will finish on September 13. Final
results for Performing and Visual
Arts schools will be announced
early next week.
Admission process for the
selected 2,794 students will begin
from September 13 in the

respective SoSEs where students
had applied. In the STEM
schools, admissions are being
offered in Classes 9 and 11, while
in the rest of the schools, students will be admitted in Class
9 only.
A rigorous process was followed to evaluate the test papers
and only the students above a
cut-off have been selected. In the
8 STEM schools, 960 students
have been offered admission in
Class 9 while 814 students have
been selected for Class 11. There
are 5 schools each in Humanities
and High-end 21st Century
Skills in which 420 and 600 students have been selected respectively. Close to two-third of the
selected students are from government and government aided
schools while the rest are from
recognized private schools.
Deputy
chief
ministerManish Sisodia congratulated all the students and
their parents who have been
offered admission in the SoSEs.
“In the SoSEs, the role of the
teachers is going to change, and
he/she will become a facilitator
of learning for every student.
Gradually, all the schools in
Delhi will follow this model
and adopt a learner-centric education system,” said the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) leader who
also holds the portfolio of education minister.
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NEW DELHI: Following the order of the Supreme Court, South
Delhi Municipal Corporation (SDMC) has implemented use of
radio-frequency identification (RFID) system a must for collection of toll tax from specified commercial vehicles while entering Delhi.
A senior SDMC official said that the toll tax department
of SDMC while taking requisite actions to enforce the order
has stopped entry of specified commercial vehicles in the city
through all 124 toll plazas without paying toll tax through RFID
system since 31st August 2021.
SDMC has also imposed a fine of C 10 Lakh to the concessionaire, which was authorised to collect toll tax only through
RFID system for non compliance of the direction of the civic
agency, he said. Additionally, SDMC'S enforcement teams have
issued notices at different toll plazassince last week and a total
of 672 notices have been issued so far, he said, adding that SMS
have been sent to all owners of all such erring vehicles with respect
to actions being taken against them and such SMS have been forwaded to as many as 572 number of vehicles so far. The official
further said that besides this, transport department of Delhi and
neighbouring states have been asked to cancel the permits of 524
vehicles which failed to pay toll tax through RFID system. SR
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32-year-old man was on
Friday stabbed to death
with a sharp iron piece during
a scuffle with two minor boys
in west Delhi's Naraina, police
said.
The deceased has been
identified as Tinku, a resident
of Ranjit Nagar, they said.

A

On Friday at 5.07 pm,
information was received at
the Naraina Police Station
regarding the incident.
Tinku landed in a fight
with the two minor boys and
one of them attacked him
with the iron piece. Tinku was
rushed to hospital where he
was declared brought dead, a
senior police officer said.

According to the boys,
they were collecting scrap
parts of iron in Loha Mandi.
The victim tried to snatch
some money from them and
one of them stabbed him with
the iron piece, the officer said.
Police have apprehended
the two minors and verifying
their age. Further investigation
is underway, they added.
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JP MP Gautam Gambhir
on Friday announced to
B
host a T20 cricket tournament
on the lines of the Indian
Premier League in East Delhi.
He made the announcement during the inauguration of
the newly redeveloped archerycum-cricket stadium at DDA
Yamuna Sports Complex here.

The stadium was inaugurated virtually by Lieutenant
Governor Anil Baijal.
Former Indian cricketer
Gambhir said East Delhi
Premier League will be held in
the second week of November
this year in which teams from
10 constituencies in east Delhi
will participate, adding that the
matches will be played at the
Yamuna Sports Complex.

The ground will host both
cricket and archery day and
night, he said.
According to DDA officials, the cricket ground in the
complex has been upgraded to
Ranji Trophy standards with
facilities, including two dressing rooms, high mast lights for
night cricket, six pitches, practice pitches, digital scoreboard
display and canopy.
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etitioners in a Krishna
Janmasthan case here subP
mitted a video of some objects
of Hindu faith, alleging that
these were either being defaced
or removed from a mosque,
which they claimed have been
built at the birthplace of the
deity.
The petitioners — advocate Mahendra Pratap Singh
and four others — have sought
the removal of the 17th century Shahi Idgah mosque from

the 13.37-acre premises of the
Katra Keshav Dev temple here.
The petitioners said a video
showing the presence of a symbol of “shesh nag”, lotus and a
conch in the mosque was submitted in the court of the civil
judge, senior division.
They alleged that the
objects were either being
removed or defaced.
Mahendra Pratap Singh
said in the next hearing on
September 15, they will press
for a physical verification of the
objects by the ASI.
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Ujjain (MP): Devotees were allowed to participate in 'Bhasma
Aarti' at Ujjain's Mahakaleshwar temple, one of the 12 'jyotirlingas' of Lord Shiva, on Saturday, after a gap of about 17
months amid the Covid-19 pandemic, an official from the
shrine management said.
As many as 686 devotees participated in the two-hour ritual performed at 4 am with the opening of the shrine, temple administrator Moolchand Junwal said.
A large number of devotees from across the country participate in this ritual, but the practice was stopped in March
last year in view of the Covid-19 outbreak.
The temple committee chairman and district collector
Ashish Singh said in accordance to the committee's decision
on September 3, devotees were allowed to take part in Bhasma
Aarti from Saturday in compliance with Covid-19 guidelines
and protocols. Only priests of the temple have been performing
the ritual without devotees for the last 17 months, the official
said. According to the temple administration, 1,000 devotees
will be permitted to be present for the ritual, entry passes for
which can be obtained on the temple's website by uploading
necessary documents or can be procured from a kiosk at the
temple.
PTI
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he Jammu & Kashmir National
Conference on Saturday
demanded a CBI probe into the
death of senior party leader
Trilochan Singh Wazir whose partially decomposed body was found
in a flat in Delhi a couple of days
ago. It also demanded that the
investigation be fast-tracked.
The partially decomposed body
of 67-year-old Wazir with the head
wrapped in a plastic bag was found
last Thursday in a washroom of the
flat which was taken on rent by his
acquaintance Harpreet Singh (31),
a native of Amritsar.
The investigation has been
transferred to the Delhi Police's
Crime Branch while the force's

T

Special Cell will assist them.
"Multiple theories are making
the rounds about the death and
therefore to bring out the truth, an
inquiry by the CBI should be
ordered forthwith," senior National
Conference leaders, led by its
provincial president Devender Singh
Rana, said in a joint statement
here.
"Wazir was a prominent leader
of the party and his contribution in
different capacities like the president
Gurdwara Prabandhak Board and
the president of the transport union
has been immense," it said.
According to the statement, the
National Conference leaders are
meeting Lt Governor Manoj Sinha
also to press their demand for CBI
inquiry into the death of Wazir.
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he body of one of the two
T
missing victims of the boat
disaster at Nimati Ghat in
Assam's Jorhat district was
recovered four days after the
incident near Biswanath Ghat,
about 100 km downstream of
the Brahmaputra river from the
accident site, on Saturday
morning, a top official said.
With the recovery of the
body, the death toll in the boat
tragedy has increased to two.
Jorhat deputy commission
Ashok Barman told PTI that
the body was recovered by
Forest department officials of

the area.
"Documents were recovered on the body, from which
it was identified to be of
Indreswar Bora of Lakhimpur
district," he said.
The other missing victim,
a doctor from Jorhat, is still to
be traced and search operations
near the accident site at Nimati
Ghat in Jorhat as well as surrounding and downstream
areas are continuing, Barman
added.
The body has been brought
to Biswanath Chariali and will
be taken for post-mortem
before handing over to family
members later.

Thiruvananthapuram: Kerala
on Saturday recorded 20,487
new Covid-19 cases and 181
deaths, taking the infection
count to 43,55,191 and the
death toll to 22,484.
A total of 26,155 persons
recuperated from the disease
today, taking the total cured in
the State to 41,00,355. State
Health minister Veena George
said 1,34,861 samples were
tested in the last 24 hours and
the test positivity rate was
15.19 per cent. Among the
districts, Thrissur reported the
highest number of fresh cases
- 2,812, followed by Ernakulam
with
2,490
and
Thiruvananthapuram 2,217.
"Currently there are 2,31,792
active cases in the state of
which only 12.9 per cent
patients have been admitted to
hospitals," the Minister said in
a release.
The Minister said of those
found infected today, 102
reached the state from outside
while 19,497 contracted the
disease from their contact. The
source of infection of 793 is yet
to be traced and 95 health
workers are also among the
infected.
There are 4,108 wards
across 794 local self government bodies with a weekly
infection population ratio
above seven per cent.
PTI

Dehradun: Uttarakhand Chief Minister Pushkar Singh
Dhami on Saturday said the state will be developed into
the country's cultural and spiritual capital.
Announcing this at a ceremony held at the Tehri district headquarters, Dhami said the State Government is
working on a 10-year roadmap to make Uttarakhand the
country's number one state.
He laid the foundation stone of 12 projects worth
around Rs 51 crore and inaugurated 37 projects worth
around Rs 112 crore. Dhami also inaugurated Tehri Youth
Club and unveiled a local product called Hilans Tulsi Tea.
Cheques were also distributed among beneficiaries
of the National Rural Livelihood Mission by the chief minister.
Dhami said people of Tehri are fortunate as the
place has tremendous potential in the tourism sector.
World class consultants will be hired to transform
Tehri into an ultra modern city, he said.
The state government is getting constant guidance
from Prime Minister Narendra Modi for the development
of Uttarakhand, he said.
PTI
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Guwahati: Union Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal on
Saturday said more Ayush colleges should be set up in the
northeast, and the Centre is
keen to support the initiative.
He also said the central government has increased financial
assistance to states for establishing new Ayush colleges.
“More Ayush teaching colleges are required in the northeastern states… earlier under
the National Ayush Mission
(NAM), Rs 9 crore was given to
state governments to open such
colleges, but this has now been
enhanced to Rs 70 crore.
“The states may identify the
land and manpower to avail this
opportunity as per the NAM
guidelines,” the Union Minister
for Ayush and Ports, Shipping
and Waterways said.
There are only a few Ayush
colleges in the northeast and traditional medicines can only be
popularised by making available
more qualified practitioners,
Sonowal said while addressing
a conference on 'Diverse and
Fulfilling Career Paths in Ayush
Systems:
Education,
Entrepreneurship
and
Employment Focus on North
Eastern States' here.
He said the Ministry of
Ayush has also accorded inprinciple approval for upgrading the Government Ayurvedic
College here as a ‘Centre of
Excellence' with support of up
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to Rs 10 crore.
Sonowal said the Centre
provides Rs 5 crore to upgrade
under-graduate Ayush teaching
colleges and Rs 6 crore to
improve the infrastructure of
post-graduate institutions in
the northeast.
The Union minister
announced a ‘Panchkarma
Technician Course' affiliated to
the Health Sector Skill Council
- National Skill Development
Corporation at the Central
Ayurveda Research Institute
(CARI), Guwahati with 10 seats
for Class 10+2 students to produce skilled manpower and
enhance employment opportunities in the northeast region.
“Career opportunities in
the Ayush sector for professionals of all disciplines have
increased dramatically during
recent years. Consequent to
these efforts, faith in the Ayush
systems has been restored
among communities worldwide,” Sonowal said.
Ayush has a great potential
to cater to a large number of
healthcare needs of people and
contribute to the growth and
development of the country, he
added. D Senthil Pandiyan,
Joint Secretary, Ministry of
Ayush, gave the opening
remarks, which was followed by
detailed presentations on education, career opportunities and
entrepreneurial options related
to the sector.
PTI
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Udaipur: Twenty-one couples
tied the nuptial knot during a
mass wedding organised for
differently-abled and underprivileged people by an
Udaipur-based organisation
here Saturday.
Most couples met during
the course of treatment or skill
development at Narayan Seva
Sansthan. Their family members and relatives fixed the relationship and 21 couples entered
the wedlock at the mass marriage ceremony.
One of the newlywed
brides, Sant Kumari (24), who
has Polio since birth, said she
met her husband, Manoj
Kumar, during treatment and
vocational training.
“It is a stigma to be a girl
child who is born with Polio. It
has been very difficult for me to
live a normal life. Life has been
a roller coaster ride for me and
finding a job as well as a good
partner are two most important
things but I met Manoj here and
both of us felt that we can live
our life together so our families
fixed the marriage,” she said.
Twenty-eight-year-old
Manoj was operated at Sansthan
for a disability.
“I work at a company in
Gujarat at present and both of
us will live happily because I
have a job and she has acquired
training in stitching. She wants
to establish her own start-up
and I hope that it will be successful,” he said. The wedding
ceremony was performed with
traditional rituals at the NSS
campus in Udaipur in the presence of families, relatives and
other guests.
PTI

Indore: The dengue tally in Indore
in Madhya Pradesh for this year
reached 122 after 10 cases were
detected on Saturday, officials said.
They added that efforts were on
to prevent the spread of dengue,
especially due to a gradual rise in
numbers here over the past 10 days.
Indore Divisional Commissioner
Pavan Kumar Sharma said officials
have been directed to launch a massive campaign to spot and destroy the
breeding grounds of larvae of denguecarrying mosquitoes.
"We will also ensure dengue test
reports are provided to the citizens on
the same day of sample collection for
treatment to start at the earliest," he
said. Only one person has died here
of dengue since January this year, officials said.
PTI
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Lucknow: Ahead of the crucial Uttar Pradesh
Assembly polls next year, BJP president J P
Nadda on Saturday threw an open challenge
to opposition party leaders to give an
account of work done during their respective tenures in the state.
He also launched ‘Booth Vijay Abhiyan'
in a bid to repeat the party's performance in
the 2017 state polls.
“I challenge the leaders of the SP, BSP and
Congress to come forward with an account
of their respective terms and our booth-level
workers are ready for an open debate with
them over the same. None of the governments led by these parties did as much work
as has been done in over four years of the
Yogi Adityanath government,” he said at a virtual function to launch the party's Booth
Vijay Abhiyan.
According to information received from
BJP headquarters, Nadda issued directives to

From page 1
Delhi recorded more than 100 mm of
rainfall on two consecutive days at the start
of the month -- 112.1 mm on September
1 and 117.7 mm on September 2.
The IGI airport was also waterlogged
leading to diversion of five flights towards
Jaipur and Ahmedabad while three were
cancelled.
Aviation Minister Jyotiraditya Scindia
said he spoke to airport officials and “was
told that the waterlogged forecourt was
cleared up within 30 minutes”.
The Aerocity area -- which houses
multiple luxury hotels -- near the airport
was also waterlogged in the morning with
people trying to maneuver their cars
through the accumulated water, showed
another set of videos.
Delhi International Airport Limited
(DIAL) said on Twitter that there was
waterlogging at the forecourt for a short

From page 1
In his remarks, Jaishankar called for
combating terrorism without any compromise. “Today is the 20th anniversary of
9/11, it is a reminder, if one is still needed, of the importance of combating terrorism without compromise. Close as we
are to its epicentre, let us appreciate the
value of international cooperation to that
end,” he said.
Payne said the two sides discussed the
situation in Afghanistan at length and said,
“Last month did see the fall of Kabul and
along with the ongoing fight against terrorism, the future of Afghanistan remains
a central concern to both our countries.”
She also said India and Australia
have been victims of “appalling terrorist
attacks and this day September 11 will be
forever remembered for those terrible
events 20 years ago when terrorists struck
at the heart of our friend -- the US -- and
also by extension at a modern, pluralist and
democratic world.”
The Australian Defence Minister

The DG NCC appreciated the performance of cadets during various NCC
camps and competitions and outstanding
work by them during the pandemic
through 'Exercise Yogdaan' in assisting the
civil administration.
He also commended them for their
contribution to the flagship programmes
of the Government such as, 'Swachh
Bharat' (Clean India mission), 'Beti Bachao,
Beti Padhao' (Save daughters, teach daughters), 'Fit India' and 'Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav' (Platinum Jubilee Festival of
Indian Independence) celebrations.
"Karnataka and Goa directorate is one of
the finest directorates of NCC and has been
performing its tasks diligently and professionally.
The directorate has adapted well to the
changing requirement of shifting from
offline mode of training to online to ensure
that the training of cadets does not get
hampered by the pandemic," he said.PTI
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Bengaluru: The National Cadet Corps has
taken the initiative of implementing NCC
as an elective subject under the new
National Education Policy, Director
General of NCC Lieutenant General Tarun
Kumar Aich said on Saturday.
"We have taken major initiative of
implementing NCC as an Elective Subject
as part of New Education Policy," Lt Gen
Aich said addressing the officers, staff and
students here. According to the NCC DG,
over 7,800 schools and colleges in the
country are awaiting to seek the NCC affiliation.
The National Cadet Corps has planned
to expand its footprint in the coastal and
border areas of various States and enhance
its authorised strength in a phased manner. Fully Self- Financing Scheme (FSFS)
is yet another step in this direction which
will provide a unique opportunity to a
number of schools and colleges to include
NCC in their curriculum, he added.

period. “Due to heavy downpour passengers encountered waterlogging for a short
while. The on-ground team was immediately mobilised and the operations are back
to normal since 9 am,” they tweeted.
Traffic police advised commuters to
avoid roads that were affected due to waterlogging.
“There is waterlogging on NH 48 near
Gurugram/Parade Road Crossing. Vehicles
going from Dhaula Kuan to Gurugram are
the worst affected. These vehicles may take
the right turn on Carriappa marg and take
a left turn from Thimmaayya Chowk on
Thimmaayya Marg to reach Airport/
Gurgaon,” traffic police tweeted.
“Traffic Alert. Water logging near
WHO on Ring Road. Kindly Avoid the
Stretch,” it said in another tweet.
“Traffic is affected at Dwarka Sec- 20
road no-226 due to water logging. Please
avoid using this route,” traffic police said
in another tweet.
“This to inform that near about T
point of road number 210 and 224 near

hailed the bilateral defence ties between
India and his country and said it was at a
historic high. He had held bilateral meeting with Rajnath on Friday.
The foreign and defence ministerial
talks took place amid renewed efforts by
the Quad member countries to expand
cooperation in the Indo-Pacific region.
Asked about the Quad grouping being
referred as “Asian NATO,” Jaishankar said
Quad is focussed on issues such as vaccines, supply chains, education and connectivity.
“I can’t see any relationship between
such issues and NATO or any other kind
of organisations like that. So I think it is
important not to misrepresent what is the
reality out there,” he said.
“We call ourselves Quad and Quad is
a platform where four countries have come
to cooperate for their benefit and for the
benefit of the world,” Jaishankar said.
“I think a term like NATO is very
much a cold war term, looking back. I
think Quad looks in the future, it reflects
globalisation, it reflects the compulsions
of countries to work together,” he said.
Reflecting same views, Payne said as

more than 15 lakh workers of the party at
27,700 Shakti Kendras (party units) through
the Booth Vijay Abhiyan.
The saffron party had clinched 312 seats
in the 403-member legislative assembly, decimating its rivals to form the government in
the last assembly elections.
Claiming that the Adityanath government did in over four years what other governments could not do in 60 years, the BJP
chief targeted the opposition parties for not
extending enough support to people during
COVID-19 pandemic.
“Amid the pandemic outbreak, these parties did politics only through tweets and virtual press conferences by confining themselves in closed rooms.
“History will remember that when people were in trouble, they (opposition leaders) turned themselves away from the people,” he alleged.
PTI
DJB booster pump Dwarka, there is heavy
water logging due to overflow of drain and
rain. Commuters informed to avoid the
stretch until situation is normal,” it
tweeted.
“There is 3-4 feet of waterlogging in
Rani Kheda Under Pass, traffic is affected. Please avoid using this route,” traffic
police tweeted.
Taking a dig at Chief Minister Kejriwal,
Delhi BJP leader and national secretary of
Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha Tejinder
Bagga shared a video of himself on a rafting boat in a waterlogged street in
Bhajanpura area of northeast Delhi.
“This season I wanted to go to
Rishikesh for rafting but due to coronavirus and continuous lockdown I could
not go. But I want to thank Delhi CM
Arvind Kejriwal as he has made arrangements for rafting in every nook and corner of Delhi (as streets are waterlogged).
He should also hang boards of his this feat
as he does in every case,” Bagga said in the
video.

Australia and India have re-energised
relations, there is also the opportunity to
work through smaller groups like the Quad
and other pieces of regional architecture
like the East Asia Summit or the ASEAN
regional forum.
“Quad members are champions of
ASEAN centrality, we actively engage in
that ASEAN architecture. We are committed to supporting the practical implementation of the ASEAN outlook on the
Indo-Pacific,” she said.
“We also say that we have a positive
and practical agenda -- around vaccines,
around climate, around critical technology also trying to address some of the dangerous misinformation that pervades the
world experience in relation to the (Covid)
pandemic,” the Minister said.
Referring to the Quad, she said the
constructive engagement in a normal
diplomatic network was overwhelmingly
about contributing positively for that
“open, inclusive and resilient region in
which we all want to live.” The term “Asian
NATO” was coined by Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov as he criticised the
Quad.
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He said that everyone is
hopeful the issue would be
sorted out by the talks. Sati
added that the agitation has
been suspended till October 30
and a decision on the future of
the agitation would be taken
assessing the decision taken by
the Government on the
issue.
The Cabinet Ministers
Arvind Pandey and Ganesh
Joshi, secretar y Shailesh
Bagauli, Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of the
Devasthanam Board, Ravi Nath
Raman, secretary H C Semwal,
and ACEO of Devasthanam
Board, B D Singh, were also
present on the occasion.
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could be perceived as
“backdoor” entry for priIvatena what
players in the Indian
Railways, the Centre is considering engaging private players to run passenger trains,
coined as theme-based trains
for religious, tourism, hospitality and other activities.
According to a policy being
formulated by the Ministry of
Ràilways, the national trans-

porter’s new regime led by
Ashwini Vaishnaw is now looking at professionals from the
tourism sector to utilise its train
coaches for rail-based tourism.
The Railways wants to
lease and even sell train coaches to private players for leveraging their expertise in tourism
activities, a top Rail Ministry
official said.
The private players can run
these coaches as cultural, religious or any other tourist circuit
train, the Ministry of Railways
said in a statement on Saturday.
“To tap the potential of
tourism sector and to leverage
the core strengths of the professionals of tourism sector in

tourism activities like marketing, hospitality, integration of
services, reach with customer
base, expertise in development
and identification of tourist circuits, etc., Indian Railways is
planning to spread rail-based
tourism among masses through
leasing of coaching stock to
interested parties to run them
as theme-based cultural, religious and other tourist circuit
train,” the Ministry said in a
statement.
An Executive Directorlevel committee has been constituted by the Railway
Ministry to formulate the policy and terms and conditions
for this project.

So far, the broad features of
the proposed model have been
formulated. These include

coaches to be leased as per
desired configuration of interested parties. They can also

take bare shells on lease or purchase coaches. Sources said
that private players will have to

lease or buy a train with at least
16 coaches.
Lessees and buyers will be
allowed to make minor refurbishment to coaches. The lease
will run for a minimum of five
years and can be extended till
the codal life of coaches. Codal
life refers to the maximum
service life of a coach, beyond
which it has to be mandatorily replaced.
“The business model will be
decided and developed by the
private player. This will include
route, itinerary, tariff, etc,” a
senior railway official said.
Sources said the Railway
Ministry has promised that
the registration process for
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Parliamentary panel has said
the Government should iron
A
out the issues hindering the signing of Free Trade Agreements
(FTAs) with the US and the EU
nations as domestic exporters are
at a disadvantage due to the
absence of these agreements.
The Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Commerce chaired
by YSR Congress leader Vijaysai
Reddy submitted the report to
Chairman of Rajya Sabha
Venkaiah Naidu on virtual mode
on Saturday.
The panel has expressed concern that India’s exports contracted from 2019-20, registering
a negative growth rate of (-)
15.73 per cent in 2020.
In view of the crucial role
played by exports in the overall
economic growth of a country, the
Committee in the report opined
that “India needs to step up its
effort in export promotion,
expand its export baskets and penetrate new export markets to
recover from its current slump and
increase its share in global exports”.
The panel also underlined
that the Indian exporters are at a
“disadvantage” in the US and the
European markets while competing with other exporting nations
due to the absence of FTAs with
the US and the EU countries.
“The Committee recommends the Department of
Commerce to iron out the issues
that hindered the signing of FTAs
with our leading trade partners
and enter into trade agreements
that are beneficial for our country while balancing the interest of
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the domestic market with that of
our exporters,” the report stated.
The panel also expressed concern that the share of rail freight
vis-a-vis road is only 35 per cent
whereas the trend is reversed in
developed countries.
The Committee, therefore,
recommends the Ministry of
Railways to undertake a detailed
study on the reason for low share
of rail and take a concerted effort
to increase the share of rail in
freight traffic, the report said.
At the same time, the panel
said, it is “disheartening to note
that the Ministry of Railways is
unable to provide competitive
freight rate for movement of
export consignment”.
The Committee feels that this

will adversely affect the competitiveness of India’s exports in
global markets as freight cost
plays a crucial role in determining the final price of the product,
as per the report.
The panel undertook an indepth examination of export-oriented measures and held seven
meetings with all stakeholders
spanning over for nearly twenty
hours, it said.
The panel led by Reddy, who
is a noted chartered accountant,
in the report recommended the
Government to take appropriate
measures, relook its export strategies and policies to achieve a positive growth rate of exports and
higher share in global
exports markets.

oderna’s vaccine for
M
Covid-19 is significantly
more effective against the Delta
variant of the SARS-CoV2
virus than Pfizer or Johnson &
Johnson, a new study has said.
Published in Morbidity
and Mortality Weekly Report,
the study said Moderna was 95
per cent effective at preventing
hospitalisation among adults
ages 18 and older.
“These real-world data
show that vaccines remain
highly effective at reducing
Covid-19 related hospitalisation and emergency department visits, even in the presence of the new Covid-19 variant,” said researcher Shaun
Grannis from Indiana

University in the US.
“We strongly recommend
vaccinations for all who are eligible to reduce serious illness
and ease the burden
on our healthcare system,”
Grannis added.

The team also found that
Pfizer was 80 per cent effective
at preventing hospitalisation
among adults ages 18 and
older, while Johnson & Johnson
was 60 per cent effective.
For the study, the team

ecalling the terror strikes in the
US two decades ago, Prime
R
Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday
said that the world was today realising that tragedies like 9/11 will have
“a permanent solution, only through
Indian humanitarian values.”
Modi made these remarks while
performing the Lokarpan of
‘Sardardham Bhavan’ and ‘Bhoomi
Pujan’ of ‘Sardardham Phase–II
‘Kanya Chhatralaya’ (girls hostel) at
Ahmedabad, Gujarat.
The comments of the Prime
Minister about “Indian values” resolving world problem, particularly terrorism, came against the backdrop of ?aX\T<X]XbcTa=PaT]SaP<^SX_TaU^a\b;^ZPa_P]^UBPaSPaSWP\1WPeP]P]S1W^^\X?dYP]^UBPaSPaSWP\?WPbT88:P]hP2WWPcaP[PhPcWa^dVWeXST^
?81
the withdrawal of the US troops R^]UTaT]RX]VX]=Tf3T[WX^]BPcdaSPh
which had landed in Afghanistan soon
CWTR^\\T]cb^UcWT?aX\T<X]XbcTaPQ^dc°8]SXP]eP[dTb±aTb^[eX]Vf^a[S_a^Q[T\
strong business identity of Gujarat
after American cities were attacked by
_PacXRd[Pa[hcTaa^aXb\RP\TPVPX]bccWTQPRZSa^_^UcWTfXcWSaPfP[^UcWTDBca^^_b
and the Civil Service Centre will give
Osama-bin-Laden’s al-Qaeda terror
fWXRWWPS[P]STSX]0UVWP]XbcP]b^^]PUcTa0\TaXRP]RXcXTbfTaTPccPRZTSQh>bP\P new direction to the youth interestgroup on September 11, 2001.
QX];PST]³bP[@PTSPcTaa^aVa^d_^]BT_cT\QTa !
ed in careers in civil, defence and judiThe American intervention then
cial services.
had led to the ouster of the Talibans
0SSaTbbX]VcWT6dYPaPcTeT]c<^SXaTRP[[TScWT( cTaa^abcaXZTbbPhX]V°C^SPh
The PM said Sardar Dham will
which are again back in the seat of
BT_cT\QTa cWXbPSPcTX]cWTWXbc^ah^UcWTf^a[ScWPcXbZ]^f]c^WPeTbcadRZ
not only become an establishment for
power in Kabul after 20 years of their
Wd\P]Xch1dccWXbSPcTP[b^cPdVWcP[^cc^cWTfW^[Tf^a[S0RT]cdahPV^XcfPb^]
building the future of the country, but
political exile.
BT_cT\QTa  '("fWT]cWTF^a[S?Pa[XP\T]c^UAT[XVX^]bfPbWT[SX]2WXRPV^±
also inspire the future generations to
Addressing the Gujarat event, Modi
Bharati gave a new direction to live the ideals of Sardar Saheb.
recalled the 9/11 terror-strikes saying, these humanitarian values,” he added.
He lauded all the members assoThe PM’s address through video- his thoughts and new energy while
“Today, September 11th, is a date in the
history of the world that is known to conferencing was attended by Chief living in Kashi, he said.The philoso- ciated with Sardar Dham Trust for
have struck humanity. But this date also Minister and Deputy Chief Minister phy of ‘ Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat’ their dedication to the service of
envisioned by Sardar Saheb has been humanity. He admired their emphataught a lot to the whole world! A cen- of Gujarat.
The Prime Minister also shining with full divinity in the Tamil sis on the empowerment of the youth
tury ago it was on September 11, 1893,
when the World Parliament of Religions announced the establishment of a writings of Mahakavi Bharati he said. of the Patidar society as well as the
Modi said the hostel facility being poor and especially women.
chair in the name of Tamil poet
was held in Chicago.”
Modi reminded that on this day, ‘Subramania Bharati in Banaras inaugurated at Ahmadabad will also Sardardham Vishwa Patidar Kendra is
Swami Vivekananda stood on that Hindu University. The Prime Minister help so many girls to come forward. established to spread awareness about
global stage and introduced the world said September 11th is another big He said the state of the art building, the strength of Sardar Vallabhbhai
occasion — the 100th death anniver- girls hostel and modern library will Patel’s persona among Patidar youth as
to “the human values of India.”
well as to strengthen the Patidar
“Today the world is realising sar y of India’s great scholar, empower the youth.
The
Entrepreneurship Community socially, financially,
that tragedies like 9/11 will have a philosopher and freedom fighter
Development Centre will enrich the administratively and politically.
permanent solution, only through ‘Subramania Bharati.

analysed more than 32,000
medical encounters from nine
States during June, July and
August 2021, when the Delta
variant became the predominant strain.
The results showed that
unvaccinated individuals with
Covid-19 are 5-7 times more
likely to need emergency
department care or hospitalisation, similar to the overall
effectiveness
prior
to the variant.
The study also found that
vaccine effectiveness is lower
for people 75 years and older,
which has not been shown in
previous research. This could
be due to a range of factors,
including the increased time
since vaccination, the
researchers noted.
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he downpour wasn’t just in
Delhi. Several States like
T
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh,
Telangana, Gujarat, Rajasthan
and Madhya Pradesh also witnessed heavy and unusual rainfall on Saturday.
The increase in the num-

ber of heavy rain events is
directly linked to climate
change. This may impact the
onion crops and paddy sowing
during the kharif season.
The India Meteorological
Department’s (IMD) latest predictions said these weather
conditions are likely to persist
over the next 3-4 days in

2^\\dcTabfPSTcWa^dVWPfPcTa[^VVTSa^PSPUcTaWTPehaPX]X]1XZP]Ta^]BPcdaSPh

Maharashtra, Goa, Telangana,
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh,
Odisha,
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh
and Gujarat.
According to the IMD,
from Sunday onwards, there
will be a gradual reduction in
the rainfall in Punjab and
Haryana. Delhi will receive
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interested parties will
be simple, based on eligibility
criteria.
Indian Railways will levy
haulage charges, nominal stabling charges and lease charges.
No lease charges will be taken
if the coaches are purchased.
Punctuality will be given
priority. Also, coach refurbishments and itineraries will
be promptly approved. There
will be no haulage charge for
maintenance runs.
Once leased or sold, thirdparty advertisements will be
allowed inside the train coaches. Branding of trains will also
be allowed, added the Ministry
statement.

fresh spell of rain from
September 17-18.
The IMD said a low-pressure area lies over East
Rajasthan and the neighbourhood with associated cyclonic
circulation extending up to
middle tropospheric levels.
The low-pressure area and its
remnant are likely to persist

over the same area during 3-4
days. Delhi has witnessed
seven heavy rain events this
monsoon season so far, the
highest in a decade, and these
spells account for more than 60
percent of the rainfall recorded in the city.
Mahesh Palawat, vice president of Skymet Weather, a

0RPabcdRZX]PfPcTa[^VVTSd]STa_Pbba^PSPcIPZWXaPX]=Tf3T[WX^]BPcdaSPh

private forecasting agency, said
global conditions such as ENSO
neutral conditions, lower sea
surface temperature in east and
central-Pacific ocean, neutral
Indian Ocean Dipole and the
Madden-Julian oscillation passing through the Indian Ocean
were favourable for good rainfall in September.
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he Aircraft Accident
Investigation Bureau
T
(AAIB) on Saturday released its
probe report into the plane
crash at Kozhikode airport in
August last year that killed at
least 20 people and injured several others, pointed out that the
pilot’s non-adherence to the
standard operating procedure
is the probable cause of the Air
India Express plane crash but
the role of the systemic failures
as a contributory factor cannot
be overlooked.
According to the report,
the investigation team is of the
opinion that the role of systemic failures as a contributory factor cannot be overlooked
in this accident. “A large number of similar accidents/ incidents that have continued to
take place, more so in AIXL,
reinforce existing systemic failures within the aviation sector.
“These usually occur due to
prevailing safety culture that
give rise to errors, mistakes and
violation of routine tasks performed by people operating
within the system. Hence, the
contributory factors enumerated below include both the
immediate causes and the deeper or systemic causes,” it added.
The report, released a little

over a year after the deadly
crash of the Air India Express
plane, said the “probable cause
of the accident was the non
adherence to SOP (Standard
Operating Procedure) by the
PF (Pilot Flying)”.
The PF continued an
unstabilised approach and
landed beyond the touchdown
zone, “half way down the runway, in spite of ‘Go Around’ call
by PM which warranted a
mandatory ‘Go Around’ and
the failure of the PM to take
over controls and execute a ‘Go
Around’,” it noted.
The crash of Air India
Express’s B737-800 aircraft
happened on August 7 at the
Kozhikode airport in Kerala.
The plane coming from Dubai
had overshot the runway at
Kozhikode airport and later
broke into pieces. There were
190 people onboard the illfated aircraft and at least 20
people, including the two
pilots, were killed and several
others were injured.
Union Civil Aviation
Minister Jyotiraditya Scindia
said in response to a question
during a press conference on
Thursday that the report has
been submitted to the Ministry.
We will release it in the next
couple of days into public
domain.
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he Sikkim Government on
Saturday announced that
T
all schools and colleges in the
State would be shut down after
Covid-19 cases were found
among students.
Education Secretary GP
Upadhaya said that schools
and colleges were opened on
September 6. In the schools,
classes were being held for
students of standard 9 and
above.
However, after some
schools reported that at least

five students were found to be
Covid-positive, it was decided
to shut the educational institutions again till October 31, he
said.
The school and colleges
were functioning with 50 per
cent staff, and students were
attending class only after
obtaining the consent of their
parents, Upadhaya said.
Covid-positive cases were
reported from Government
schools in Namthang in South
Sikkim, Rhenock in East
Sikkim and Yuksom in West
Sikkim, besides a private school

at Mangan in North Sikkim
district, he said. "The State
Government is very concerned
that if the schools are not
closed the chances of more
cases are very high," he said.
All primary contacts of
the infected students were
being traced and more cases
could be reported, he said.
"This is a state-wide trend
and we do not want to compromise with the health of the
students, which is why the
state government has decided
to close all schools and colleges," he said.

BXSSPaP\PXPWR^]ST\]b
ST\^[XcX^]^U³P]RXT]c
7X]SdcT\_[TX]=P]YP]VdS
Bengaluru: Former Karnataka Chief Minister
Siddaramaiah on Saturday condemned the demolition of an 'ancient' Hindu temple at Nanjangud
in Mysuru district and said the BJP Government
should have consulted the local residents before
taking such an action, 'which has hurt the religious
sentiments of the people".
"The destruction of an ancient temple in
Nanjangud is condemnable. Since it was a sensitive issue, the @BJP4Karnataka should have spoken to the local residents, The demolition is done
without the consultation of the people in the region
& has hurt the religious sentiments," he said in a
series of tweets.
The officials concerned have not followed the
due process, he said.Though there was a court
order, the administration should have given a
thought before implementing it (order)," he said
in another tweet. The Congress leader demanded that a piece of land be earmarked to construct
a temple there to compensate for the
demolition.
PTI
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Srinagar: Jammu & Kashmir
Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha on
Saturday said a special drive will be
launched to vaccinate students aged
above 18 years on priority to enable
educational institutions to reopen in
the Union Territory.
Speaking to reporters on the
sidelines of a function at SKICC here,
Sinha said most of the teachers have
already been vaccinated against
Covid.
"We are trying to vaccinate students aged above 18 years on priority and professors and teachers in the
academic institutions as well because
the aim is to restart the institutions,"
he said.
A special drive will be conducted for the vaccination of students
above the age of 18 as most of the
teachers have already been vaccinated, Sinha said.

Asked about the security scenario in Jammu and Kashmir, the LG said "all is well", without commenting further.
Earlier, Sinha released a book
titled "Analysis of Accreditation
Report of Union Territories of Jammu
Kashmir and Ladakh" by National
Assessment and Accreditation
Council (NAAC) at SKICC.
Speaking on the occasion, the
lieutenant governor termed the
assessment and accreditation process
as an important factor to maintain the
quality of education in universities
and colleges.
Sinha said the publication will
work as an intelligent assistant for
academicians, vice-chancellors, professors and students.
Highlighting the need to introduce new reforms to meet the
requirements of the rapidly trans-

forming education system and the
changing market dynamics, he said
the university and colleges have
immense power and a small shift in
curriculum can have a decisive
impact on the socio-economic environment.
"The future belongs to those students and teachers who can realise
their full potential and adapt to
rapidly changing requirements," he
said.
"As we are heading towards an
era which will be dominated by the
knowledge economy, our biggest
asset would be the human capital, a
combination of talent, skill and creativity. We are making efforts to continuously improve the courses in universities and colleges, incorporating
students' feedback to create a conducive environment for learning and
innovation," Sinha said.
PTI
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he Kerala unit of the CPI on
Saturday expressed the party’s
displeasure over the comments
made by its national general secretary D Raja and his wife Annie
Raja about the State Police.
Kanam Rajendran, secretary of
Kerala unit of the CPI told
reporters on Saturday that the
husband-wife duo’s comments
about the State administration
and police have brought disrepute
to the party and he would inform
both of them that party do not subscribe to their views.
Early last week Annie Raja, the
CPI’s global face, had come down
heavily on the Kerala Police and

T
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charged that RSS gangs have infiltrated into the police force and this
was the reason for the increase in
the attacks on women and children
in the State. Though hailing from
Kerala, Annie Raja is based in New
Delhi and rarely comments on
State politics.
The CPI(M) took the comments seriously because the police
department comes under Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan. But the
party did not issue any rejoinder to
the comments made by Annie
Raja. Vijayan himself told reporters
that the comment was serious and
would be looked into.
But notes have been exchanged
between the leaders of the CPI(M)
and the CPI about the comments.

The State leaders of the CPI took
objections to the reported comment by Annie and reacted strongly to it. This made D Raja, the
national general secretary of the
party come out openly and support
his spouse.
On Saturday, Rajendran in his
media interaction, said that Annie
Raja’s comments were made in
poor taste. “we will inform Raja
and Annie about the resentment
created in the party over their comments. We do not mind whether
Raja is the national secretary or not.
Since he and Annie made comments which are not in synch with
truth, we will definitely tell them
that they erred in making such allegations,” said Rajendran.

$IWHU\UV.HUDODVHHNV ?aXhP]ZPW^[SbaTeXTf\TTcX]VfXcWD?_Pach[TPSTab
Pradesh ahead of the assembly polls
Lucknow: Congress General Secretary
SUREHLQWRSRHWGHDWK
next year.
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra held a review
KOCHI: Ninety seven years
after he died in a boat capsize,
Kerala is agog with demands
for a comprehensive probe into
the death of Kumaranaasan, the
great poet and father figure of
Malayalam renaissance movement.
It was on January 16, 1924,
Kumaranaasan, one of the triumvirates of modern
Malayalam poetry and a
philosopher par excellence died
in a boat mishap in the 25meter-wide stretch of Pallana
River. The poet and 34 others
perished in the river while all
employees and commuters on
the deck swam to safety.
Kumaranaasan was travelling in a suite befitting his
stature. His dead body was
retrieved on the third day but

curiously, the suite in which he
was travelling was found to be
locked from outside.
“The poet would not have
drowned or sunk along with
the boat because he was a
good swimmer. He grew up
along the backwaters and he
was known as an ace swimmer,”
P Sujathan, veteran journalist
who has undertaken a lot of
research and studies on the life
and times of the late
poet.
What has shocked thousands of fans of the late poet is
the mysterious disappearance
of the report by the P Cherian
Commission of Enquiry, which
was appointed by the then
Travancore State Government
to probe the sinking of the boat
Redeemer.
PNS
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Palgha: A 31-year-old man has been arrested for allegedly raping a mentally-challenged girl in Maharashtra's Palghar district,
police said on Saturday. The police on
Thursday nabbed the accused, a labourer from
Nalla Sopara in Vasai, senior inspector
Pramod Badhak said.
According to the police, the accused
allegedly kidnapped the victim,
took her to an isolated place on
his motorcycle and raped her
there on Wednesday, he said.
Based on technical and
intelligence inputs, the crime
unit-3 zeroed in on the accused
within 24 hours and arrested
him under relevant sections of
the IPC and Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act, the official
said.
PTI

meeting with party leaders here on
Saturday during which discussions
were held on several issues, including
the farmers' protest over the three agri
laws.
In a statement, the party said
deliberations were held on the poll
strategy for western UP and Gandhi
sought reports from every village.
The farmers' protest over the three
agri laws also came up for discussions,
the statement said.
Thousands of farmers from Uttar
Pradesh and neighbouring states had
gathered at Muzaffarnagar on Sunday
for a 'Kisan Mahapanchayat', months
ahead of the crucial UP assembly polls.
The event was organised by the
Samyukt Kisan Morcha (SKM) at the
Government Inter College ground in
Muzaffarnagar to protest the Centre's
three farm laws.
In another meeting held for State's

<P]bT]cT]RTSc^
[XUTX\_aXb^]\T]cU^a
aP_X]V&hTPa^[SVXa[
Hamirpur: A special POCSO court has sentenced
a 45-year-old man to life imprisonment for raping
a seven-year-old girl.
Special judge POCSO court Praveen
Kumar Sonkar on
Friday announced the
verdict and imposed a
fine of C5 lakh on the
convict, Gayadeen
Prajapati, manager of a
private school. District
Government advocate
Rudra Pratap Singh said
Prajapati raped the girl
on February 28, 2019
when she had gone to
attend a coaching class.

Ruhelkhand zone, Gandhi said a
strong organisation is needed not
only for the party but also for nation
building.
She also urged the party workers
to work for 24 hours during the elections.
On Friday, the Congress decided
to take out a 12,000 km-long yatra
through villages and towns of Uttar

The decision to take out the
"Congress Pratigya Yatra:Hum Vachan
Nibhayenge" was taken at a meeting
presided over by Gandhi, and attended by members of the party's advisory and strategy committee here, the
Congress had said in a
statement.
Priyanka had arrived here on
Thursday to review the party's preparations in the run up to the polls.
The yatra will draw attention of
people to issues of corruption, inflation, crime, violence against women,
unemployment and poor health services, the party said on Friday.
During the yatra, Congress leaders will assure people that they will fulfil promises made by the party in the
run up to the polls.
Gandhi held discussions about
routes and issues that will be taken up
during the yatra, the party said. PTI
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Rangiya/Goalpara/Guwahati
(Assam): At least seven people
have been killed and nine others injured in separate road
accidents in Assam, police said
on Saturday.
Four people were killed
and eight others injured when
an ambulance collided with a
tempo at Baihata Chariali in
Kamrup (Rural) district late on
Friday night.
Two people died on the
spot, while two others later succumbed to their injuries at the
hospital, a police officer said.

The injured people, including the ambulance driver, have
been admitted to the Gauhati
Medical College and Hospital.
In another accident, a vehicle hit a motorcycle which in
turn hit another vehicle coming from the opposite direction
at Amjonga in Dudhnoi police
station area of Goalpara district
on Friday night, another officer said.
Two of the three persons
riding on the motorcycle were
killed on the spot, while the
third was hospitalised. PTI
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ndhra Pradesh reported 1,145 fresh cases of coroA
navirus, 1,090 recoveries and 17 deaths in 24 hours
ending 9 am on Saturday.
A health department bulletin said the state now has
15,157 active Covid positives has climbed to 20,28,795,
recoveries to 19,99,651 and toll 13,987, it said.
In 24 hours, East Godavari district added 216 fresh
cases to its tally.
SPS Nellore reported 173, Chittoor 132, Krishna 128,
Prakasam 117 and Kadapa 111, while the remaining
seven districts added less than 100 new cases each, with
Kurnool and Vizianagaram logging six and seven
respectively.
Chittoor reported four fresh fatalities, Kadapa and
SPS Nellore three each, Krishna and Prakasam two each,
East Godavari, Guntur and Srikakulam one each in a
day.

63ODXQFKHVµ-DQ
0DQQ9LMD\ FDPSDLJQ
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Lucknow: The Samajwadi Party (SP)
on Saturday announced its 'Jan
Mann-Vijay' campaign for the next
year Uttar Pradesh Assembly polls,
on a day the BJP launched its 'Vijay
Booth
Abhiyan'
for
the
elections.
SP chief Akhilesh Yadav also
said that the party through its 'Har
Booth Par Youth' programme will
reach out to the people of the state
and ensure the success of the campaign.
"In the 2022 election, the youth
power of the SP will create public
awareness at every booth of Uttar
Pradesh and on the basis of the works
and principles of the SP, the party will

win the hearts of all the people and
ensure the success of the 'Jan-Mann
Vijay Abhiyan' at the booth level," he
said in a tweet in Hindi.
The former Uttar Pradesh chief
minister announced the 'Jan MannVijay Abhiyan' and the 'Har Booth
Par Youth' programme on the microblogging site.
"The awakened people of Uttar
Pradesh will bring a democratic
revolution," Yadav said.
Earlier on Saturday, BJP president J P Nadda launched his party's
'Vijay
Booth
Abhiyan'
online for 27,700 'Shakti Kendras'
(organisational units) in Uttar
Pradesh.
PTI
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Vikarabad (T'gana): Union
Civil Aviation Minister
Jyotiradtiya Scindia on Saturday
said “Medicines from the Sky'
project under which drugs and
vaccines are delivered using
drones, will be taken up on a
pilot basis in 16 green zones in
Telangana and scaled up to the
national level based on data.
Launching ‘Medicines from
the Sky' project here, Scindia said
the new Drone Policy brought
out by the NDA government at
the Centre recently eased rules
regarding drone operations in
the country by reducing the
number of forms that need to be
filled to operate them from 25
to 5 and decreasing the types of

fee charged from the operator
from 72 to 4. Under the Green
zone, no permission is needed
to fly drones. Whereas permissions are needed in Yellow zone
while Red Zones are no fly areas.
“In 16 Green Zones this
'Medicines from the Sky' project
will be taken up. The data will
be analyased for three months.
We along with the Health
Ministry, IT Ministry, State
Government and the Centre
will together analyse the data
and make model for the whole
country. Today is a revolutionary day not only for Telangana
but for the whole country,” the
Minister said. Scindia said under
the visionary leadership of

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
the Drone Policy was envisaged.
He further said an interactive
aerospace map is being prepared.
With the help of the map,
various zones are being earmarked with the help of states.
The ‘Medicine from the Sky' is
an initiative of Telangana in
partnership with World
Economic Forum, NITI Aayog,
and HealthNet Global (Apollo
Hospitals). The project was
launched on experimental
Beyond Visual Line of Sight
(BVLOS) drone flights for delivery of vaccines using the identified airspace of the Vikarabad
district.
PTI
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Mumbai: A 34-year-old
woman, who had been raped
and brutalised with a rod by a
man inside a stationary tempo
in suburban Sakinaka area,
died at a hospital during treatment in the early hours of
Saturday, police said.
The crime which bore a
chilling similarity to the 2012
`Nirbhaya' gangrape case of
Delhi took place in the wee
hours of Friday. The suspect
who had been arrested within
a few hours of the incident has
been now charged with murder.
While the city police
formed a Special Investigation
Team to probe the incident,
opposition BJP demanded capital punishment for the accused
and questioned if women were
safe in Maharashtra.
Maharashtra
Chief
Minister Uddhav Thackeray
termed the incident as a a "blot

on humanity".
"The trial in the case will be
held on a fast track and the victim, who succumbed to injuries
today, will get justice," he said
in a statement. He has discussed the case with state
Home Minister Dilip WalsePatil and Mumbai Police
Commissioner
Hemant
Nagrale, Thackeray added. The
Sakinaka area in the western
suburbs has several industrial
units.
According to police,
accused Mohan Chouhan (45)
worked as a driver and lived on
the pavement in the same area.
Besides being raped, the victim
woman was assaulted with an
iron rod in her private parts
and lost a lot of blood, a police
official said. She had also been
stabbed with a knife, he added.
Police commissioner Nagrale
told reporters that the crime
came to light when the watch-

man of a company located on
Khairani Road called the police
control room and said that a
man was seen thrashing a
woman. Police reached the
spot within 10 minutes and
found the victim inside a
parked tempo.
As her condition was serious, they decided to take her to
hospital in the same vehicle so
as to save time. They got the
key of the tempo from the
watchman and drove her to
Rajawadi hospital in suburban
Ghatkopar, the commissioner
said.
The police also obtained
CCTV footage of the spot. A
man seen leaving the tempo
was identified as Mohan
Chouhan who hails from
Jaunpur, Uttar Pradesh, the
commissioner said.
He was arrested and produced before a court which
sent him in police custody till

September 21, Nagrale said.
His blood-stained clothes were
seized.
They would be sent for
forensic analysis to find out if
it is the victim's blood, the
commissioner added. A Special
Investigation Team has been
formed to conduct the probe,
he
said.
"Assistant
Commissioner of Police
Jyotsna Rasam will be the
investigation officer. The probe
will be completed within a
month, and the case will be
tried before a fast-track court
as the Chief Minister
announced," the commissioner said.
"As the victim was unconscious, her statement could
not be recorded. Therefore
police are as yet clueless about
what exactly happened. But it
will be ascertained during the
investigation,"
Nagrale
said.
PTI
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hree Presidents and their
wives stood somberly side
T
by side on Saturday at the
National September 11
Memorial, sharing a moment
of silence to mark the anniversary of the nation’s worst terror
attack with a display of unity.
Presidents Joe Biden,
Barack Obama and Bill Clinton
all gathered at the site where
the World Trade Center towers
fell two decades ago. They
each wore blue ribbons and
held their hands over their
hearts as a procession marched
a flag through the memorial,
watched by hundreds of
Americans gathered for the
remembrance, some carrying
photos of loved ones lost in the
attacks.
Before the event began, a
jet flew overhead in an eerie
echo of the attacks, drawing a
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glance from Biden toward the
sky. For much of the ceremony he stood with his arms
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he terrorists behind the
9/11 attacks in the United
States failed to shake the belief
in freedom and democracy,
British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson said on Saturday, as the
world marked the 20th anniversary of the terror strikes.
In a message on Twitter,
Johnson said that while the terror threat may not have gone
away, people have refused to
live in “permanent fear”.
“Today we remember the
2,977 people taken from us on
September 11th 2001,” said

T

Johnson in his message.
“But while the terrorists
imposed their burden of grief
and suffering, we can now say
with the perspective of 20 years
that they failed to shake our
belief in freedom and democracy,” he said.
“That we are coming
together today — in sorrow but
also in faith and resolve —
demonstrates the failure of terrorism,” he said.
Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II
also offered her sympathies to
the victims, survivors and families affected by the attacks 20
years ago.

crossed and head bowed, listening while the names of the
victims were read. At one point,

the president wiped a tear
from his eye.
Biden was a senator when
hijackers commandeered four
planes and executed the attack.
Now he marks the 9/11
anniversary for the first time as
commander in chief.
The president was spending Saturday paying his respects
at the trio of sites where the
planes crashed, but he left the
speech-making to others.
Vice President Kamala
Harris spoke at the Flight 93
National Memorial in
Shanksville, Pennsylvania,
commemorating the heroes
who brought down a hijacked
plane that was headed for the
US Capitol. Harris praised
their courage and the resilience
of the American people, and
spoke about the unity that
Americans experienced
in the days following the
attacks.

he 9/11 anniversary commemoration at ground zero
T
began Saturday with a tolling
bell and a moment of silence,
exactly 20 years after the start
of the deadliest terror attack on
US soil.
President Joe Biden, former presidents Barack Obama
and Bill Clinton joined a crowd
of victims’ relatives and first
responders at the Sept. 11
memorial plaza in New York.
The memorial stands where the
the World Trade Center’s twin
towers were rammed and felled
by hijacked planes.
Obser vances are also
planned at the the two other
sites where the 9/11 conspirators crashed the jets: the
Pentagon and a field near
Shanksville, Pennsylvania.
Biden is scheduled to pay
respects at all three places.
The anniversary comes
under the pall of a pandemic
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and in the shadow of the US
withdrawal from Afghanistan,
now ruled by the same militants who gave safe haven to
the 9/11 plotters.
The attacks killed nearly
3,000 people and marked the
start of a new era of fear, war,
politics, patriotism and tragedy.
“It’s hard because you

Seoul: South Korean President Moon Jae-in has
expressed his “deepest sympathies” to U.S.
President Joe Biden and the American people
marking the 20th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks
and says South Korea as a key ally will continue to support U.S. Efforts to fight terrorism.
Moon in a message posted on Twitter and
Facebook Saturday said the “shock of that day
still remains as deep wounds in the hearts of so
many” and that “no violence can win against
peace and inclusiveness.”
AP
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ifteen to 20 villagers, including several teenagers, have
F
been killed in some of
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The militant group also painted their
white backdrop flag on the wall of the
US Embassy building.
AP

hoped that this would just be
a different time and a different
world. But sometimes history
starts to repeat itself and not in
the best of ways,” said Thea
Trinidad, who lost her father in
the attacks and has signed up
to read victims’ names at the
ceremony at ground zero in
New York.
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Kabul: The Taliban flag waved over the
Afghan presidential palace the same day
the U.S. And the world marked the 20th
anniversary of the September 11 attacks.
The milestone anniversary Saturday
takes place just weeks after the chaotic U.S. Withdrawal from Afghanistan
and the return to power of the Taliban,
the faction that sheltered the Muslim
militant group founded by Osama bin
Laden that carried out the attacks.
The Taliban flag was raised Friday
and could be seen waving over the presidential palace in Kabul on Saturday.

Myanmar’s deadliest fighting
since
July
between
Government troops and resistance forces, a villager and
reports by independent media
said on Friday.
The fighting near Gangaw
township in the northwestern
Magway region started on
Thursday, two days after a call
for a nationwide uprising was
issued by the National Unity
Government, a Opposition
organisation that seeks to coordinate resistance to military
rule.
The fighting broke out
when more than 100 troops
arrived in four military vehicles
to secure the area in Myin Thar

and five other nearby villages,
a resident told The Associated
Press by phone.
Members of a lightly
armed village self-defense militia fired warning shots but
could not stop the soldiers
from entering the area and
clashes continued after that,
said the resident, who spoke on
condition of anonymity to safeguard his personal security.
The opposition movement
that rose against the army’s
February seizure of power from
the elected Government of
Aung San Suu Kyi was initially peaceful, but gradually began
fighting back after security
forces used deadly force to
break up nonviolent protests.
The National Unity
Government’s call on Tuesday
for a “people’s defensive war”
has received an enthusiastic

response on social media, but
its actual impact on the ground
is hard to measure.
Media sympathetic to the
opposition reported an outburst of small-scale shootings
and sabotage by the resistance,
particularly the toppling
of cell phone transmission
towers.
But similar activities have
been happening for several
months and details are difficult
to independently verify.
The villager who described
the new fighting said at least 11
members of the self-defense
group were killed, according to
what others in his village told
him. Photos of what were
described to be their bodies circulated widely Friday on the
internet, and were clear enough
to be identifiable to those
familiar with them.

CP[XQP]´beXRc^ahX]0UVWP]XbcP] FDaf]]d^ZddZ]V
\XVWcT\Q^[ST]^cWTaVa^d_bX] UVWV_TVdZ_DRfUZ
SXUUTaT]c_Pacb^Uf^a[S)D=RWXTU R^ZUJV^V_ReeRT\d
United Nations: The Taliban’s victory in
Afghanistan might embolden other groups in
different parts of the world, Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres has warned, expressing his
worry over global terrorism while asserting that
dialogue with the militant group is “absolutely
essential” as the UN wants the country to play
a “constructive role” in international relations.
“I must tell you, I am very worried with what
we are witnessing in different parts of the world.
And the fact that in Afghanistan, the Taliban
were able to win might embolden other groups
in different parts of the world independently of
the fact that they are different from the Taliban
and I am not seeing there is a similarity among
them,” Guterres said during a Press conference
on Friday at the UN Headquarters.
PTI

Dubai: The US has removed its most advanced
missile defence system and Patriot batteries from
Saudi Arabia in recent weeks, even as the kingdom faced continued air attacks from Yemen’s
Houthi rebels, satellite photos analysed by The
Associated Press show.
The redeployment of the defenses from
Prince Sultan Air Base outside of Riyadh came as
America’s Gulf Arab allies nervously watched the
chaotic withdrawal of US troops from Afghanistan,
including their last-minute evacuations from
Kabul’s besieged international airport. While tens
of thousands of American forces remain across the
Arabian Peninsula as a counterweight to Iran, Gulf
Arab nations worry about the US’s future plans as
its military perceives a growing threat in Asia that
requires those missile defences.
AP
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tlanta’s zoo says at least 13
western lowland gorillas
A
have tested positive for Covid19, including 60-year-old
Ozzie, the oldest male gorilla in
captivity.
Zoo Atlanta said on Friday
that employees noticed the
gorillas had been coughing,
had runny noses and showed
changes in appetite.
A veterinary lab at the
University of Georgia returned
positive tests for the respiratory illness. Zoo Atlanta says it’s

waiting on confirmation from
the National Veterinar y
Services Lab in Ames, Iowa.
The zoo says it is treating
the gorillas at risk of developing complications from SARS-
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Singapore: Singapore Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong
warned on Saturday that the
fight against terrorism is “far
from over” two decades after
the 9/11 attack in the United
States, and that terrorist groups
in faraway places were serious
threats to Singapore.
“Terrorist groups in these
faraway places were serious
threats to Singapore,” he said in
a commentary published on
the 20th anniversary of the AlQaeda attacks in the United
States.
PTI
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CoV-2 with monoclonal antibodies. The zoo is also testing
all 20 of its gorillas, who live in
four troops.
Zoo officials say they
believe an asymptomatic
employee who cares for the
gorillas passed on the virus.
The employee had been fully
vaccinated and was wearing
protective equipment such as a
mask and gloves.
The zoo says there’s no evidence that the gorillas can
pass the virus back to humans
and says visitors are too far
away to be infected by gorillas.
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n order to arrest price rise in
edible oils, the Government
has slashed import duty on
palm, sunflower and soyabean
oil to bring relief to the common man reeling under skyrocketing cooking oils prices.
The decision comes after edible oil prices have seen a spike
up to 50 per cent in the last one
year. The reduction in taxes
could bring down prices of the
edible oils in India and boost
consumption, effectively
increasing overseas buying by
the south Asian country. In the
last few months, the Centre has
cut import duty on various edible oils and asked states to take
details of stock of edible oils
and oilseeds from wholesalers,
millers, refiners and stockists.
"With effect from Saturday,
the base import tax on crude
palm oil has been slashed to 2.5
percent from 10 percent, while
the tax on crude soyoil and
crude sunflower oil has been
reduced to 2.5 percent from 7.5

I

percent," the Ministry of
Finance said in a notification.
The import duty along
with cesses on crude palm oil
(CPO) will be 24.75 per cent
against 30.25 per cent. On
RBD (refined, bleached, and
deodorized) palm oil, it will
come down to 35.75 per cent
from 41.25 per cent. For crude
degummed soybean oil, the
new rate will be 24.75 per cent
against 30.25 per cent and on
refined soybean oil, the rate has
been lowered to 35.75 per cent
from 41.25 per cent. Duty has
also been lowered in crude sunflower oil to 24.75 per cent
from 30.25 per cent. After the
cuts, crude palm oil, soyoil and
sunflower oil imports will be
subject to a 24.75 percent tax
in total, including a 2.5 percent
base import duty and other
taxes, while refined grades of
palm oil, soyoil and sunflower
oil would carry a 35.75 percent
tax in total.
Earlier, the government
has also reduced import duty
on edible oils last month. In a

major step last month, the
government has reduced the
price of cooking oil. The Centre
has made 7.5 per cent reduction in the import duty of
soya oil and sunflower oil in
August. While the move was
meant to cool down domestic
prices of edible oils, it failed to
do so as international prices in
Indonesia and Malaysia rose
quickly to near record highs
anticipating a renewed demand
from Indian buyers.
India fulfils more than
two-thirds of its edible oil
demand through imports and
has been struggling to contain
a rally in local oil prices for the
last few months. The country
imports palm oil mainly from
top producers Indonesia and
Malaysia, while other oils, such
as soy and sunflower, come
from Argentina, Brazil,
Ukraine and Russia.
The Kharif soyabean crop
of the 2021-22 crop year (JulyJune) is expected to be 5-10 per
cent higher than the same
period a year ago.
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NG and piped cooking
gas prices in cities such as
C
Delhi and Mumbai may be
hiked by 10-11 per cent next
month as the Governmentdictated gas price is set to rise
by about 76 per cent, ICICI
Securities said in a report.
The Government, using
rates prevalent in gas-surplus
nations, fixes the price of natural gas produced by firms
such as state-owned Oil and
Natural Gas Corp (ONGC)
from fields given to them on
nomination basis, every six
months. The next review is
due on October 1.
The price, referred to as
APM or administered rate,
will rise to $ 3.15 per million
British thermal unit (mmBtu)
for the period from October
1, 2021 to March 31, 2022
from the current USD 1.79,
the brokerage said.
The rate for gas from
deepwater fields such as KGD6 of Reliance Industries Ltd
and BP Plc would rise to $7.4

per mmBtu next month.
Natural gas is the raw
material that is converted
into compressed natural gas
(CNG) for use in automobiles
as fuel or piped to household
kitchens for cooking purposes.
"The expected surge in
APM gas prices would present a challenge to city gas
distribution (CGD) players as
it would mean a rise in their
gas cost for CNG and residential piped natural gas," it
said. "APM gas price rise
would mean hefty price hikes
would have to be made by
IGL (that retails CNG in
national capital and adjoining
cities) and MGL (which retail
CNG in Mumbai) in the next
one year."
The city gas distributors
(CGD) "would have to make
price hikes of 10-11 per cent
in October," ICICI Securities
said in a report.
Going by the trend in
international markets, the
APM gas price is likely to rise
to USD 5.93 per mmBtu in

April 2022 to September
2022 and to USD 7.65 during
October 2022 to March 2023.
This would mean another 22-23 per cent hike in
CNG and piped natural gas
prices in April 2022 and 1112 per cent in October 2022,
it said.
"Rise in APM gas price
from USD 1.79 per mmBtu
in H1FY22 to USD 7.65 per
mmBtu in H2FY23E would
mean MGL and IGL would
have to make price hikes of
49-53 per cent during
October 2021 to October
2022," it said. "CGD players
may be able to make the
required hefty price hikes
given sharply higher prices of
competing fuels, petrol and
diesel. However, some hit to
prevailing lofty margins of
MGL and IGL cannot be
ruled out."
The rise in gas price
would help boost margins of
ONGC and Oil India Ltd as
well as private companies
such as Reliance Industries
Ltd (RIL).
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he Central Board of Indirect
Taxes and Customs has directT
ed its officers to expeditiously dispose the unclaimed, uncleared,
and confiscated goods that are
holding up containers, a move
aimed at easing availability of
containers for exporters.
In an instruction to its field
officers, the CBIC said that they
should take proactive steps so
that containers housing imported
cargo that are under enquiry are
expeditiously released.
"To continue the emphasis on
enhancing the availability of containers, the Board has decided that
the field formations also....Dispose
expeditiously
the
unclaimed/uncleared/seized/confiscated goods including that are
holding up containers following
the timelines and procedures prescribed in a Board's circular," it said.
It added that field formations
had reported certain reasons such
as court cases, held by intelligence agencies for non-release of
containers.
Exporting community has time

$"'5>7EcfdedViV^aeVUWc`^Z_T`^VeRi+;`dYZ
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oal and Mines Minister
Pralhad Joshi on Saturday
C
said the increase in number of
District Mineral Foundation
Trusts exempted from income
tax payment will result in
more fund availability with
them, thus ensuring better
implementation and outcome-oriented activities for
welfare of mining affected

people.
District
Mineral
Foundation (DMF) is a nonprofit statutory 'Trust' for
every district affected by mining-related operations. It is an
initiative of the government to
ensure that funds are collected under DMF and utilised for
welfare of those affected by
m i n i n g - r e l a t e d
operations. "Thank you PM
@narendramodi ji & FM

@nsitharaman ji for exempting 165 DMF trusts from
Income Tax payment.This will
result in more fund availability with the Trust, thus ensuring better implementation and
outcome-oriented activities
for welfare of mining affected
people," Joshi said in a
tweet. Collections under DMF
as well as interest accrued
will be exempted from IT. A
Gazette notification has been
issued to this effect.

"I thank @FinMinIndia
for exempting 165 Trusts.
Adding to earlier exemption of
151, now a total of 316 Trusts
stand exempted from IT," the
minister tweeted.
DMF has been created in
each district under the provisions of Mines and Minerals
(Development
and
Regulation) Amendment Act,
2015 and falls under the
pur view of Ministr y of
Mines.
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he share of corporate insolvency resolution processes
T
(CIRP) initiated by corporate
debtors themselves have
declined over the years since
the inception of the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code
(IBC).
Data from the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Board of India
(IBBI) showed that as of March
2017, out of the total CIRPs,
seven were triggered by operational creditors, eight by
financial creditors and 22 by
corporate debtors.
As of March 2021, 2,250
CIRPs were inititated by operational creditors, 1,887 were
initiated by financial creditors
and corporate debtors had triggered 277 CIRPs.

Further in June 2021, resolution processes initiated by
operational creditors rose to
2,313, those by financial creditors stood at 1,942 and corporate debtors had triggered
285 CIRPs.
The IBBI data showed that
operational creditors triggered
50.93 per cent of the CIRPs, followed by about 42.77 per cent
by financial creditors and
remaining by the corporate
debtors.
However, about 80 per cent
of CIRPs having an underlying
default of less than Rs 1 crore,
were initiated on applications
by operational creditors, while
about 80 per cent of CIRPs,
having an underlying default of
more than Rs 10 crore, were
initiated by financial
creditors.

and again raised the issue of shortage of containers as it affects exports.
Commenting on this,
Ludhiana Hand Tools Association
President S C Ralhan said that it
is a good move by the government,
but the big question is that where
court cases are there, it will not be
possible to lease those containers.
"But at the moment, it looks like
there will be a lot of containers available for exporters," Ralhan said.
Federation of Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO) DG Ajay
Sahai said that about 20,000 containers are still stuck up with custodian (Ports/ CONCOR/ CWC) as
these have been either detained by
agencies or abandoned by the
importers. "The number is not very
large but at this point of time when
supply is inadequate, this will help.
The proactive action by Customs will
help in releasing them and adding
them to supply. However, similar
time bound action is needed by the
Custodians as well," Sahai said.
Sharing similar views, FIEO
Vice-President Khalid Khan too said
that "it is really a good move" as
availability of about 20,000 containers will be a huge benefit to trade.

6^ecfP]cbCTb[Pc^UXabcbcPac_a^SdRcX^]
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he Heavy Industries
Ministry has asked UST
based electric car major Tesla to
first start manufacturing its
iconic electric vehicles in India
before any tax concessions can
be considered, Government
sources said.
They said that the
Government is not giving such
concessions to any auto firm and
giving duty benefits to Tesla will
not send a good signal to other
companies that have invested
billions of dollars in India.
Tesla has demanded reduction in import duties on electric vehicles (EVs) in India.
At present, cars imported
as completely built units
(CBUs) attract customs duty
ranging from 60 per cent to 100
per cent, depending on engine
size and cost, insurance and

freight (CIF) value less or
above USD 40,000.
In a letter to the road ministry, the US firm had stated
that the effective import tariff
of 110 per cent on vehicles with
customs value above USD
40,000 is "prohibitive" to zeroemission vehicles.
It has requested the government to standardize the
tariff on electric cars to 40 per
cent irrespective of the customs
value, and withdraw the social
welfare surcharge of 10 per cent
on electric cars.
It has stated that these
changes would boost the development of the Indian EV
ecosystem and the company
will make significant direct
investments in sales, service,
and charging infrastructure;
and significantly increase procurement from India for its
global operations.

:_UZRd`fcTVU+3`VZ_X^RZ_eRZ_d
µSZ]]Z`_U`]]Rcd`fcTZ_XWc`^:_UZR
New Delhi: Global aerospace
giant Boeing has maintained
the momentum of sourcing
from India by going in for deep
localisation as well as growing
supplier base which caters to its
international supply chains.

Accordingly, despite challenges posed by the pandemic
and global economic upheaval
the aerospace giant has continued to source around a billion worth of components and
services from India.
IANS

CdeTiQRb_QT`\QdV_b]bQYcUcVe^T
New Delhi: South Asia's largest overseas education company Leap
that runs LeapFinance and LeapScholar has raised $55 million
in Series C funding led by Owl Ventures. Leap is building the
infrastructure to enable students to pursue international higher education. “We have seen an unprecedented demand from students to move abroad this year as international borders open postCovid,” said Leap co-founder Vaibhav Singh.
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t takes all sorts to make
this world go round.
While on one hand
there were people who
took advantage of others
during the second wave of the
present pandemic, they were
others who went out of their
way to help those in need.
Meet Manpreet Kaur, who
hails froma small village in
Ferozepur village, Punjab.
The 22-year-old, who is
pursuing an Elementar y
Teacher Training course tells yu
that while she didn’t the opportunity to study beyond high
school, she wants the other
children in her village to get as
much education as possible.
“Education is the gateway to not just knowing and
learning from the book; it is
also about being mature
enough to understand the
importance of hygiene and
sanitation,” Kaur says. She
has also taken up the task of
cleaning up the village pond
which is very dirty
Due to the pandemic, the
classes shifted to online mode.
Most children in villages don’t
have smatphones and even if
they do, the idea to sit alone
in a room and listen to the
teacher proved to be boring
for them.
To ensure that the students didn’t miss out of the
most important aspect of life
— education — Kaur opened
the doors to her home to
teach these kids.

I

“My mentor introduced
me to Pride of Punjab initiative. Even before the pandemic hit us, I was teaching in
a local school. When the
COVID-19 forced the schools
to shut, I decided to do my
best to make sure children did
not discontinue their studies.
I opened doors to my home.
I ensured that the children
who came wores masks, sanitised themsevles and main-
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tained social distacing as they
sat while I taught them. On a
rotation basis, I held classes
with eight to 10 students per
batch. I also convinced the
parents to send their children
t me. I told me that I would
ensure that they would snaitise their hands regularly,”
Kaur explains.
She didn’t have many
fancy things. She made do
what she had. She combined
modest resources and taught
the kids in a play way manner.
This way the kids enjoyed
coming to her home; at the
same time they learnt to read
and write as well.
Recalling a case of a student in Class IV, Kaur tells you
that this student didn’t know
how to read or write. “I was
shocked to know that he didn’t know even the basics. I started teaching him from the
beginning. It took time but
slowly he gained confidence
and now he is at par with other
students in his class and doing
well,” Kaur recounts.
While Kaur herself didn’t
manage to study further but
since she is pursing her teaching training, she will be able
to relise her dream — that
children in her village never
miss out on education.
“There are so many small
issues that come up. People in
my village are not educated.
People lack the basic understanding and need for
hygiene. Because of my association with Pride of Punjab
and the work they are doing
here, a lot of improvement has
come in. Education gives confidence and with it comes the
knowledge and the understanding that it is possible to
achieve what they want,” Kaur
says.
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hat if someone were to
tell you that a
visually challenged person
is out on the streets lending a
helping a hand to those in
need during the present pandemic? Meet Kavya NR from
Tumkur district in Karnataka.
This 21-year-old is not just a
COVID-warrior, she is also a
marathon runner and a
national wall climbing champion.
“I have never let my visual disability to stop me fro pursuing my dreams and achieve
goals that I set for myself.
Rather than use it to get sympathy or not do things, I used
it to push myself in sports that
some of my friends avoided.
Through sports I am able to
express what I want to achieve.
By representing Samarthanam
Trust for the Disabled in sporting championships, I am able
to test my boundaries,” Kavya
says.
She tells you that the trust
in response to the COVID-19,
provided disabled people, the
elderly and the poor with dry
ration. “I wanted to contribute
as well and joined the team. I
helped them to coordinate
and plan out how to go about
it,” Kavya says.
At present, she is working
as a librarian with the trust.
Her work for those who needed help during COVID-19

W

began when the lockdown
started last year.
“During the lockdown I
realised that there were so
many people who were worse
off than I am. That is when I
decided that I needed to help
them out. I am visually challenged. I wanted to tell people
that disability should not be
the reason why you should not
step out to help others. I wanted to send a message to the
‘normal people’ that they
should help. I wanted to motivated them. There is so much
work that one can do even if
you don’t go out in the field,”
Kavya tells you.
She began collecting data
from disabled people in the
area. She compiled it and sent
it to the trust who on the basis
of this rationed the dry ingredients that needed to be delivered to those in need.
“I even coordinated vaccination for the people who
were physically, mentally and
visually challenged. There are
designated centres for them. I
helped them to identify the
centres and reach there. I
helped all those who needed
help,” Kavya explains.
She tells you that her parents were very scared for her
and did their best to dissuade
her. But she was determined
and insisted that she needed to
help the less fortunate.
“My parents, to begin
with, were scared; it is natural; they are farmers. But I convinced them. I took all the precautionary steps t ensure I was
safe. I went with a group of
five. My wall climbing coach
also came home. He told them

that I should be allowed to
help others since it would
would encourage them. We
collected the supplies that we
needed from people.
Through the trust, the dry
ration kits were then given
to the needy,” Kavya says.
She tells you that she
has never her disability
affect her — whether it was
working long hours to help
others or competing in
sports. She competed in 2018
in wall climbing competition
held in Kashmir.
“I went to Kashmir for the
competition and was placed
third. This is a annual competition,” She says.
She tells you that rock
climbing comes with instense
training that requires mental
and physical fitness. “My
coach would take us through
intesne exercises. He would tie
a cloth over our eyes and
then train us; he would then
give us instructions on how to
and where to find the holds.
He taught us how to feel for
support with our hands. In
this we would explore the terrain. The touch and feel on
the rocks would help us pull
up our bodies. That’s how I
learnt this sport,” Kavya says.
This is not all, her goal is
to play cricket; she already
represents the State in the
visually challenged team.
“I am an all-rounder.
My favoutite is Prakash
Jayaramaih; he is the VC of
the India national blind
cricket team. My other
favourite is Virat Kohli,
Captain of Team India,”
Kavya says.
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ovak Djokovic will play Daniil Medvedev
to try and complete the first men’s singles
calendar-year Grand Slam since 1969
after defeating Tokyo Olympic champion
Alexander Zverev in Friday’s US Open semifinals.
Top-ranked Djokovic outlasted the
German fourth seed 4-6, 6-2, 6-4, 4-6, 6-2 to
reach Sunday’s championship match at
Arthur Ashe Stadium against Russian second seed Medvedev.
“I’m going to treat the next match like it’s
the last match of my career,” Djokovic said.
One more victory will give the 34-year-old
Serbian star the first calendar-year Slam since
Rod Laver accomplished it 52 years ago.
“There’s only one more match left. All
in. Let’s do it,” Djokovic said. “I’m going
to put my heart and my soul and my
body and my head into that one.”
Djokovic seeks his
fourth career US Open
title and his 21st overall Slam crown,
which would lift
him one above the
all-time record he
shares with Rafael
Nadal and Roger
Federer, both absent
with injuries.
“These are the
moments we live for,”
Djokovic
said.
“These are the kind
of unique opportunities we dream of
when we are looking
for motivation.”
Australian legend
Laver, 83, was in the
stands to watch as
Djokovic took a measure of revenge for
Zverev, 24, beating him in
an Olympic semi-final, denying Djokovic’s bid for a ‘Golden
Slam’ with a Tokyo Gold medal.
“I knew coming onto the
court it was going to be a great
battle,” Djokovic said.
“Alexander is a big champion. He’s someone I admire
on and off the court.”
Medvedev, the 2019
US Open runner-up,

N
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defeated Canadian
EC ?`U^]U^µcVY^Q\
12th seed Felix Auger- <YfUVb_] !*# Q]9CD
Aliassime 6-4, 7-5, 6- DE2CDA@CEDD6=64E"#
2 to
reach his third career Slam
final.
“I don’t think I played
my best today but I’m
really happy to be in the
final,” Medvedev said.
Djokovic is the oldest US Open finalist
since Andre Agassi at 35
in 2005 and could be the
oldest US Open champion since Ken Rosewall at 35
in 1970. By beating Zverev,
Djokovic matched Federer’s
all-time record of 31 men’s
Slam final appearances.
Djokovic is 20-10
in major
finals.
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Salisbury has a chance
the doubles double at the
JUSoeatOpen.
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The final is a rematch of
February’s Australian Open
final won by Djokovic
in straight sets.
Medvedev
trails
Djokovic 5-3 in their
all-time rivalry.
“If I can make this,
I’ll probably be in the
history books a little bit
somewhere like not letting him
do this,” Medvedev said. “But
I don’t really care about it. I
think it’s more about him, that
it affects him.

“I’m just going to throw it
everything and I’m definitely
not going to be thinking about Grand Slam
or whatever.”
Djokovic has won
27 consecutive Slam
matches, three shy of
his all-time record
streak from 2015 and
2016 when he won all four
major titles in a row.
Zverev, last year’s US Open
runner-up, saw his 16-match
win streak end.
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ne match from
finishing the first
O
calendar-year men’s
singles Grand Slam in
52 years, Novak
Djokovic isn’t getting
ahead of himself by talking
about it.
“I know everybody wants
to talk about histor y,”
Djokovic said. “I’m just trying
to look into what I know
works for me.”
World number one
Djokovic will try to complete
the first calendar Slam since
Rod Laver in 1969 and only
the fourth ever after Laver in

1962 and Don Budge in 1938.
Australian legend Laver, 83, was
in the stands to watch Djokovic continue his quest for history.
But the task remains unfinished,
so talking seems premature to
Djokovic.
“Why should I be happy? The
job is not done,” he said. “That’s kind
of the attitude I have.”
Djokovic is keeping his usual
routine between matches.
“I’m focusing on recovery, calibrating all the systems, getting that
vital energy,” he said.
Djokovic, who would be the
oldest US Open champion since Ken
Rosewall at 35 in 1970, also takes
pride in honing his game to perfection.

“I know what my strengths are.
I stick to them,” Djokovic said. “I’ve
worked over the years to perfect my
game so that my game can have literally no flaws.
“Every player has some weaknesses in his game. There’s always
something you can improve. I want
to have as complete of an all-around
game as I possibly can so that when
I’m playing someone I can adjust on
any surface.
“I can come up with different
styles of play. I can tactically implement the game that I need for that
particular match in order to win.
“Over the years, working on
perfecting the game has really helped
me just be very adaptable to anybody’s game and to any surface.”
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he Indian cricketers, contracted to play the Indian
T
Premier League (IPL), left for the

Manchester: The legendary
Sunil Gavaskar has lauded the
BCCI’s offer of rescheduling
the cancelled Old Trafford Test,
saying India should never forget
England’s gesture of returning
back to complete a tour, which
was halted midway due to the
26/11 Mumbai terror attacks in
2008.
“Yes, I think that (rescheduling the cancelled Test) would
be the correct thing to do. Look,
we, in India, should never forget what the England team did
in 2008 after the horrific attack,
the 26/11. They came back,”
Gavaskar told official broadcaster of the series Sony Sports.
“They would have been
perfectly entitled to say ‘we
don’t feel safe. We are not coming back’.”
The visiting England team
was playing an ODI against
India in Cuttack on November
26 when terrorists attacked
Mumbai, leading to the cancellation of the last two ODIs of the
seven-match series.
England headed home
immediately, but later returned
for the two Test series which
India won 1-0.
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UAE in chartered and commercial flights after returning negative RT-PCR tests for the second time in two days.
The travel arrangements
were made by players’ respective
franchises.
“The good news is that all
the players and support staff
members have now tested negative for the RT-PCR for the second time. The reports arrived
late on Friday evening and most
of them are already on their way
to Dubai for the IPL,” a senior
BCCI official said.
“Two non-IPL players
Abhimanyu Easwaran and
Arjan Nagwaswalla will be flying out on Monday with the rest
of the support staff. They will be
flying to their respective Indian
cities via Dubai and will take a
commercial flight,” the senior
official said.
The players started departing in clusters — some in charter flight arranged by their franchises like Mumbai Indians and
Sunrisers Hyderbad while
Chennai Super Kings cricketers

<d\QPX8]SXP]bbZX__TaA^WXcBWPa\PP]S_PRTa9Pb_aXc1d\aPWaTPRWTb3dQPX

took commercial flight.
“Mumbai Indians flew in
three of its Indian contingent
members, captain Rohit Sharma,
Jasprit
Bumrah,
and
Suryakumar Yadav, to Abu
Dhabi on a private charter flight.
The trio, along with their families, arrived today morning
and will now undergo six days
of hard quarantine, starting
today as per the IPL’s guidelines,”
MI issued a statement.
“All members had returned
negative RT PCR results before
departure. A new RT PCR test
was undertaken upon arrival at
Abu Dhabi, which are negative
as well,” it also stated.

Salisbury and Rajeev
Ram won their second Grand
Slam men’s doubles title
together with a 3-6, 6-2, 6-2
victory over Jamie Murray
and Bruno Soares on Friday.
The women’s doubles
final is Sunday, when Coco
Gauff and Caty McNally will
try to win their first major
title.
Salisbury and Ram, who
won the 2020 Australian
Open together, turned their
match around after the No 4
seeds got off to a rough
start.
“We didn’t play a great
first set,” Salisbury said.
“We found it tough, the
conditions. It was my first
time playing on Ashe. It was
really tough with the sun and
the shade. It was kind of one
half of the court was in sun,
one half in shade. We were
struggling to see the ball
well.”
He’ll be back out there
on Saturday in the mixed
doubles final. He and part-

RCB captain Virat Kohli
and pacer Mohammed Siraj
also took a charter flight from
Manchester. “Keeping the safety and security of our players as
the utmost priority, Royal
Challengers Bangalore have
arranged a special charter flight
for captain Virat Kohli and
Mohammed Siraj to ensure their
safe transit to the UAE.
“The players will be flying
out at 11.30 PM (UK time) on
Saturday and will arrive in
Dubai early Sunday morning.
Both, Virat and Siraj will undergo 6-day quarantine in Dubai
before joining the team biosecure bubble,” RCB said.

Gavaskar said that the then
skipper Kevin Pietersen was
instrumental in England's decision to return back for the Test
matches. “Never forget that
Kevin Pietersen led the team,
and he was the main man. If KP
had said, no I don’t want to go,
that would have been the end of
the matter.
Gavaskar termed BCCI’s
rescheduling offer as a “fantastic news” and said the cancelled
Test can be held next year after
the IPL.
“Don’t forget, the gesture of
the ECB has to be remembered,” he said. “It’s absolutely apt
that the BCCI now says, right
next year, we are still coming to
England. I think there will be a
little lean period. I think the IPL
will finish in early June. So there
is enough time for them to go a
few days early, depending on
whether we still have Covid and
all the restrictions and maybe
play a Test match before or after,”
Gavaskar said.
“This is fantastic news
coming that the BCCI will
make up for it. This is exactly
what the relations between
boards should be.”
PTI
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ner Desirae Krawczyk, seeded second, beat the team of
Americans Jessica Pegula
and Austin Krajicek 7-2 (2),
6-4 later on Friday.
Salisbury is trying to
become the first player to
win the men’s and mixed
doubles titles at the US Open
since Bob Bryan in 2010.
The British player and
Krawczyk won the French
Open, before Krawczyk won
Wimbledon with Neal
Skupski. The American can
become the first to win three

Grand Slam mixed doubles
titles in a year since Martina
Hingis and Leander Paes in
2015.
Gauff, 17, and McNally,
19, advanced to the women’s
final when Luisa Stefani
landed awkwardly near the
net during a f irst-set
tiebreaker, collapsed to the
ground and was unable to
continue.
The No 11-seeded
Americans will play the No
14-seeded team of Sam
Stosur and Zhang Shuai.
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New York: Daniil Medvedev
is getting tired of losing Grand
Slam finals after dropping a
pair and he’s hoping the third
time is charmed when he
plays in Sunday’s US Open
final.
The 25-year-old Russian
dropped the 2019 US Open
final to Rafael Nadal and lost
February’s Australian Open
final to world number one
Novak Djokovic — the man
he’ll face on Sunday.
“The more you lose something, the more you want to
win it, the more you want to
gain it and take it,” Medvedev
said.
“I lost two finals. I want to

win the third one. You never
know what’s going to happen,
but I’m going to try more than
I did the first two times.”
Medvedev has dropped
only one set in the Flushing
Meadows fortnight, saving
him valuable energy for the
grind to come against
Djokovic, who is chasing the
first calendar-year Grand Slam
since Rod Laver won all four
majors in 1952.
“There were some tight
moments. There were some
tight battles. It’s never easy, but
I'm happy that I managed to
save a lot of physical abilities,
physical power, and mental
power.”
AFP
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“They won’t be boarding
the flight to UAE. One of the
reasons for their pull out is the
six-day quarantine which they
didn’t need to do earlier,” said
the official.
While Bairstow is a regular
in the Sunrisers line-up, world
number one T20 batsman
Malan made his IPL debut with
Kings earlier this year. Aiden
Markram has been named his
replacement.
“Malan will be taking
some time off to be with his
family ahead of the
#T20WorldCup
and
Ashes,” tweeted Punjab
Kings.
Bairstow had made
248 runs at strike rate of
141 plus in seven games
earlier this season.
Bairstow, Woakes and
Malan were part of
England’s Test squad in
Manchester.
Bubble life has taken a toll
on players and with the T20
World Cup to follow in UAE,
not playing the IPL would
allow more family time to
Bairstow, Woakes and Malan.

Hyderabad opener
Jonny Bairstow, Punjab
SKingsunrisers
batsman Dawid Malan
and Delhi Capitals all-rounder
Chris Woakes have pulled out
of the upcoming Indian Premier
League (IPL) due to personal
reasons.
The England and India
players were supposed to fly
into UAE from Manchester
together in a bubble to
bubble transfer but Covid19 cases in the visitors’
camp forced IPL teams to
make their own
arrangements.
All players arriving in Dubai now
have to do a sixday quarantine
and that could be
the reason behind
Bairstow and Malan
pulling out.
A BCCI official said that
Bairstow and Malan the players won’t be part of the IPL
resuming September 19. The
Guardian reported on
Woakes’ unavailability.

$&%VLJQDOVZRPHQ <ZhZdRccZgVZ_AR\RWeVc")jVRcd It’s about continuing momentum
from first phase, says Padikkal
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omen could still be
allowed to play cricket,
W
the chairman of Afghanistan’s
Cricket Board has claimed to an
Australian broadcaster in an
apparent backflip on the
Taliban’s hardline stance.
Azizullah Fazli said the
governing body would outline
how this would happen “very
soon”, adding that all 25 of the
women’s team remained in
Afghanistan and had chosen
not to leave on evacuation
flights.
“We will give you our clear
position on how we will allow
women to play cricket,” he told
SBS Radio Pashto on Friday, the
broadcaster reported on its
English-language website. “Very
soon, we will give you good
news on how we will proceed.”
His comments appear to
contradict the deputy head of

the Taliban’s cultural commission Ahmadullah Wasiq, who
told the same broadcaster on
Wednesday that it was “not necessary” for women to play
sport.
Those remarks saw
Australia threaten to cancel a
historic maiden men’s Test
between the two countries, set
to take place in Hobart in
November.
Cricket Australia said in
brief comments on Saturday
that it remained in regular dialogue with the Afghanistan
Cricket Board and that “we
made our position very clear in
the statement”.
It was referring to a statement on Thursday in which it
supported “the game unequivocally for women at every level”,
adding that it would have “no
alternative” but to cancel the
Hobart Test if the Taliban
banned women.

he New Zealand Cricket
squad arrived in Pakistan
on Saturday after 18 long years
to play a bilateral ODI and T20
series in Rawalpindi and
Lahore.
The visiting players were
whisked away from the
Islamabad international airport to their hotel amidst heavy
security.
The Pakistan Cricket Board
(PCB) has made arrangements
to have a bio-secure bubble for
the New Zealand players and
officials at their hotel.
New Zealand last toured
Pakistan in 2003 for a white-ball
series and since then have
avoided touring the country
because of security reasons.
Led by Tom Latham, the
New Zealand squad is missing
its regular captain, Kane
Williamson and other key players of their white ball formats
who are either set to compete
in the IPL or have taken breaks.
Regular coach, Gary Stead

son to play two Tests and three
ODIs, the two boards have
agreed that these 50-over
matches will now count
towards the ICC Men’s Cricket
World Cup 2023 qualification.
Some key players will join
the New Zealand squad by
tomorrow as they were not part
of the squad that recently
played a T20 series in
Bangladesh.
Daryll Mitchell, Todd Astle,
Ish Sodhi, Mark Chapman and
Martin Guptill will be joining
the T20 squad.

has also not come with the visiting squad which will play
three ODIs in Rawalpindi and
five T20Is in Lahore.
The PCB and New Zealand
Cricket have mutually agreed to
change the status of next week’s
ODI series to a bilateral series

from the ICC Cricket World
Cup Super League fixtures due
to the non-availability of
Decision Review System (DRS),
a requirement in the event
playing conditions.
As New Zealand will return
to Pakistan in the 2022-23 sea-

NEW ZEALAND SQUADS
Tom Latham (c) (wk), Finn
Allen, Hamish Bennett, Tom
Blundell (wk), Doug Bracewell,
Colin de Grandhomme, Matt
Henry, Ajaz Patel, Blair
Tickner,Will Young, Ish Sodhi,
Martin Guptill, Mark
Chapman, Todd Astle, Daryl
Mitchell; (Jacob Duffy, Scott
Kuggeleijn, Cole McConchie,
Henry Nicholls, Rachin
Ravindra only ODIs); Ben Sears
(only T20I).
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oyal Challengers Bangalore
(RCB) opener Devdutt
R
Padikkal said on Saturday that

the break between the two
halves of the IPL 2021 wasn’t
huge and therefore all the team
has to do is continuing with the
momentum it had gained in the
first half.
“It’s almost felt like we
are continuing the tournament again. It doesn’t feel like
that we have had a long
break because we have had
enough cricket in between as
well. It does not feel like
a huge break. So, it’s just
about continuing with
the momentum we had
in the first phase of the
season,” said Padikkal
in a video interview
posted by the franchise on their Twitter
account.
Asked about the
expectations for

Bangalore to win the trophy this
season, Padikkal sounded optimistic. “I would hope so. Every
year, everyone comes with the
same hope to win the IPL.
Hopefully, this is our year. We
have a good squad and got some
good replacements coming in as
well. So, we look ready for the
challenge and continue with the
momentum that we have.”
Padikkal concluded
by saying he got no individual goals for the second half of IPL 2021 and
wants to contribute to
the team’s success.
“Nothing specific. I
just want to continue to contribute to
the side and help
the team win at the
end of the day.
That’s what every
one of us wants. No
specific individual
goals as such. Just
want to contribute to
the team.”
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ristiano Ronaldo enjoyed a
dream return as a Manchester
United player with a double as
the Red Devils beat Newcastle 4-1 in
front of a rocking Old Trafford and
Romelu Lukaku also scored twice
against Aston Villa in Chelsea’s 3-0 win
on Saturday.
Ronaldo now has 120 United
goals to his name, but scored his first
since leaving for Real Madrid 12 years
ago to take Ole Gunnar Solskjaer’s men
top of the Premier League table.
United were made to work harder than expected for the three points,
but were able to rely on Ronaldo’s
predatory instincts to strike twice
either side of Javier Manquillo’s wellworked equaliser. Bruno Fernandes
then sealed a day where Portuguese
stars shone with a stunning long-range
effort 10 minutes from time before
Jesse Lingard rounded off the scoring
in stoppage time.
United’s fortunes on the field have
declined dramatically since Ronaldo’s
departure with no Premier League or
Champions League success since Alex
Ferguson retired as manager in 2013.

C

ISL to introduce 9:30
pm weekend double
header kick-offs
?C8Q =4F34;78

he country’s premier football tournament, Indian
T
Super League (ISL) is set to
introduce a 9:30 pm kick off
time for its weekend double
headers in the upcoming
2021-22.
It is learnt that ISL, organised and promoted by Football
Sports Development Limited,
for the first time in its seven
years history will attempt for
a late evening weekend kick
offs.
“The league had informed
clubs on the possible change
to the weekend double header start,” confirmed an ISL
club source.
“From players point of
view, the 9:30 pm will be a
much-welcomed decision as it
will bring respite from the
sweltering humidity,” the
source added.
While the regular weekday fixture will be a 7:30 pm
start, the double headers on
weekends, which until last
season were a 5:30 pm feature,
will now move to 9:30 pm
start.
“The league is likely to
announce 2021-22 fixture by
early next week,” informed
another source while confirming change in the weekend double header.
ISL now runs from
November to March, with an
increased matches to 115
involving 11 clubs.
The league has selected
Goa to conduct the upcoming
2021-22 season commencing
November 19. The tournament will be held behind
closed doors at three stadiums
until March 2022.

His return was enough to generate a feverish atmosphere among
74,000 in attendance not seen at Old
Trafford for many years.
The 36-year-old arrival has added
even more firepower to an already
loaded selection of attacking options
on offer to Solskjaer.
Jadon Sancho and Mason

Greenwood flanked Ronaldo in a
front three with Fernandes and Paul
Pogba supplying the ammunition
from midfield.
The crowd who had come for a
party were starting to get restless as
Newcastle held out relatively comfortably until Ronaldo’s first big moment
arrived in first-half stoppage time.

Greenwood had scored in all of
United’s first three Premier League
games before the international break
and provided the spark once more as
Freddie Woodman spilled his
deflected effort and the ball
fell perfectly for Ronaldo to
smash home.
Rather than opening the
floodgates for a comfortable
win, Newcastle emerged for
the second-half with a far
more potent threat and cut
United open to stun the home
support 10 minutes into the secondhalf.
Miguel Almiron, who was only
cleared to play on Friday after the
Paraguayan football federation withdrew a case for him to be banned for
not being released for international
duty, burst through midfield and
released Allan Saint-Maximin.
The Frenchman then rolled the
ball perfectly into the path of
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alidou Koulibaly made
sure that Juventus’ miserable start to the season continued on Saturday with the late
winner in a 2-1 triumph for
Napoli that put them top of
Serie A.
Senegal
defender
Koulibaly knocked home the
winning strike from practically on the goal line with five
minutes to go at the Stadio
Diego Armando Maradona to
maintain Napoli’s 100 percent
start and move them three
points clear in first place.
Matteo Politano levelled
for Luciano Spalletti’s side
just before the hour mark
after Alvaro Morata had put a
depleted Juve ahead early on.
Defeat for Massimiliano
Allegri’s Juve drops them
down to 16th place in Italy’s
top flight after a second

Manquillo to slot home his first
Newcastle goal in 85 appearances.
United on the other hand now
have one of the deadliest finishers in
the history of the game and Ronaldo
ensured the day would be all about him
on 62 minutes.
Despite his advancing years,
Ronaldo showed no shortage of pace
to burst away from Isaac Hayden to
latch onto Luke Shaw’s pass and his
powerful strike went straight through
Woodman’s grasp.
United still needed the intervention of David de Gea to secure the win
as the Spaniard brilliantly turned
behind Joelinton’s shot that was destined for the top corner.
Fernandes has been United’s talisman for the majority of the 20 months
since he joined from Sporting Lisbon,
just as Ronaldo did in 2003.
And the midfielder ensured
he was not completely overshadowed by his compatriot
with a sensational strike into the
top corner from Paul Pogba’s
pass.
Pogba was also involved in
the fourth as Lingard turned
onto his pass and curled into the
far corner.
CITY WIN, SPURS LOSE
Despite Ronaldo’s snub, Bernardo
Silva showed Manchester City can cope
just fine with their array of talent as he
fired the champions to a 1-0 win at
Leicester.
Portugal playmaker Silva struck in
the 62nd minute with a close-range finish after Caglar Soyuncu blocked Joao
Cancelo’s drive.

ewly-appointed Indian
women’s football coach
N
Thomas Dennerby on Saturday
said the team needs to play at
least 10 international matches
against opponents with diverse
playing styles in the run up to
the AFC Asian Cup.
The 62-year-old Dennerby,
who was earlier in charge of the
Indian U-17 women’s World
Cup squad, was last month
roped in to help the senior
team prepare for the AFC Asian
Cup, which will be hosted in the
country from January 20 to
February 6 next year.
“It is very important for us
to play 11-13 matches before the
tournament (AFC Asian Cup)
starts. The federation is working

London: Arsenal eased the pressure on under-fire manager Mikel
Arteta and earned their first Premier League win of the season
after Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang sank Norwich 1-0 on
Saturday. The Gunners captain’s 66th-minute winner released
the tension that had been bubbling up inside the Emirates
Stadium and lifted his team off the foot of the table.
Arsenal broke their Premier League duck 24 minutes from
time in chaotic circumstances.
Pepe saw his effort tipped onto the post by Krul and hit the
post again in a rebound tussle with Williams before Aubameyang
tucked away the loose ball for his fifth goal in his last three games
against Norwich.
Referee Michael Oliver confirmed the goal to Norwich’s fury
after a VAR review, with relieved Arsenal fans ironically chanting “We are staying up”. Aubameyang, Emile Smith Rowe and
Pepe all had chances to put the game to bed but Arsenal held
out for a much-needed win.
AP
Second placed City have
now won their last three games.
Crystal Palace ended 10man Tottenham’s perfect start to
the Premier League season as
Wilfried Zaha’s penalty and a
late double from Odsonne
Edouard sealed a 3-0 win.
Nuno Espirito Santo’s side
had Japhet Tanganga sent off for
two bookings in quick succession in the second half at
Selhurst Park.
Zaha netted from the spot
after Ben Davies’s handball and
former Celtic striker Edouard’s
debut brace made it a first win
for Palace boss Patrick Vieira.
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rling Braut Haaland scored
E
two goals on Saturday as
Borussia Dortmund twice came

straight defeat which leaves
them with a single point from
their first three matches.
Lazio, Inter Milan, Roma
and AC Milan will attempt to
maintain their perfect starts
when they play on Sunday.
Juve had come into the
match against one of their
fiercest rivals off the back of

an embarrassing home defeat
to Empoli and the sudden
departure of Cristiano
Ronaldo before the international break.
In Saturday’s early game,
Venezia got their first points
of the season after running
out 2-1 winners at fellow promoted team Empoli.

South Korea forward
Hwang Hee-chan scored his
first Premier League goal for
Wolves in their 2-0 win at
Watford.
Wolves’ first league goal this
season — an own goal by
Watford's Francisco Sierralta —
was followed by Hwang’s 83rd
minute tap-in in his debut
appearance after joining from
Leipzig last month.
Brighton won 1-0 at
Brentford thanks to Leandro
Trossard’s 90th minute strike,
while West Ham striker Michail
Antonio was sent off in their 00 draw at Southampton.

4_bd]e^TgY^'W_Q\dXbY\\Ub

from behind to seal a thrilling
4-3 win at Bayer Leverkusen to
go second in the Bundesliga on
goal difference.
The Norwegian striker’s
brace in Leverkusen means he
has now scored eight goals in
his last five games for club and
country having also netted a
hat-trick against Gibraltar in a
World Cup qualifier.
The 21-year-old scored five
times in three qualifiers over the
last ten days having also netted
for Dortmund in a 3-2 win over
Hoffenheim a fortnight ago.
Haaland has scored 13
goals this season — five for
Norway and eight for
Dortmund.
In Leverkusen, teenage
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Germany international Florian
Wirtz put the hosts ahead, then
set up team-mate Patrick Schick
for their side’s second to make
it 2-1 at the break after Haaland
had earlier headed Dortmund
level.
Haaland then set up Julian
Brandt to put Dortmund on
level terms early in the second
half only for Leverkusen’s
Moussa Diaby to put the hosts
3-2 up with 35 minutes left.
Dortmund levelled for a
third time through Raphael
Guerreiro before Haaland put
the visitors ahead 13 minutes
before the whistle when he
converted a penalty after a foul
on Marco Reus.
Wolfsburg consolidated
first place in the league table
with a 2-0 win at newly-promoted Greuther Fuerth and
Bayern Munich beat RB Leipzig
4-1 at Red Bull Arena.
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nder Herrera scored twice
as Paris Saint-Germain
A
defeated promoted Clermont
4-0 on Saturday in the absence
of Lionel Messi and Neymar,
both rested after their exertions this week in World Cup
qualifying.
The Spanish midfielder
nodded PSG in front at the
Parc des Princes on 19 minutes and then fired in a second
from close range on the halfhour.
Kylian Mbappe, who
shook off a calf injury picked
up on international duty with
France, raced clear of the

Clermont defence to add
PSG’s third before Idrissa

Gueye headed in a fourth.
Mauricio Pochettino’s

team made it five wins from
five in Ligue 1, stretching
their lead to five points over
Angers, who take on struggling Brest on Sunday.
Clermont, playing in the
top flight for the first time,
entered the weekend a surprising third, and unbeaten
after two wins and two draws.
But the visitors were without forward Mohamed Bayo,
the Guinea striker ruled out of
the game after the coup d’etat
in the African country delayed
his return to France.
Italy goalkeeper Gianluigi
Donnarumma made his first
start for PSG since signing
from AC Milan.

Sao Paulo: Brazilian football
legend Pele remains in intensive care but is making a satisfactory recovery after undergoing surgery for a suspected
colon tumor, his doctors said
on Friday.
Pele’s medical team at the
Albert Einstein Hospital in
Sao Paulo said in a statement
that he was “actively conversing and displaying vital signs
within normal range.”
Pele, 80, took to Instagram
to reassure his fans.
“My friends, with each
passing day I feel a little better.
I’m looking forward to playing
again, but I’m still going to
recover for a few more days,” he
said.
AFP
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very hard trying to help us, we
know about the situation with
corona,” Dennerby said during
a virtual media interaction.
“It is important to us to play
not less than 10 games before the
tournament starts and we need
to play different opponents with
different playing styles,” he
added.
The All India Football
Federation (AIFF) has struggled
to find an opponent due to the
Covid-19 quarantine restrictions in various countries. The
team is currently gathered in
Jamshedpur for the preparatory
camp, leading to the continental event.
“It is tough for us to find
opponents, countries which
allow us to come. Still in some
countries India is red marked. It’s

hard for the federation to find
attractive opponents to play.
But I know they are doing
everything they can.”
Dennerby, who comes with
over three decades of experience
and has previously guided
Sweden’s women's national team

to a third-place finish in the
FIFA World Cup in 2011, and a
quarter-final spot in the 2012
London Olympics, said it is
vital the Indian team plays
diverse opponents.
“The FIFA window opens
tomorrow but so far we have no

confirmation of a game. We are
trying whatever we can. We
need to play some teams which
are a little bit weaker to implement attacking ideas and (need)
some games against equal teams.
“It is also important to find
opponent who are a little bit better, who will help us to speed up
the pace of the game, the decision making, the passing and
receiving and all that you need
to do.
“Even if we prepare the
team now with good endurance
training, we need to put all the
training into the game,” he
added. Dennerby said the target
is to reach the quarterfinals of
the continental showpiece.
“We will put in a huge
effort to reach the knock out
stage that means going into the

quarterfinals and if we can do
that it will be successful tournament for us.”
“We have a good squad, we
have different types of player. We
have good defenders, strong
one on one players etc.”
Talking about the preparation, Dennerby said “We have
been in camp for about three
and a half weeks now. A normal week for us is 11 sessions,
the girls are working very
hard. “It’s only five and a
have months for the
AFC women’s championship. We have a longtime plan also we can’t
do everything in the
first week, we can’t overload the work, we are trying to increase the load
gradually,” he added.
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ax Verstappen will start the Italian Grand Prix in pole position despite finishing second in Saturday’s qualifying sprint
M
at Monza.
Mercedes driver Valtteri Bottas won the 18-lap race ahead of
Verstappen but the Finn was already condemned to start Sunday’s
race at the back of the grid after being penalised for taking on power
unit components in qualifying on Friday.
Red Bull’s Verstappen also claimed two championship points
to extend his lead on Lewis Hamilton to five after the reigning champion finished fifth, some 20 seconds off the pace.
“That went a little bit better than expected,” said
Verstappen.
“Up to second, scored some points, up to
pole tomorrow. It’s going to be an interesting battle tomorrow.”
Hamilton had started the sprint in second
behind teammate Bottas but was overtaken by
Verstappen and dropped back in the field
after a dreadful start which will make his latest bid for a 100th victory that much harder.
Alongside Verstappen on the front
row will be McLaren’s Daniel Ricciardo,
who also breezed past Hamilton in the
opening moments and held on to third
position to claim second in the grid.
Ricciardo promised “full attack”
against Verstappen on Sunday even
though he finished over 12 seconds
behind the Dutchman and he will have
his teammate Lando Norris backing
him up in the second row after he finished fourth.
Seven-time F1 champion Hamilton
has been stuck on 99 wins since victory
at the British GP in July, but after strong
displays in both practices and qualifying
looked in good shape to make his century.
However he will have his work cut out
for him from the second row after
Verstappen and Ricciardo came up either
side of him in a chaotic start.
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talktime
AMAN VERMA

Q How did you come on board with the

show Mauka-E-Vardaat?
I have been very close friends with
the producer Arav. He was looking for someone to spice up the
show. I was a little apprehensive
because I have done a show
called Shapath a couple of
years back. But it was more
of a fantasy show where
you had superheroes versus super villains. It was
liked by the kids very
much because we had an
Indian version of Super
cops and fighting with
super powers is something very exciting.
Mauka-E-Vardaat is
more of a realistic
show and is more connected to emotions.
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Q What made you say
yes to the series?
I have been away from television
for quite sometime so, I thought it
would be a good break for me. I had
enough time and it also offered me
good pay.
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Q We haven’t seen you doing many

movies. Why?
Nothing much has happened
from the last two years and the last
film I shot was three years back.
Four years back I got more into
events, shows and public speaking, I

didn’t have much time. In the film industry
everything seems to be changing now
because of the OTT platforms coming in
due to COVID-19. There is nothing happening in the film fraternity right now.
And whatever is happening is being
released on OTT platforms. I think I still
need to take some time to make the right
decision.

Q You do stunts by yourself. What kind
of preparation do you do?
To be honest, I have reached that stage
of my life where I kind of switch on and
switch off because in television there is not
much preparation you need to do.
Moreover, there are certain things you
need to follow. First, you need to know
your lines, second is that there is a specific
expression you need to keep while you are
playing a character because everybody is
fighting against the time because the
episode needs to go, there is a telecast
issue. Television is now like a newspaper,
which you read and throw away. But yes, it
is a medium where you reach out to people
in various parts of the country and around
the world. So, I would definitely love to be
a part of it.
Q What is the attraction of doing stunts
yourself?
I am a very physical person and a lot
into physical activities. I play every kind of
sport, I swim, I cycle, I do horse riding.
There are action directors and stuntmen
available but I like to do my own action
because I am a very physically fit person.
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ilm festival and that too in
the Capital? That’s a bit
strange and unheard of. But
the present pandemic has
thrown a curveball and the
fact that The Great Indian Film
Festival (TGIFF), a touring film festival, a cultural initiative that aims to
bring the different cultures of the
world together on a single platform
making art and cinema reach one and
all, was organised in New Delhi was
definitely good news for cinema
buffs.
Initially, the TGIFF’s first season
was to happen on March 27-28, 2021
in Mumbai as it's the film capital of
India. Unfortunately, because of the
pandemic and the second wave hitting
us just at that point in time, it had to
be postponed. “Mumbai is still not
open to movies in theatres and we had
to do justice to our filmmakers who
had waited for the entire year for their
films to be screened. So, the moment
we got a window in Delhi through the
PVR cinema, we decided that we
should give filmmakers an opportunity to talk about their creation,”
Vevek Paul, founder TGIFF, says.
Who said only a feature film could
make for a great movie with a message or an award-winning film? A film
as short as that can be shot on a
mobile phone can also have an amazing story to tell, a story that could be
an Academy Award winner. Paul
decided to start a film festival of his
own when his short films got accepted by the international film festivals
and one of them called Feast, was
selected at the Vancouver film festival and was also screened. It was his
high!
“I was so thrilled that a very short
film or a micro-short film can also be
played in the theatre. People gave
reviews on it and it made me happy.

F

That day, I decided that I would like
to have a festival of my own. I want
to make sure that the films are
screened at the best venues in the
world,” Paul tells you.
TGIFF started as an open frame
at a co-working space in Gurugram,
where people would come out every
Friday and Saturday to enjoy films.
Few films were curated to be shown
to the public and few award-winning
short films from all over the world
were screened. Every weekend, Paul
and the team would have outings for
filmmakers, film enthusiasts. It was a
validation platform, he started receiv-
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Y How did you come on and manage to get a role in a

board for Panipat?
When I made my debut as
lead with Everest made by
Ashutosh Gowariker. Panipat is
his project as well. He called
him and said that he had a part
for me — Shamsher Bahadur,
Baji Rao I and Mastani’s son. I
thought it was a great part. I did
tested with him as well. It
makes it possible to find out if
you can kill the part. I am
happy that I was able to crack
it.
Y Was acting always on the
cards?
No. I was studying to be an
engineer. I was a good student.
For pocket money, I started
doing modelling. That’s how it
all started. But after Everest, I
studied acting.
Y You got the Best Fresh Face
by Luon Gold Awards and
Star Guild Award for your
role in Everest. What was
your reaction?
When you are from Jammu

ing films from many countries.
“I would take feedback from the
audiences and send it back to the
filmmaker. And in 2020, we officially opened the festival to the world. It
was heartening to see that in the first
year itself, I received close to 120 films
from all over the world,” Paul tells you.
A lot goes into deciding the best
movie when you have some great stories from around the world under different categories. There are certain
parameters set by the judges on
which a movie is selected to be
screened. A one minute film can also
give a strong message as a 15 or 20-

minute film could do. “As a festival,
our responsibility is to give the filmmakers a platform. We have about
seven categories in which we receive
these short films, starting from documentaries to under 60 minutes to a
one minute film,” he explains.
The Oscars is something that
everybody looks up to but in the case
of short films, not many people are
aware that the Oscars also has a category for short films. In this season
of TGIFF, the short film ‘The
Neighbors' Window’ was chosen as an
opening film because the subject was
very appealing in the times that we are
living in right now. The film is directed by Marshall Curry and won an
Oscar last year.
“This movie came our way as it
had won Oscar last year. It is a story
of a couple who lives by looking at the
window of the neighbours and the
times that we have lived in because of
lockdown, it was coincidentally a
very good choice for us to have it as
an opening film,” Paul tells you.
Watching movies is not just about
passing time, it is about understanding the story, learning something out
of it and understanding the creativeness and efforts put into it by a filmmaker. Paul, who received 110 films
last year for TGIFF, watched all of
them. “Once you watch them, you feel
like watching the other films because
all these films are so different and as
a filmmaker and a producer, it satiates
my appetite looking at these films,” he
says.
The next event will be held in
Dubai and they will also have a midyear event coming because they are
worried that the number of films that
they are receiving, they might not be
able to do justice to all of them if their
mission is to screen only through the
bigger venues.

series like Everest and the
music is by Mr AR Rahman; all
these things are big for a newcomer. I was not even thinking
about what would happen after
the show. I was concentrating
on how good I can be here. To
be in screen on biggies, there
was a bit of pressure. I was not
even thinking about what
award I would get. I am grateful that I got it.
Y From Jammu to Mumbai,
how has the journey been?
My journey has been
smooth. I have turned down
many reality show. I know
what kind of projects I want to
do and what I don’t want to do.
I am a committed actor and
enjoy playing different people;
that’s my craft. The TV series
that I did were made by filmmakers. Yes, there are hardships when you don’t get a part
but one has to be emotionally
strong.
Y You are an avid traveler.

How are you managing this
with the pandemic?
I definintely travelled a lot
during the pandemic, within
the country of course. I went to
the North-east for the first
time. I was so impressed with

the places I visited; the people
are warm and welcoming.
Whichever city I visited, what
was stark was how clean these
were. The people was so sofisticated. I went to Rajasthan and
visited Delhi, Goa and
Benguluru as well. Of course,
all throuhg I carried a bottle of
sanitiser. Most hotels were particular with sanitising the
rooms. Taking the precautions
has kept me negative till now.
Y You love to make style
statement. what does fashion
mean to you?
Fashion is about being
yourself. I hate it whrn people
follow trends blindly. I am not
saying don’t follow them but at
the same time, it is important
to stay real and be unique.
Whatever is your inner personality is, it is important to
bring it out through fashion.
Being an artist, fashion is a way
of showcasing your art; it is
abouting showcasing your persoanlity and mood.
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EMERGENCE OF

HOME
FITNESS
W
e have seen the world transform remarkably in the last
one and a half years. The postCovid-19 world has taught us
to cope up with our mental,
physical and emotional health as part of our
daily routine.
One key trend that emerged was the growing conscious awareness towards getting fit.
From Generation X and Y to Generation Z and
Alpha, everyone took to the ground and home
arena to establish a regime to get healthy, while
encouraging others to follow suit. Social media
streams and communities became the virtual
ground for people from different demographics registering their journey of enrolling with a
Fittr coach to transform their lifestyles. Many
couples started their fitness journey by promoting body positivity and highlighting fitness
as a form of couple therapy, sharing
#CoupleFitnessGoals and inspiring others to
join their fitness expedition which the fitness
sector could attest!
The fitness community in India has
evolved rapidly with an advent of a budding
ecosystem consisting of vigilant consumers, fitness service providers coupled by government
initiatives. However, the idea of a healthy mind
in a healthy body is not new to Indians —
yoga, akhadas, ayurveda, and meditation have
always been a part of our culture. With globalisation and ease in the availability of information, traditional practices and exercises are
being reinforced and supplemented by a modern, dynamic, and rising fitness industry in
India.
As per a report by Redseer Consulting, the
country’s fitness industry, which includes
equipment, sportswear, fitness services, and
recreational sports was valued at US$12 billion
in 2018.
Recent industry reports from FICCI, E&Y,
Redseer Consulting, Global Wellness Institute,
and IHRSA & Fitternity on the fitness services
segment estimate that there are six million
active users spending on an average US$350 to
US$400 annually towards fitness services,
amounting to a US$2.6 billion market size.
The overall fitness industry is expected to
grow at an annual rate of 27 percent and touch
the US$32 billion mark by 2022, of which fitness services (like gyms, slimming services,
and formats like zumba, aerobics, crossfit, etc.)
will contribute around US$6.6 billion.
F9BDE1<69D>5CC*2B9>79>77B51D5B1335C
C929<9DI6?B1>I?>51>45F5BI?>5
As we continue to grapple with the effects
and after-effects of the pandemic, there is
now a new breed of fitness enthusiasts that
have come into the fold. According to a 2020
report, 77% of Indians tried staying fit by
combining household chores with virtual
classes and DIY home workout routines.
With gyms and fitness centers closed, limited
space to exercise indoors and lack of gymlike-set up with little to no access to fitness
equipment, being innovative to stay fit
became the need of the hour. With fitness
apps such as Fittr and others in play, finding
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the right exercise, coach, diet as per one’s
need has become seamless.
From terraces and living rooms, any place
with good connectivity that allowed for live
online coaching became everyone’s very own
private fitness centre! Fitness coaches became
creative, curating routines with exercises that
were adapted to these environments.
4979D1<69D>5CC*81F9>71@5BC?>1<
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With the threat of the virus still at large
and easy access to online training sessions,
workouts-at-home have become the pandemic
fitness trend, leading to a sharp boom for the
virtual fitness industry and diverse offerings
for consumers. As per a survey conducted,
84% of fitness enthusiasts tried live-streaming
fitness classes at least thrice during the lockdown.
Along with online offerings, there’s also
been an increase in demand of fitness accessories and equipment such as yoga mats,
dumbbells, among others. People have recognised need of inculcating quantified nutrition
and physical exercises in their lifestyle and are
increasingly becoming more aware and conscious about their health and are looking at
various alternatives to integrate fitness into
their lives.
With fitness industry seeing one of the
biggest leaps to online development and
becoming almost entirely digital, the need for
fitness specialists and nutritionists have
increased. Keeping in mind the prevailing situations, fitness specialists have also equipped
themselves with the craft of world wide web
and have quickly modified their offerings to
online. In no time, online fitness coaching has
become a lucrative business and an alternative
career option with many applying to become
a certified trainer and even earn specialized
fitness certificates by taking online fitness
courses.
One of the major reasons for digital fitness
industry booming is that people now understand the perks of working out at home in one’s
own comfortable space. It’s almost like having
your personal trainer with you at your home
with:
O Time

not being an issue
The excuse that ‘I don’t get time to work
out because of a hectic work schedule’ is no
longer applicable. Previously, while going to
and from the gym or a studio was time-consuming, making it difficult to commit to a
daily workout, is no longer an issue anymore!
With virtual workouts, you have the leisure of
working out at your own convenience and
therefore, find the time to insert a sweat session in your routine. So, no more excuses, all
you have to do is leave them behind, put on
some comfy clothes, set up your mat and turn
on your fitness app.
O No

more hassle to finding a perfect gym
The hassle to find a gym accommodating
your health goals, budgets and within proximity is no longer a challenge. With virtual fitness
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you have a gym right in the comfort of your
home! All one needs to do is find a comfortable spot, place your smartphone, laptop, or
tablet, option and start working out. You can
also take your workout with you outside, on
vacation, to a friend’s house or in your own living room.
O No

peer pressure
When you exercise amongst a bunch of fitness fanatics at a studio or a gym, for beginners especially, it can be an intimidating experience. By working out virtually, much of that
pressure dissipates since you’re only competing
with yourself!
O A

community can help build discipline
Especially for beginners finding discipline
is very important. Once you are disciplined
with your routine and you start seeing results,
motivation will follow. In the beginning persuading oneself to lace up sneakers and get the
body moving can be challenging. That’s where
virtual trainers and communities can help generate discipline, passion, guidance, and support, which will amplify your drive. Such fitness communities help in becoming more
invested in your workout so that you are more
likely to show up for the next one. A study
from the University of Michigan discovered
that individuals who worked out virtually
demonstrated more motivation and performed
better than those who worked out alone.
O Workouts

are boring? Nah!
Following the same routine and frequent
exercises can become monotonous and make
you lose interest. Fitness historically has been a
motivating light, bringing in discipline, focus
and camaraderie in some cases. Overcoming a
stale workout routine can be simple. You can
switch up exercises, change exercise order, or
modify activity targeting that muscle you are
working on or your aim.
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Moreover, online tools and platforms like
Zoom, YouTube, Fittr and Instagram have
increasingly united a wave of virtual fitness
communities in the last eighteen months.
Lockdowns even forced people to adapt their
living spaces to support home fitness routines,
allowing people to create new groups, invite
families and loved ones for engaging fitness
sessions.
O Easy

access to qualified instructors
Professional guidance is very important to
help you chalk out your fitness regime. With
virtual programs, exercises to nutrition intake
have been detailed out craft fully by your personal coaches for you to get the most out of
your workout.
6EDEB5?669D>5CC9>4ECDBI*1=1<71=?6
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The emerging trend of online fitness classes has also made us realise that a person doesn’t need to travel anywhere to stay fit. Anyone
can perform exercises anywhere in the world
and your favourite fitness regime is just a click
away. But will the increase in live streaming of
workout sessions and the ever-increasing rise
in the number of home workout and fitness
apps affect the future of people going to the
gym?
Personally, I don’t see that happening. I see
the future as a blend of both digital and physical. It is also the testament of how the general
thinking around fitness has expanded. Besides
workout arenas and gyms are places where
people meet, socialise, and even form friendships. In a post-pandemic world, I see people
wanting to meet — and the gym is a great way
to start. However, gym packages will be a combination of physically visiting the gym, online
classes, and a personal trainer coming home.
The writer is the author of Lose Fat, Get Fittr
and Founder & CEO, Fittr
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t is explained by Kaviraj
Goswami and the previous
acharyas that Krishna has three
primary energies. His internal
energy, which is his spiritual
energy. His external energy or material energy and the marginal energy
which is the part and parcels spirit souls
that are eternally sub-ordinate to one
of these two energies as tatatha shakti. The living entity must be a servant
under the subjugation of either the
internal energy or the external energy.
The internal energy is where the
constitutional nature of a jiva can be
fully expressed. The internal energy is
that which is eternal, full of knowledge,
full of bliss. Where the bliss of loving
ecstatic pastimes is all that takes place
forever. It is the land of unlimited happiness. The external energy is the land
of exploitation. The land of envy and
greed.
And the Lord has explained
through his representatives that this
internal energy has three principles:
Sandini, Samvit and Hladini. The
Sandini potency of the internal energy of the Lord is that energy in which
the Supreme Personality of Godhead

I

maintains all of existence. And the
Samvit potency is that in which the
supreme Lord knows Himself and
makes Himself known to others. And
Hladini potency is that potency which
gives the Lord unlimited eternal pleasure and also gives all of His devotees
unlimited eternal pleasure. And it is for
the purpose of this Hladini shakti that
Sandini and Samvit are manifested; are
existing. Because ultimately ananda
mayo abhyasat Krishna is ananda
mayi. That means he is the reservoir
of all pleasure. And it is only for pleasure that the Lord transcendentally performs his various functions and pastimes in the spiritual world.
Krishna is the supreme enjoyer. His
enjoyment is the all and all of his existence. And because Krishna is the
supreme enjoyer, the jivatma, which is
part and parcel of Krishna, our life and
soul is also to enjoy. We find the conditioned soul under the illusions of this
external energy. Every part of that soul’s
existence is simply to try to find
enjoyment in one way or the other.
Even when we make sacrifices and perform great austerity it is ultimately for
the purpose of enjoyment. Even when
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a man goes to the battlefield to die for
his country, it is so that he can enjoy
the fact that his country would be free
and he has given his life for that purpose.
Factually, everything we do is for
the purpose of enjoyment. We have
children for the purpose of enjoyment,
we raise children for the purpose of
enjoyment. We go to work and suffer
so many austerities for the purpose of
enjoyment. We even remain in this
body and suffer birth, old age, disease
and death just for the purpose of little
enjoyment. The whole existence of our
life is to seek pleasure because we are
part of Krishna , because Krishna existence is simply to taste pleasure, to
enjoy pleasure.
But the illusion is we think we can
enjoy apart from Krishna. But the natural function of the pleasure seeking
nature of the soul is to experience
unlimited pleasure in giving Krishna
pleasure. When you water the root of
the tree every part of the tree is satisfied. Similarly, when we satisfy Krishna
automatically our soul is satisfied, all
the Demi-Gods are satisfied, everyone
is satisfied. That if we surrender to
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any people dream of
owning an abode, but
very few are lucky
enough to make their dreams
come true. A house becomes a
home because of the members
who live in it. However, your
architect plays a crucial role in
the happiness of your family.
When the architect plans your
dream home, the small negligence of following Vaastu can
cause profound joy or pain in
your life.
A Vaastu practice is mainly
followed to achieve overall wellbeing and prosperity. Vaastu
Shastra architecture revolves

M

around the structure and design
of a building. By having the
right shape or shell, a home can
channel the right energy and
prevent negativity from coming
in. Vaastu principles are best
conducted using symmetrical or
right-angled shapes, such as rectangles and squares. Houses
with these plot shapes are prosperous and happy. Ancient science believes that irregular or
curved-shaped buildings (oval,
circular, or semi-circular)
restrict an individual’s growth
and cause various health problems, losses, and a general feeling of unhappiness in the indi-

vidual life.
According to Vaastu
Shastra, spaces are organised
and shaped based on their functions and purposes within a
room, a structure, or a collection
of rooms. Vaastu Shastra has
been incorporated into the
design of cities, towns, gardens,
roads, and water systems, as well
as in cities, townships, playrooms, offices, and prayer
rooms.
Besides illustrating how to
build a building, Vaastu offers
guidelines for designing it. An
architect can play a vital role in
your happiness and prosperity

by following or not following the
Vaastu norms. As an Architect,
you can look up to few factors
while designing. In the context
of Vaastu Shastra, which
encourages positive energy flow,
the setting of the house property
— which identifies the location
and orientation of the living
space — is crucial because it
establishes the flow of positive
energy.
Vaastu Shastra says any
direction a home faces is good,
whether it’s East, West, North, or
South because every one of
them has advantages but, an
architect could look for some of
the following instructions while
designing and planning:
O Positioning the puja room in
your house affects prosperity
and peace in the home.
O A furniture arrangement can
influence a room’s energy balance, affecting health and mental wellbeing.
O Health and happiness can be
enhanced by placing mirrors in
the key locations in the home.
O For healthy and hygienic
environment water should be
placed correctly.
O Choosing the right colours
for every room in the house can
also affect the mood or feeling
in the room and should be done
with care.
So, next time you look to
purchase a property, ensure and
check if your architect knows
the basics of Vaastu and live
your life with happiness.
The writer is an astrologer &
Vaastu Consultant

Mukunda we have no other responsibilities or duties to anyone because all
obligations are fulfilled when we please
Krishna. Because He is the reservoir of
all pleasure which means that we can
all derive unlimited pleasure from
Krishna just by pleasing him.
But where does Krishna get his
pleasure from? This is the great question that Krishnadas Kaviraj Goswami
is herein explaining in such wonderful, wonderful shlokas. That the
supreme absolute truth is one. There
is one God, there is not a second God.
Krishna says I am the source of all
material and spiritual existence.
Everything emanates from me.
That Krishna is the supreme truth.
There is no truth superior to Krishna.
He is the supreme enjoyer. But where
does that one supreme truth and
enjoyer get his enjoyment from?
Obviously he gets it from himself.
Because everything is contained within him, nothing exists separate from
Him.
Krishna has multifarious energies.
We have described the principal three.
And they have innumerable sub-divisions, but they are all Krishna , they are
all within Krishna, they are all of
Krishna. So when Krishna wants to
enjoy supreme bliss he is the supreme
enjoyer, so in order for Him to enjoy
supreme enjoyment He needs someone
who is supremely enjoyable. Therefore
Krishna expands Himself as His own
Hladini shakti or pleasure potency. And
the function of this pleasure potency
is to give Krishna unlimited pleasure.
And in giving Krishna pleasure, the
pleasure potency enjoys even greater
pleasure than Krishna. And in this relationship of supreme pure spiritual pleasure, Krishna becomes the reservoir of
all pleasure and then all living entities,
all the jivatmas can derive unlimited
bliss from Krishna and he gets that bliss
from his eternal consort Shrimati
Radha Rani. She is the source of all
pleasure. She is the source of all happiness. And just as Krishna expands
Himself in various avatars to enjoy various rasas or pleasures at different times
and at different places and in different
moods for all of eternity, similarly
Shrimati Radha Rani, his pleasure
potency, expands alongwith Him.
When Krishna expands in
Vaikunta into Lord Narayan, Shri
Radhika expands Herself as Laxmi
Devi. Simply to give Narayan unlimited pleasure. Radha is the supreme
energy of Lord Krishna and accompanies Krishna in all his incarnations.
This year on 14th Sept we celebrate
RadhaAshtami the appearance day of
Shrimati Radha Rani
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ife and death are the two sides of the same coin. They
complement each other. They complement one another. It was this reality that Lord Krishna explained to
Arjun in the Gita when he says that one that is born is certain to die at a predestined time. And one who dies is bound
to be born again. All living beings of this world before their
births were unmanifest, that is, without the physical bodies. In death they again become unmanifest or without the
physical bodies. The physical body is merely an intermediary stage. The soul is defined as unmanifest, beyond imagination and faultless. As a man discards old, worn out clothes
and puts on new ones, similarly the soul leaves the old, aged
body and gets into a new one. It does not die when the body
perishes. It is eternal, omnipresent, immortal and stable. This
eternal lesson of Bhagwad Gita gives an answer to the biggest
mystery of life and death. Swami Prabhupada opined that
life is a question none can answer and death is an answer
none can question. But still death is grieved by all. That is
the mystery of life. We don’t want our near and dear ones
to depart from this world though we all know that death is
a necessary end that will come when it will come. That is
the weakness of human nature. We know that death is
inevitable. Yet, we do not like death. This is natural. The indestructibility of soul is something that does not give any kind
of solace to human beings as we know that one who has
departed will never come back. Yes, it is a hard fact, the most
difficult reality of life. It is this reality that we have to face
time and again but coping with it even after knowing it is
not easy. It is this issue that is the most difficult to resolve.
The sad news of the demise of a dear friend, Dr. Chandan
Mitra, was something that put me in a similar predicament.
It was sudden and had a big impact. True, it would have given
a similar impact to many people, and for a number of reasons, all equally genuine. But my case was different. A good
friend, a noted journalist, and of course, a known personality who also was close to me were definitely there at the
back of the mind as the reasons that caused pain. But there
was another very significant reason. He was the person behind
the idea of this Hidden Souls, the column that I have been
writing religiously for around a decade. We had been discussing about this idea of starting a column on spirituality,
values and ethics on many occasions that we met. And then
suddenly, after a gap of some twenty days or so I received a
call from him that we are going ahead. Had it not been for
him, Hidden Souls would have remained hidden from the
readers even today. It was an idea with a laudable objective.
To sensitise readers on issues that stir the soul, make them
look inwards and bring about an awakening to create a better society. It was an attempt with a lofty objective and it did
bring about some encouraging responses from not only different parts of the country but many corners of the globe.
Though Dr. Mitra is not present with his physical body, his
presence will be felt. The soul lives on.
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his article is in the Indian context,
because of our widespread awareness about God, soul, etc. Then,
why aren’t so many spiritualists
amongst us? There are several reasons.
The first and the most basic one is not
realising what one is missing.
We are born in material bodies, and
from then on we identify ourselves as
material bodies only. Spirituality
changes everything. Spirituality reinforces the knowledge/reminds us that
we are spirits or souls. One of the basic
qualities of the soul is consciousness.
A conscious entity will not be oblivious of its own reality. Spirituality
works as a mirror in the sense that it
shows the true picture. Why don’t we
want to see the true picture? Because
the identity of being a soul requires us
to connect to the whole, who is God,
and that requires ‘tapasya’. We would
rather live in ignorance, because we
don’t wish to give up our unlimited
desires for lustful enjoyments.
This is bad enough but worse is for
those who are engaged in sinful acts.
They are not oblivious of the fact that
these sinful acts will be punished as per
the ‘karmaphala’ principle. All acts are
being duly recorded. A time of reckoning will come. But they will rather be
not reminded of the harsh reality.
Spirituality will shake them.
There are some other reasons as
well for shunning spirituality or specifically God. ‘Ahankar’ (ego) is a big
spoiler. Though ego is an intrinsic part
of the human body, it is used in a wrong
way. We need to have this feeling that
I must do what I have to, who else? But
we go wrong when we begin to think
that we are better than other people or
begin to think and talk too much about

T

ourselves. In this mindset, where is a
place for God. Ravana, before dying,
famously said that ahankar was the
cause of his undoing. Bad company is
another reason. Because when we
interact with anyone, something of us
rubs on that person and vice versa. In
bad company one justifies whatever one
is. Then, where is the chance of changing, which is required for the progress
on the spiritual path?
Some people don’t try, because spirituality is somewhat of an unknown territory, though as souls it shouldn’t be.
Here again identifying self as a material body is a big hindrance. Don’t we
struggle for quarter of our lives just to
be able to earn our living? Then, why
should spirituality, which brings enormous rewards, be so easily attainable.
Similarly, gains in spirituality are subtle, unlike material achievements,
which are gross and visible to our sens-

es. But those who practice spirituality
can sense that they are progressing,
because God responds. He has to, otherwise how else will we make the necessary efforts, or more specifically do
‘tapasya’. When we don’t embrace spirituality, we hurt ourselves badly, especially in old age when we need God the
most. The human life has been divided in four parts and the last part is
meant specifically to pursue spiritually. Shelter of God is absolutely essential then, when the body begins to
weaken or gets stricken with some diseases. God can help and does help.
Spiritualists never suffer ‘durgati’ (end
up badly). The Lord has given a specific promise that His devotees never
perish. (9.31) But will we ignore the
mirror and go on living a life of delusion?
1XbW]^XXbPb_XaXcdP[faXcTaP]SRP]QTaTPRWTS
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rief has been with us in
G
one guise or another all
along. Off and on, it has visited all of us. Understanding
grief is concerned with one of
the most intrinsic activities of
human mind, namely mental
events or experiences that
cause grief. Grief, essentially
speaking, is a phenomenal
experience: a phenomenon
connoting a sense mind directly takes note of. The concept of
grief goads us to know not only
how mental activities occur or
get altered during grief but also
how it affects our physical and
psychological being. Grief provokes more investigation into
the relationship between grief
and facts of life. Let us look at
the wood instead of the trees.
Simplicity eludes us in explaining most simplistic situations in
life. The objective of this article is to cover limited aspects
of grief related situations.
A friend of mine, in
employment almost a thousand
miles from his home town, on
his visit to home town, met his
elder brother who was gripped
by severe physical problems.
Elder brother requested for
some financial help. Younger
one obliged and promised him
some help in future. Months
later, younger one kept his
promise and sent him some
amount as per his financial
capacity through money order.
With no mobiles/landline in
the house, he got no confirmation. Moreover communication with members of his
house had significantly
declined with yawning time
gap as he was employed far off.
But younger brother had no
worries. Money had gone; it
would reach. Internet facility
was yet to come to shape.
Movement tracking was not
possible on the postal department website.
About a month later, the
money order came back with a
cr yptic message. “The
addressee expired six months
back. Hence money returned.”
Shock came to younger one in
two forms: first why none in
the family thought of informing him of his brother’s death,
and second: Did he delay his
action in sending money to his
brother? Could he present a
coherent face to his relatives
and friends? The aftermath of
an incident causing grief
assumes greater significance
while life is seemingly stabilising once one travels long distances from the time of incident. But is it so?
Such incidents do occur to
all of us reminding us of
Pakistani poet Muneer Niyazi’s

poem: HAMESHA DER KAR
DETA HOON MAIN. What
sensitive lines from a sensitive
poet!
“Hamesha der kar deta hun
main har kaam karne men,
Zaruri baat kahni ho, koi
vaada nibhana ho,
Use avaz deni ho, use vapas
bulana ho,
hamesha der kar deta hun
main,
Kisi ko maut se pahle kisi
gham se bachana ho,
Haqiqat aur thi kuchh, us
ko jake ye batana ho,
Hamesha der kar deta hun
main har kaam karne men”.
The eminent poet harped
on the essence of time. Time is
crucial in rendering help to any.
A person in need may not be
able to tell of his woes next
moment. Then only the haze
remains. To be more precise
grief or its remains: the haze of
grief. Had money reached in
time, would something better
have occurred to the elder
brother? Would he have lived
a few more months or years?
Perhaps not. Nevertheless, grief
overtook the younger brother.
He had answers to none. But
this element of grief stayed with
him throughout. It might be
that in no way, the eldest
brother was a pillar of younger
brother’s existence. He was a
complete self-made man. Grief
strikes self-made men and
women too. This incident took
place almost twenty years back
but traces of devastated personality of my friend are still
easily perceptible.
Grief distorts the equanimous infrastructure of life,
though it is possible from outside, a man’s face reveals nothing or he does not display any
outer disturbances when confronted with grief-causing
episodes. Many times clear
images of grief are not easily
discernable from a man’s face
which may harbour among
many elements, sadness; anxiety; distorted thoughts; disoriented realties; fear, tiredness,
remains of last night’s dreams
and above all a sense of regret.
Gloomy faces, social withdrawal, irritability, obsessional worrying are part of picture
of grief. Alternatively said,
these are the general contours
of grief. Of late psychologists
have reached some consensus
on severe complexity of nature
of grief. Individualistic character of grief has narrow interpretative values. Grief has
many consequences. One such
is kicking in of “fight or flight”
behaviour with stress hormones flooding the body.
Researchers have shown grief

has strong effect on griefstricken people. It disturbs the
limbic system of the brain
which controls memory and
emotions. Resultantly the prefrontal cortex which plays a
central role in cognitive control
functions like attention, cognitive flexibility, decision making, etc, roll back to backwater.
Excessive grief causes an individual to experience feelings of
profound sadness and depression slowly leading to loneliness. Emptiness becomes
prominent in his joyless life
with significant slowing down
of thought processes. Often
times he is visited upon by guilt
of “unpardonable sins” like the
younger brother above. If the
haze of grief continues for
beyond a reasonable time and
in a disproportionately greater
proportion, depressive patterns
and other mental aberrations
raise their heads.
Grief has many ramifications. What if a person is
bereft of capacity to feel sorrow
and grief or is unable to express
these publicly? World is replete
with strange creatures and by
the same corollary strange
actions and reactions. The
principal character in Albert
Camus’s classic novel The
Outsider got a telegram informing him of his mother’s death.
The rest of the novel handles
character’s rendezvous with

the grief his mother’s death
caused and its aftermath which
led to his refusal to tell lies, his
confession of truth, then his
trial and then punishment.
During trail a barrage of
unpleasant questions he had to
account for such as weather he
“had displayed a lack of emotion” on the day of his mother’s death; if he “had felt any
grief ” on the day of funeral; if
he “believed in God”; if mother’s death was “a personal sacrifice for” him; if he had cried
seeing his dead mother, etc.
What followed his mother’s
death were sequences centring
on “grief ” but leading to other
directions away from the principal theme of death and grief.
The character chose to die for
the sake of truth: he refused to
lie. He did face the haze of
haunting grief before he went
to suffer punishment. Grief
does not end instantaneously,
it lasts. At times it is a life-time
punishment.
Vladimir Nabokov’s book
INSOMANIC DREAMS too
merits consideration. Nabokov
was a die-hard insomniac using
high and strong doses of medication for sliding into dreamless and soothing sleep. So he
had dreams at dawn just before
waking up from restlessness of
disturbed sleep throughout the
night. Then he had an enlarged
prostate gland causing him

repeated urge to rush to loo for
urination. These facts are bare
minimum to see the context.
Staying in a grand Swiss hotel
in Montreux, Nabokov toyed
with an experiment. During
October 14, 1964, to January 3
1965, immediately after waking
up, he recorded the rescued
portions of his dreams. Thus
this book is a dreamer’s log.
What for? Next few days he
would search for something
that happened and had anything to do with his dreams. He
was keen to put a theory to
scrutiny. The theory believes
dreams: fragmented, jumbled
and mis-labelled, may not only
relate to past events like death
of a beloved one or divorce but
could be precognitive. Let us
look at following lines:
‘Got up, lay down, got up
again.
Daybreak, like death, drew
nearer, creeping.
If I’ll keep going on without sleeping,
I shall complain.’
A closer look at the analysis of his dreams unquestionably convinces readers that
dreams may be ornamental
convolution of past and future
events but in no less important
way, they bring readers close to
Nabokov’s personal world of
grief, anxiety, pain, intense
depression and woes. It’s an
anxious world: violent and

surreal. Grief-stricken people
very often see different types of
fear arousing, tormenting
dreams an analysis of content
of which gives a graphic picture
of the internal upheavals of
such people. Sleeplessness
enhances problems further.
What causes grief and
resultant mental issues is a
question which has been
sought to be answered by psychologists. Way back in 1959,
psychiatrist Silvano Arieti
attributed severe depressive
reactions to three causative
factors: First, death of a loved
one (like the younger brother’s
brother); second, failure in a
personal relationship; and
third, a setback in the work to
which an individual has devoted significant portion of his life.
These still remain three broad
categories, though one can add
many more to the list. These
conditions first create grief
and then lead to conducive
environment for aberrations in
behaviour. How long does grief
last? From a few days to years?
When grief lasts for long time,
it becomes a disease known as
prolonged grief disorder just
like anxiety disorders requiring
psychiatric treatment.
One way to rescue oneself
from severe consequences of
continuing grief (deep depression, melancholy and other
psychic issues) is to draw a balance between seeking pleasures from life and avoiding
pain and discomfort. One has
to learn to perceive and cope
with real-life situations: joyous
or inevitable hurts. Needed
social, emotional, intellectual,
moral competencies have got to
be learnt though problemsolving and decision making
processes in life. This in
abnormal psychology is called
“the process of maturation”. In
an experiment, Harlow &
Harlow observed that if infant
monkeys were subjected to
partial deprivation, (they could
see but not interact with other
monkeys), it would lead to
permanent inadequacies in
social behaviour. To handle
grief, one needs to have
required adequacies at one’s
command. If that is not available, a person will not be able
to tackle stressful situations
stemming from grief and it, in
turn, will pave the way for
her/his disorganisation. Fear
has serious links with grief.
It is during infancy and
early childhood that fears are
acquired as at that stage many
individuals are helpless and
cannot cope with external
threats. Therefore, individuals
who unfortunately don’t learn

needed competencies and adequacies to handle external danger become vulnerable later.
These competencies enable a
person to come out of what
psychologists Woodworth and
Schlosberg call “blinding
effect” or “functional fixidity”.
“Blinding effect” in brief connotes a person’s inability to look
beyond a few alternatives. For
solving problems, say for example, arising out of grief situations, a matured individual
has to initiate process of stimulating new ideas; they might
show that there is more than
one way of looking at things.
Life does not have only one
facet. There should be continual attempt to embrace more
and more phenomena and
options. One ought to forget
single-peaked nature of grief.
He has to tease out psychological nuances of his own situation and behaviour. Correct
appreciation of grief, its nature
and aftermath is instrumental
in understanding himself.
Considering that prolonged grief disorders have
much to do with lack of competencies and maintenance of
maladaptive behaviour, a time
has dawned to reduce focus on
individual dynamics of sufferers and focus on social injustices and inequities that exacerbate feelings of grief. Solution
to grief-related problems lies in
helping concerned individuals
to become more spontaneous
and authentic and try out
newer ways of experiencing,
communicating and being.
Isolated aspects of grief should
not be divorced from the
context of the whole life and
vice versa.
(The writer, a civil servant
who superannuated in July 2020
as Additional Deputy
Comptroller & Auditor General
in the rank of Special Secretary
to the Govt of India from the
office of CAG. He is a poet,
writer and columnist. Author of
three volumes of poetry, his
poems have been translated
into Hindi (Andhere Se Nikli
Kavitayen
—
VANI
PRAKASHAN (2017) and his
book “Shadows of the Real” into
Russian by veteran Russian
poet Adolf Shvedchikov. His
fourth book “Soliloquy of a
Small-Town Uncivil Servant”: a
literary non-fiction published in
March 2019 by Rupa
Publications, New Delhi, has
received international acclaim in
literary field. His next book: a
collection of Essays& Critiques
is expected shortly. Views
expressed here are his personal
views)
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ater and air pollution
W
seriously impact the
health of human and the
ecosystem, with a rapidly growing, resource-consuming population. Less than 1 per cent of
world’s freshwater is available
for human consumption, and
everyday, over 2 million tonnes
of sewage, industrial and agricultural wastes are released
into waters around the world.
Riverine pollution is
caused by numerous factors,
but the biggest determining
factor continues to be development in areas vulnerable to
run-off. The anthropogenic
activity follows a template of
resource consumption, utilisation, and wastage. Applied to
the context of freshwater from
rivers, we consume water from
our rivers, use it for our needs
and dispose downstream for
another set of users.
Unplanned and uncontrolled disposal of solid waste,
not just wastewater, has exacerbated the problem of passing
on pollutants to other water
users. The dependence of river
flow on regular freshwater
inputs from precipitation and
snowmelt underlines the
intrinsic connection between
the atmosphere and the water
flowing in our rivers.
The nature of anthro-

pogenic activities heavily influences the composition of the
earth’s atmosphere, affecting
human and ecosystem’s health.
According to the WHO, over
91 per cent of the world’s population live in places where the

air quality has sunk beyond the
recommended limits. Air pollution accounted for over 12
per cent of all deaths in 2019.
To add to these issues, the
occurrence of both legacy and
new “emerging” organic pollu-

tants has become increasingly
common. Chlorinated pesticides used for agriculture and
vector control, brominated
plastic additives added as flame
retardants for fire resistance,
fluorinated surfactants used in

non-stick cookware, and many
such chemicals are all examples
of persistent organic pollutants (POPs), which pose
immense risk to human health
owing to their ability to resist
degradation.

Other compounds, including pharmaceuticals and plasticisers, are deemed to be pseudo-persistent because of their
constant release into the environment. Some of these chemicals are carcinogenic, can
cause endocrine disruption
and mutagenicity. Despite
being present at trace levels in
the environment, chronic
human exposure to these toxic
compounds can significantly
impact health.
During the recent Covid19 pandemic, day-to-day and
regular commercial activities
were crippled and pollutants in
air like PM10, PM2.5, oxides of
sulphur and nitrogen saw a
marked decline in their concentrations. Some surface water
quality characteristics, like dissolved oxygen levels and nutrient concentrations, showed
slight improvements in the
riverwater.
However, despite a slowdown in economic activities,
the presence of POPs in the
environment will continue to
linger for decades despite
decreased manufacturing and
use. Once released into the
environment, POPs continue to
occur due to their persistence.
POPs can also undergo longrange atmospheric transport
(dubbed “grasshopper effect”)

and exhibit the tendency for
transboundary movement,
affecting non-source regions.
Thus, even if there was no
emission of these pollutants in
a particular region, these areas
can still be affected by exposure
to POPs transported from hundreds of kilometre away.
(Paromita Chakraborty is
an Associate Professor, SRM
Research Institute SRM Institute
of Science & Technology,
Kattankulathur, India. Prof
Daniel Snow is Laboratory
Director, Water Sciences
Laboratory, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln/Nebraska
Water Center, USA. The Water
Science Laboratory, part of the
Nebraska Water Center and
Daugherty Water for Food
Global at the University of
Nebraska, is at the forefront of
emerging pollutants analysis
including steroids, pharmaceuticals and other toxicants.
Environmental Science &
Technology Group at SRM
Research Institute, Department
of Civil Engineering, Institute of
Science and Technology, has
developed protocols especially for
wastewater-based epidemiological surveillance and concurrence of SARS-CoV-2 with
chemical markers during this
pandemic.)
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CWXbfTTZBcaTbb\PhcPZTPc^[[;^^ZPcfPhbc^TPbT
h^daaXbZUPRc^abP]SSTP[fXcWbcaTbb8UP[[T[bTUPX[b
cWX]ZPQ^dcRWP]VX]Vh^da[XUTbch[TP]ScWTcWX]Vb
h^d³aTb_T]SX]Vh^da\^]Th^]>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
h^d]TTSc^cPZTRPaT^UT\^cX^]P[\PccTabP]S
aT[PcX^]bWX_bfXcWR^[[TPVdTbP]SQ^bbfWXRWWPS
VXeT]h^dcT]bT\^\T]cbX]cWT_PbcCWTbXcdPcX^]
fX[[X\_a^eTP]Sh^d\dbc\PZTcWTQTbcdbT^UcWXb
cX\Tc^aT_PXaP]SX\_a^eTh^daR^]cPRcbP]ST]WP]RT
h^daRPaTTaCWTRWP]VTbh^d\PZTPccWXbcX\TfX[[
[TPSc^X]cTaTbcX]V\^]Th\PZX]V^__^acd]XcXTb[PcTa
^]>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ccahc^VXeTh^da_Pac]Ta
b^\TQaTPcWX]Vb_PRT0[XUTbch[TRWP]VT\Ph]^c
_[TPbTTeTah^]TQdcXcbW^d[S[XUch^dab_XaXcb

CWXbfTTZQTfPcRWUd[^Uh^daWTP[cW8Uh^dUTT[cWPc
b^\TcWX]VXbP\XbbfXcWh^daWTP[cW\PZTbdaTc^
PSSaTbbcWTR^]RTa]B_TPZU^ah^dabT[UBd__^acP]S
WTP[h^dabT[UPbQTbch^dRP]fXcWSXTcTgTaRXbT
]dcaXcX^]P]SeXcP\X]b\X]TaP[b>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
h^d\Ph\XbbPf^]STaUd[^__^acd]XchcWPcWPbcWT
_^cT]cXP[c^QaX]VbPcXbUhX]VX\_a^eT\T]cX]h^da
bcPcdb5^Rdb^]h^dabcaT]VcWb^]fWPch^dWPeT
P]SRP]S^]^cfWPch^dRP]³cS^P]SS^]³cWPeT>]
cWT[^eTUa^]cZ]^fcWPcP[Xcc[TTUU^acV^TbP[^]V
fPhTb_TRXP[[hXUh^d³aT[^^ZX]Vc^X\_a^eTh^da[^eT
[XUTPc_aTbT]cCWXbXbPV^^ScX\Tc^[^^ZWPaSPc
h^dabT[UPbc^fWTcWTah^dPaTQTX]VaTP[XbcXRfXcW
aTVPaSbc^[^eT

CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWXbV^^S1TRPaTUd[fWX[T
TgTaRXbX]V*cWTaTR^d[SQT\X]^aX]YdaXTb^ab_aPX]b8U
h^d³aTX]cWT_a^RTbb^UWTP[X]VUa^\P]X]YdahS^]³c
^eTaS^Xc^ah^dR^d[ST]Sd_X]f^abTbWP_TcWP]h^d
fTaTTPa[XTa>]cWTf^aZUa^]cdbTh^daT]TaVhX]
RaTPcXeT_dabdXcbCWTaT\PhQTb^\TR^]bcaPX]cbX]cWT
f^aZ_[PRTH^dfX[[Tg_TaXT]RTbcPV]PcX^]aTcXaT\T]c
^acWTY^QXbeTahST\P]SX]VfWXRWh^dUX]SSXUUXRd[c
F^aahX]VPQ^dch^daY^QXb]^cV^X]Vc^WT[_\PccTab
5^Rdb^]fWPch^dRP]R^]ca^[P]Scahc^[TPeTh^da
P]gXTchQhcWTfPhbXST>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]cR^]U[XRcb
PSXUUTaT]RT^U^_X]X^]bPaTU^aTbTT]X]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_
PaTPCWTaTPaTaTbc[Tbb]TbbP]Sd]aT[XPQX[Xch;TPa]c^
eP[dT^cWTab^_X]X^]bP]Sf^aSb

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da <Pa^^]
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da1a^f]
;dRZhSPhCWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da6^[ST]
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh
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CWXbfTTZh^d\dbc\P]PVTh^dabcaTbb[TeT[c^bcPh
X]V^^SWTP[cW3TP[fXcWP]h_a^Q[T\bcWPcR^\Td_
S^]³ccahc^Pe^XScWT\4]bdaTh^dVTcT]^dVWaTbc8U
h^d]TTSWTP[X]VPbZU^aXc7TPachcP[ZfXcWSTPa
UaXT]SbfX[[V^P[^]VfPhc^fPaSbZTT_X]Vh^d
WTP[cWhP]SbP]T>]cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]cR^]U[XRc
fXcWPbd_TaX^afX[[[TPSh^dc^RWP]VTcaPRZCah]^c
c^R[^bTP[[S^^abd][Tbbh^dWPeTP]^cWTa
^__^acd]Xch1T_PcXT]cPbcWXbXbPcT\_^aPah
bXcdPcX^]BT[UX\_a^eT\T]c_a^YTRcbfX[[QT
bdRRTbbUd[H^dfX[[\PZT_a^VaTbbQh\PZX]V
R^aaTRcX^]b1TPSYdbcX]Vc^cWTRdaaT]cT]eXa^]\T]c
>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]cPR^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_fX[[
]TTSc^cPZTPRcX^]U^abdaeXeP[

H^daUXa\P__a^PRWc^fPaSb[XUTRP]WT[_b^[eTWP[U^U
cWT_a^Q[T\bATbc[Tbb\X]SP]SPVVaTbbX^]QaX]V
X]RaTPbTS1?_a^Q[T\bP]SWh_TacT]bX^]H^dWPeT
P]X]cT[[XVT]cP]SbT]bXcXeT]PcdaTP]Sh^d\Ph
bdUUTaXUcWTaTXb]^RWP]]T[c^[Tc^dch^daXSTPbP]S
UTT[X]Vb>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cV^PWTPSfXcWRaTPcXeT
XSTPbCWXbXbcWTaXVWccX\TU^a\PZX]VSTP[b
R^]]TRcX^]bP]SR^[[PQ^aPcX^]b3^]³cadbWUX]XbW
fWPch^dWPeTbcPacTSQTU^aTh^dSTRXSTc^RP[[Xc^UU
>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ch^da[^VXRP[]PcdaT\Ph
b_^X[h^daR^]]TRcX^]fXcWh^da_Pac]Ta0e^XSWTPcTS
PaVd\T]cbH^d]TTSc^QTVa^d]STSP]SUXa\X]
h^daSTRXbX^]bH^da_Pac]Ta\PhQTeTahST\P]SX]V
H^d]TTSc^QTW^]TbcfXcWWX\WTa

CWXbfTTZh^da[XUTXb[XZT[hc^VTcPUUTRcTSQhf^aah
bcaTbbP]SP]gXTch1TbdaTcWPch^dPaTcPZX]VV^^SRPaT
^Uh^dabT[UP]Sc^cWTQTbc^Uh^daRP_PQX[XcXTbCahP]S
QaX]VQP[P]RTX]TgTaRXbTU^^SP]SfPcTaX]cPZT6TccX]V
PST`dPcTaTbcXbP\dbc1aTPcWX]VTgTaRXbTbP]S
\TSXcPcX^]PaT_PacXRd[Pa[hdbTUd[U^ah^d]^f>]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]cb^\Td]Tg_TRcTSTeT]c\Phbda_aXbTh^d
H^d\PhSTRXSTc^[TPeTh^daY^QXUh^dPaTRdaaT]c[h
f^aZX]VTeT]XUXc³bPV^^SY^QQTRPdbTh^daWTPacXb]^
[^]VTaX]XcH^dfP]cc^U^[[^fh^daSaTP\]^\PccTa
fWPcXcXb>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dfX[[QTPQ[Tc^
TbcPQ[XbWPb^[XSUP\X[h[X]TP]SQTR^\TP_X[[Pa^UPfXST
]Tcf^aZ^UUP\X[h\T\QTabH^dPaT_aPRcXRP[P]S
Va^d]STS

;dRZh]d\QTa&
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da HT[[^f
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da6aTh
;dRZhSPh5aXSPh
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CWXbfTTZWTP[cWfX[[X\_a^eT8USTP[X]VfXcWPbTaX^db
X[[]Tbb]TfWTP[X]V^aP]TfS^Rc^afX[[QT^UVaTPc
W^_TCWX]Z_^bXcXeT[hP]STg_TRccWTQTbcP]SS^]^c
WTbXcPcTc^PbZU^aWTP[cWRPaTXUh^d]TTSXcH^da[XUT
fX[[VTcP]Tf\TP]X]VXUh^daTPRW^dcc^b_XaXcdP[
_aPRcXRTbP]SWPeTX\\T]bTUPXcWX]6^S>]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]cZTT_cWT^UUXRTP]S_Tab^]P[[XUTbT_PaPcT
H^dPaT[XZT[hc^cahPSXUUTaT]ccPRcXR^a\PhTeT]
RW^^bTc^[TPeTcWTY^QcWPch^d³aTRdaaT]c[hX]3dTc^
bT]bXcXeTcX\TXUh^d_[P]c^bcPhQPRZcWT][^^ZU^a
P[cTa]PcTfPhbc^\PZTh^daf^aZTPbXTa8]cWT\PccTa
^UWTPac\X[SR^]U[XRcbfXcW[^eTS^]TbPaTX]SXRPcTS
0[[^fh^da_Pac]Tac^WPeTWXb^aWTab_PRTU^aP
WTP[cWhaT[PcX^]bWX_

CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWfX[[QTV^^SH^dPaT^dcV^X]VP]S
T]TaVTcXRP]Sb^\T`dXRZ\^eT\T]cbfX[[\PZTh^d
QdbhP]Sh^dT]Y^hS^X]Vb^H^dfX[[WPeTcWTSaXeTP]S
STcTa\X]PcX^]c^\^eTU^afPaS3^]^cU^aRTcWX]VbPb
cWPcXb[XZT[hc^QPRZUXaT^]h^d>]cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]c
cWXbXb]^ccWTaXVWccX\Tc^cPZTX\_^acP]cSTRXbX^]bH^d
\PhUTT[PbXUh^daT]TaVhXbQ[^RZTSBTRaTc\^cXeTb
d]STaR^eTaX]U^a\PcX^]R^d[S\PZTh^dcT]bTSd_CWTaT
XbP]TTSc^V^STT_X]c^cWT\PccTaP]SUX]SPb^[dcX^]
U^ah^daP]gXTcXTbUTPabP]S_bhRWXRQ[^RZbb^cWPccWTh
fX[[]^[^]VTaWPd]ch^d>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWXbfTTZ
fX[[QTUX[[TSfXcWa^\P]RTP]S_PbbX^]CWTcX\TP]S
T]TaVhh^dWPeTX]eTbcTSX]cWT_PbcfX[[]^fVXeTh^d
aXRWSXeXST]Sb

CWXbfTTZh^d\PhQTbd__aTbbX]Vh^daT\^cX^]bCWXb
fX[[X\_PRch^daWTP[cWPSeTabT[h1TRPaTUd[PQ^dcW^f
fWT]P]SfWTaTh^deT]ch^daT\^cX^]P[aTPRcX^]b
0]hcWX]VcWPcaTSdRTbh^dabcaTbb[TeT[fX[[QTWT[_Ud[
]^fTeT]PUXeT\X]dcTfP[ZH^daT\^cX^]bPaTcWT
VPcTfPhc^^_T]X]Vd_h^dab_XaXcdP[[XUT?a^UTbbX^]P[[h
cWXbXbPVaTPccX\Tc^cPZTb^\TcX\T^UUUa^\f^aZXU
h^dRP]c^aT[Pg<TSXcPcX^]b^[dcX^]bR^\\Xc\T]cb
P]SR^]Ua^]cPcX^]bRP]P]SbW^d[SQT\PST]^fCWXb
fX[[QaX]V_^bXcXeTRWP]VTbX]h^daRPaTTa>]cWT
aT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]cXUh^dPaTP[aTPShR^\\XccTScWT]
h^dRP]T]Y^hPWP__hVT]Ta^dbUPXaP]SQP[P]RTS
aT[PcX^]bWX_U^aPc[TPbcPfWX[TH^dP]Sh^da_Pac]Ta
bW^d[SWPeTPUPXaR^]caXQdcX^]c^cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da6aTT]
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa %
;dRZhR^[^da >aP]VT
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa"
;dRZhR^[^daBZh1[dT
;dRZhSPhCWdabSPh
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CWXbXbPV^^ScX\Tc^X\_a^eTh^daWTP[cWH^dfX[[
ZTT_P_^bXcXeTPccXcdSTH^df^d[SQT[^eX]Vc^fPaS
TeTah^]TP]STeTahcWX]VBWPaTcWPcV^^ST]TaVh
^cWTab\XVWc]TTSXcc^^6^X]VU^aPfP[Z^a
_aPRcXRX]Vh^VPfXcWh^daUaXT]S^a_Pac]TaXbV^^SU^a
h^daWTP[cWP]SfT[[QTX]V?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dfX[[QT
fXbTc^U^[[^fTbcPQ[XbWTSb^RXP[bcadRcdaTbP]S
caPSXcX^]bB^\T^Uh^d\PhR^]bXSTabcPacX]Vh^da
^f]QdbX]Tbb^aY^X]PUP\X[hQdbX]TbbH^dUTT[
WP__hQTX]VbT[UT\_[^hTScWP]f^aZX]VU^a^cWTab
H^d\Ph\TTcb^\T^]T]TfcWa^dVWh^daf^aZ^a
UTT[PccaPRcTSc^h^daf^aZX]VR^[[TPVdTb8][^eTU^a
cW^bTX]PR^\\XccTSaT[PcX^]bWX_QTbdaTcWPch^da
R^\\d]XRPcX^]XbPbR[TPaPbXcRP]QT

CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[^eTaR^\T_a^Q[T\b^UcWT_PbcP]SXc
fX[[b^^cWTcT]bX^]bX]h^daaT[PcX^]bWX_b>]cWTRPaTTa
Ua^]cP[Xcc[Tb^aa^fPaXbTbQdch^dfX[[^eTaR^\TcWT
bXcdPcX^]P]SP[b^d]STabcP]ScWT]TRTbbXchU^acWPcQaXTU
b^aa^f0b_TPRTP]SY^hT]cTah^daRPaTTabTRc^ah^d³[[
bTTcWPccWT_aTeX^dbRWP]VTbX\_[hT]TaVXbTSh^dc^
T]cTaP\^aT_a^UXcPQ[T_WPbTCWTfTTZ[^^Zb_a^\XbX]V
X]cTa\b^UUX]P]RTCWT\^]ThfX[[QTR^\X]Vh^dafPh
cWa^dVWSXUUTaT]cb^daRTbH^daSaTP\\PhR^\TcadT
\PhQT]^cX]cWTU^a\h^dTg_TRcTS>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]cePaX^dbTeT]cbPaT[XZT[hc^WP__T]cWPcfX[[VdXST
h^dX]PSXaTRcX^]cWPcXb\^bcPdb_XRX^dbU^ah^d3^]³c
[^bTW^_TfWT]cWX]VbPaT]^cPb_Tah^da_[P]]X]V
3TbcX]hZ]^fbfWPcXbaXVWcU^ah^d

CWXbfTTZWTP[cWXbbdTb\PhQ^cWTah^dCPZT^]T
\^\T]cPcPcX\TcWX]Z_^bXcXeT[hP]SZ]^fcWPcXc\Ph
cPZTPfWX[Tc^VTcc^cWTQ^cc^\^UfWPcXbWP__T]X]V
1T[XTeTX]h^dabT[UPbZ`dTbcX^]bP]STSdRPcTh^dabT[U
:TT_f^aZX]VP]ScWX]Vbf^d[SQTUX]T0cf^aZQXV
XSTPbR^d_[TSfXcWSTcTa\X]PcX^]RP]WT[_h^dPRWXTeT
h^dacPaVTcb2W^^bTh^daPRcXeXcXTbP]S_a^YTRcbfXbT[h
CWXbXbP_TaX^S^UX]RaTPbTS[TPa]X]VY^X]X]VP]
TSdRPcX^]P[R^dabTe^RPcX^]P[caPX]X]VP]SaTbTPaRW
P]SU^aP\PbcTaSTVaTT0acXbcXRX]cTaTbcbfX[[SaPfh^da
PccT]cX^]>]cWT[^eTUa^]cZ]^fcWPc[^eTS^Tb]³cZ]^f
^UPVT;^eTRP]\TP]cWPcb^\T^]TXbPQ^dcc^bfTT_
h^d^UUh^daUTTc6XeTcWT\PRWP]RT4gXbcX]V
aT[PcX^]bWX_bUX]SfPhbc^QaX]V\^aTRWPa\c^cWTXa[XUT

;dRZh]d\QTa'
;dRZhR^[^daATS
;dRZhSPhBPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa$
;dRZhR^[^da8]SXV^
;dRZhSPhBPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da<PVT]cP
;dRZhSPhBd]SPh
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uman mind is driven by a sense of
duality. That makes you see things
in relative terms. Two persons
exploring the same issue/object may perceive it differently. Even truths pertaining
to the living mortal world becomes relative. For, there remains thin dividing line
between seeming reality and the underlying truth. Put almost equal amount of
milk in two transparent glasses. Mix little
water to one of them. To the onlookers, it
will be difficult to figure out which one is
adulterated. But if you offer the adulterated milk to a swan, it will consume pure
milk and leave aside water content. Such
a fine sense of discriminatory ability is
arrived at by what is termed in spirituality
as becoming a Paramhansa. This state is
arrived at when one transgresses all limitations of mind.
The ones who could become
Paramhansa, were able to explore and
comprehend even subtle realities of life,
operative at imperceptible level. Ancient
India’s rishis, Buddha, and realised masters all across come under this category.
They came out with profound philosophies. Those, who could overcome their
limitations even partially, emerged as
acclaimed scientists who created history

H
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with their remarkable inventions. Even
many social reformers who led people
improve their lot, come under this category. It is believed that Einstein could use
10% of his mind-power against 5 to 7%
ordinarily available with ordinary mortals.
That is why Swami Vivekanand used
to say: “The history of the world is the
history of few men, who had faith in
themselves. Faith calls out divinity within;
you can could do anything. You do not
fail in life simply because destiny is so
scripted. It is because you do not strive
sufficiently to unfold immense power
within.”
What happens when you become a
Paramhansa? He/She has access to the
full landscape of mind, when wholesome
powers of mind spontaneously come into
play. It then knows no limits. The irony,
however, is that with limited mindpower
available, ordinary mortals get a narrow
window frame to look at. Evidently, with
a narrow vision, one fails to look at issues
in hand in the right perspective due, and
with obvious consequences. And because
of one’s habit tendencies, we dissipate a
large part of our mindpower, towards
unproductive ends. One, thus, is hardly

left with enough to do justice to the callings of the targeted destination. This is
not to suggest that each one of us could
become a Paramhansa. Even if one could
optimise what is already available, it will
help successfully negotiate the callings of
usual life with relative ease. If one could
raise the mindpower little higher through
conscious efforts, he could make it big in
life.
The question now is: why is it that an
ordinary mortal is born with a limited
mind power? And how come they fail to
optimally use even what is available?
Answer lies in our inherent ignorance,
coming as it may as Karmic carryover
from the past. That holds the key to an
individual’s desire trends as well as habit
tendencies and attitudes. The habits and
attitudes do not let you weigh your desire
trends objectively — whether they are
achievable. They do not let you look
beyond for better options suited to your
skill sets either. Nor do they allow you to
carry on the task in hand in a focused
way.
While I was explaining the above
concept to someone who has often failed
to strike his targeted destination, came
out with a counter question: “Can destiny,
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which is a sequel to our own doing and
undoing in the past be changed?
Applying the same logic, is it possible to
change the habits and attitudes identified
with a being?”
Yes, one could do it through sustained conscious efforts, I answered.
Elaborating further, I explained that it
was with the intent to find answer to the
above question that learned masters such
as Buddha toiled day in and day. In the
process, they explored the subtle as well
as living realities of life. Pursuing further,
they not simply found the root cause
underlying human suffering, but also
worked out ways and means to overcome
them. To make things further clear, two
aspects of life need attention. First, the
premise on which the theory of Karma
stands. Second, the construct and chemistry of mind, which remains the primemover of a being. For, all that happens
out in open, begins in mind. First you
visualise and then articulate ways and
means to successfully pursue the task in
hand.

CWTf
faXcTaXXbPP]PPbca^[^VTaeePbcdRR^]bd[cP]c
P]Sbb_XaXcdP[RR^d]bT[[^a2
2^]]TRcf
fXcWWWX\PPc
CT[)((  ((' '"&!&"('& "&!&!
4\PX[)QQWPaPcQWdbWP]_PS\PST^/V\PX[R^\

